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The fundamental nature of dark matter (DM) remains unknown. In this thesis,
we explore new ways to probe properties of particle DM across different phe-
nomenological settings.
In the first part of this thesis, we overview evidence, candidates and searches
for DM.
In the second part of this thesis, we focus on model building and signals for
DM searches at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Specifically, in Chapter 2, the
use of effective field theories (EFTs) for DM at the LHC is explored. We show that
many widely used EFTs are not gauge invariant, and how, in the context of the
mono-W signal, their use can lead to unphysical signals at the LHC. To avoid such
issues, the next iteration of a minimal DM framework, called simplified models,
are considered. We discuss use of such models at the LHC in Chapter 3, and
show that in the context of a renormalizable gauge-invariant theory, any isospin
violating effects in mono-W signals cannot be large. In Chapter 4, we discuss an
alternative search strategy to mono-X searches at the LHC— in the case that DM
does not couple directly to hadrons, the mono-X signature does not exist, and
instead a leptophilic DM signature can be probed. We focus on the prospects for
leptophilic DM with a spin-1 mediator at the LHC, and discuss constraints from
other experiments.
In the third part of this thesis, we turn to astrophysical signals of DM. In Chap-
ter 5, we show that a consequence of enforcing gauge invariance in simplified DM
models provides a new dominant s-wave DM annihilation process for indirect
detection searches, and set limits on the annihilation cross section from Pass 8
observations of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope. In Chapter 6, we demon-
strate the impact of mass generation for simplified models, finding that the relic
density and indirect detection constraints, along with the DM interaction types,
are strongly dictated by the mass generation mechanism chosen. In Chapter 7, we
show that the multi-mediator approach advocated in the previous two chapters
can also lead to a new dominant signal, in the form of dark initial state radiation.
Finally in Chapter 8, we look to the Sun to find that if DM annihilates to long-lived
mediators, the gamma rays and neutrinos produced can be strongly probed by
gamma-ray telescopes and observatories Fermi-LAT, HAWC, and LHAASO, as
well as neutrino telescopes IceCube and KM3Net. Interestingly, these telescopes
can provide the strongest probe of theDMspin dependent scattering cross section,
outperforming standard high-energy solar neutrino searches and direct detection
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verything we can see and feel makes up five percent of the energy-matter
content of the universe. What makes up the rest remains one of the
most exciting unsolved mysteries of modern physics. In this chapter,
we overview the current status of answers to questions such as: what is ninety-five
percent of the universe, and how do we know its there? What do we know about
it? What could it be?
Without knowing their fundamental nature, we call these ubiquitous sub-
stances, “dark energy” and “dark matter”. The former is a repulsive energy,
causing the universe to expand at an increasing rate. The latter is an attractive
matter, acting as a cosmic glue throughout the universe. Together, both these
dark substances have intricately affected the evolution and development of our
universe, shaping it into what we observe today.
In this thesis, we will focus on the unknown, elusive matter substance, dark
matter. In the first section of this chapter, examples of evidence for dark matter
from astrophysical observations are presented. In the second section, examples of
evidence from cosmological observations are presented. In the third section, we
outline theories which can explain the fundamental nature of dark matter, with
a focus on particle dark matter, and finally in the fourth section of this chapter
we discuss how particle dark matter may be found; through measurements of its
annihilation, scattering and production cross sections.
1.1 Astrophysical Evidence for Dark Matter
1.1.1 First Observation in Galaxies
Dark matter first revealed itself, unexpected, through strange behaviour of galaxy
clusters and their constituents. The existence of dark matter was first posited by
20th Century astronomers Kelvin [1] (1906), Opik [2] (1915), Kapteyn [3] (1922),
Jeans [4] (1922), Lindblad [5] (1926) and Oort [6] (1932), to potentially explain
discrepancies in the expected total density of matter near the Sun or in the Milky
Way [7]. In 1931, Edwin Hubble and Milton Humason had published results on
the redshifts of galaxies [8]. A Swiss astronomer, Fritz Zwicky, was perplexed by
the results — there seemed to be some curious behaviour in a particular galaxy
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cluster, theComaCluster. Particularly, the rotational velocities of the galaxieswere
unexpectedly high. He related the kinetic energy of the cluster to its gravitational
potential via the virial theorem, finding that apparently, most of the mass of the
cluster was mysteriously missing. There had to be something else, something
non-luminous, hiding within the cluster. In his 1933 work [9], he concluded,
If this would be confirmed, we would get the surprising result that dark matter
is present in much greater amount than luminous matter.
Later, it turned out that Zwicky had overestimated the amount of dark matter
by a few orders ofmagnitude, but his qualitative result stood: something dark and
unknown exists in the universe and is much more abundant than visible matter.
Since discovery of Zwicky’s dunkle kalte Materie (cold dark matter), evidence in
support of his hypothesis has accumulated across several length scales.
1.1.2 Galactic Rotation Curves
By the 1970s, striking evidence for darkmatter began to increasingly appear at the
galactic scale. From Newtonian dynamics, it is expected that any object in orbit
at an increasing radius r around a galaxy of mass M(r) should have decreasing
rotational velocity v(r) proportional to 1/
√






where GN is Newton’s constant. However, across observations of hundreds of
galaxies [10], instead of decreasingwith increasing r, the rotational velocity hardly
changes across the galaxy, remaining approximately flat1.
This behaviour can be explained if there is a hidden dark component present in
the galaxy. Specifically, it is posited that a dark halo permeates not just the galactic
disk of visible matter, but also extends out further than the visible component.
This can exactly reproduce the observed galactic behaviour [12], as shown in
Fig. 1.1.
1.1.3 Gravitational Lensing and Merger Events
As described by General Relativity, the more massive the astrophysical object,
the greater it will distort the fabric of space-time, affecting nearby geodesics of
light. So, the amount in which light travelling from some background source has
been bent around a foreground (lensing) object, allows the mass of the lensing
object to be measured. Depending on the mass of the foreground object, different
grades of gravitational lensing are realised: the background object may appear
temporarily brighter due to a transient lensing object (microlensing), there can be
1This behaviour had also been observed as early as 1939 in the Andromeda Galaxy [11], but the
link with DM had not been readily made.
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Figure 1.1: Rotational velocity vs. radius measurements for spiral
galaxies. [12]
some distortion of the background object (weak lensing), or muliple copies of the
background object can even appear, including Einstein rings (strong lensing) [13].
By comparing themass of a lensing objectwith its own luminosity, it is perennially
shown that there is a significant non-visible component to many astrophysical
objects.
In 2006, gravitational lensing was famously used in a merger event of galaxies
in the Bullet Cluster (1E 0657-558), to make a striking observation about the nature
of DM [14]. In the merger event shown in Fig. 1.2, galaxies are observed to be
colliding. Collisions of visible matter, mostly comprising highly interactive gas,
are predicted to produce significant amounts of X-rays. While this is indeed
observed as shown in Fig. 1.2, what is most interesting is that when the mass
density measurements from weak gravitational lensing are overlaid, as shown by
the green contours, the mass density does not align with the visible mass of the
cluster. Instead, the strongest gravitational potential is completely displaced from
the visible matter. Of course, gravitational sources are not expected to exist in the
absence of matter. The conclusion is that there exists a weakly interacting matter
which has passed through the bulk of the matter, barely slowed by the collision,
unlike the hot gas emitted by the colliding visible matter which follows behind.
This weakly interacting matter explains the excess gravitational potential, and
provides the dominant mass contribution to the cluster. This is believed to be
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dark matter2.
Similar behaviour was soon seen in other merger events [17, 18]. However,
conflicting evidence also soon appeared in the “Train Wreck Cluster” (Abell 520).
It was reported that the gravitational potential was centered on the core of the
merger, indicating a significant self-interaction cross-section [19] which is difficult
to reconcilewith a standardWIMP.Later, theweakgravitational lensinganalysis of
Abell 520 was reexamined, and it was concluded that Abell was indeed consistent
with predictions of collisionless dark matter, as confirmed now in many merger
events [20].
1.2 Cosmological Evidence for Dark Matter
Dark matter has played a significant role in cosmology and the evolution of the
universe. In this section, we outline cosmological evidence in support of dark
matter, starting first with cosmological parameter values for the dark and visible
sectors.
1.2.1 Cosmological Parameters
Through many observations, the universe has been revealed to exhibit extraor-
dinary isotropy and homogeneity. The space-time metric used to encapsulate
such features, the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric, is a
maximally symmetric three dimensional space embedded in a four dimensional
space-time [21],




+ r2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2)
)
, (1.2)
where a(t) is the cosmological scale factor and k is the three-space curvature
constant, which can be any of −1, 0 or +1. Matter in the universe is described by
the energy-momentum tensor Tµν, which in terms of this metric is written as
Tµν  p gµν + (p + ρ)uµuν , (1.3)
where p is the isotropic pressure, gµν is the metric tensor, ρ is the energy density
and uµ is the velocity vector. Space-time, described by the FLRWmetric, iswarped
in the presence of matter, described by the energy-momentum tensor. These are
2Note that an objection to the DM interpretation is that the evidence for new physics only exists
through gravitational effects. As such, a suggestion is that the issue is with description of gravity,
rather than a need for DM [15]. However, this is strongly disputed through evidence of merger
events; even modification of gravitational laws predict gravitational potential should be centered
on the observed mass, but this is not what is seen. Furthermore, features of the CMB such as the
power spectrum, and measurements from BBN, cannot be explained without a new, non-baryonic
type of matter.
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Figure 1.2: Top: Optical image of the Bullet Cluster from the Hub-
ble Space Telescope, with the green lines showing mass density
contours as determined by weak gravitational lensing. [14] Bot-
tom: X-ray image from the Chandra telescope [16], with the hot
glowing gas showing the interactions from visible matter. The
gravitational potential is displaced from the bulk of the visible
matter. [14]
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gµνR −Λgµν  8πGNTµν , (1.4)
where R and Rµν are the Ricci scalar and tensor respectively. Λ is the cosmological
constant, which drives the accelerated expansion of space-time. The zero-zero
























where a flat universe is assumed (k  0, ρ  ρc) as per current observations.
Therefore, the contribution of any particular species, Ωi , to the total energy-
matter budget of the universe can be determined by the ratio of the observed






The total energy-matter budget of the universe is shared between matter, Ωm,
radiation,Ωrad, and the repulsive energydriving accelerated expansion,ΩΛ, called
“dark energy”, such that
Ωuniverse  Ωm +ΩΛ +Ωrad , (1.9)
where Ωrad only made a non-negligible contribution in the early universe. In the
universe today, effectively only matter and dark energy contribute. To determine
the relative amounts of matter and dark energy today several key observations
are combined, as discussed in the following subsection.
1.2.2 CMB, BAO, BBN and Supernovae
In 1998 it was first observed that the universe is expanding at an increasing
rate [22]. Precise measurements of the acceleration of this rate can be found using
a class of astrophysical objects called “standard candles”. Objects in this class,
such as type-1a supernovae (SNe Ia) and variable stars, have a known absolute
luminosity. Therefore, their redshift can be used to determine the rate in which
they are accelerating away. Similarly, and independently, objects called “standard
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rulers” canbeused todetermine changes in expansion rate, as standard rulers have
known physical lengths over cosmic time. A key example are Baryonic Acoustic
Oscillations (BAO). BAO are acoustic waves produced in a battle between inter-
actions of matter and gravity within the anisotropic primordial plasma, leading
to baryonic shells of a known physical length (the sound horizon) [23]. Mea-
surements of the sound horizon at the time of recombination from the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) can be compared to measurements in the universe
today, independently revealing the expansion rate of the universe.
A large scale studywas performed using hundreds of SNe Ia, called the “union
set”, todetermineproperties of theuniverse consistentwith the currently observed
expansion rate, and this can be combined with data on BAO and the CMB, to
determine the energy-matter content of the universe. The intersection of this
data, as shown in Fig. 1.3, shows each of these measurements are in agreement on
the energy-matter content of the universe. Most recently, the contributions from
matter Ωm and energy ΩΛ are measured as [24]
Ωm  0.308 ± 0.012, ΩΛ  0.728 + 0.015 − 0.016. (1.10)
Finally, the matter content of the universe is shared between baryonic matter,
Ωb , and dark matter Ωχ,
Ωm  Ωb +Ωχ . (1.11)
The precise breakdown of these components can be determined by examining
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and CMB data of the early universe. In the
early universe, photons were in thermal equilibrium with the primordial electron
proton plasma. After the Big Bang, the universe continually cooled, and after
380,000 years this eventually allowed stable neutral atoms to form. This made the
plasma transparent to photons, causing the photons to decouple, such that they
are mostly only affected by redshift due to increasing scale factor a(t), resulting
almost in a black body spectrum with T ∼ 2.73 K. While the photon distribution
was homogeneous, BAO led to anisotropies in the CMB, which are seen in the
angular power spectrum of the CMB. The acoustic peaks are highly sensitive to
the dark and visible content in the early universe. This has been measured by the
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), as shown in Fig. 1.5.
BBN describes the origin and production of light nuclei and their isotopes
(Deuterium, Helium and Lithium) in the early universe [26], which is tightly
correlated with the initial baryon density. The predicted baryon density by BBN
can then be compared with the observed abundances of these isotopes in the
universe today. Fig. 1.4 shows the theoretical and experimental abundances of
isotopes and baryon densities from BBN, overlaid with measurements of the
baryon density from the CMB.
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Figure 1.3: Combined likelihood map using CMB, BAO and the
Union SNe Ia Set, for the matter Ωm  Ωb + Ωχ and energy ΩΛ
content of the universe. [25]
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Figure 1.4: Theoretical abundances of isotopes (curves) and bary-
onic densities as predicted by BBN, overlaid with experimental
measurements (boxes) of light elements at 2.75σ. The vertical
bands are the baryon density determined from CMB data and
the BBN concordance range. [26, 27]
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Figure 1.5: Temperature power spectrum of the CMB from the
nine yearWMAP analysis (black), South Pole Telescope (SPT) data
(blue) [28], Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) data (orange)
[29]. The theoretical prediction by theΛCDM model (gray) matches
perfectly with observation. [30]
Most recently, the total amount of baryonic and dark matter in the universe is
determined to be [24]
Ωb h2  0.02255 ± 0.00016,Ωχh2  0.1198 ± 0.0015. (1.12)
This reveals that darkmatter is five timesmore abundant than the visible, baryonic
matter in the universe.
1.2.3 Large Scale Structure
The Standard Cosmological Model, ΛCDM, has been extremely successful, with
predictions matching experimental measurements across many observations. It
assumes a flat universe described by General Relativity which began with the Big
Bang, cold (non-relativistic) darkmatter and accelerated expansion of the universe
driven by dark energy. In ΛCDM, as the universe expands with increasing scale
radius a, the Hubble parameter satisfying Eq. (1.6) can be expressed as [32]
H  H0
√
a−3Ωm + a−4Ωrad +ΩΛ , (1.13)
where H0 is the present-day Hubble constant. The energy density of the early
universe was dominated by radiation, which scales proportionally to a−4. This
eventually became sub-dominant to the energy density of matter, which scales
1.2. Cosmological Evidence for Dark Matter 13
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Figure 1.6: Measurements of density fluctuations vs. length scale
across independent studies, as listed. The theoretical prediction
by the ΛCDM model is shown as the black line, and matches obser-
vations. [25]
proportionally to a−3. In the matter dominated universe, relics of the small
anisotropies of the early universe from cosmological perturbations grew into
the large scale filaments and galaxy structures we observe today, highly sensitive
to the presence of both dark and visible sectors. In Fig. 1.6, we show the mea-
sured density fluctuations of the universe across varying length scale. Indeed, the
observations from many independent studies match the predictions of ΛCDM.
Analytically, intricately describing this complex evolution to compare to ob-
servations is effectively impossible. Instead, semi-analytic techniques are used
incorporating N-body simulations to compare theoretical predictions with to-
day’s observations. The Millennium Simulations [33–35] are the most complex
of their kind, with the most recent run simulating 67203 particles in a cube with
sides 13 billion light years long [35]. Such a simulation is shown in Fig. 1.7, and is
further independent evidence for dark matter.
The structures observed require dark matter to be either cold (non-relativistic)
or at most partially warm (semi-relativistic) at the time of structure and galaxy
formation [36]. Hot (relativistic) dark matter wipes out density perturbations at
small scales, such that the observed small-scale structure would not be possible.
Interestingly, while structure observations match N-body simulations forΛCDM /
cold darkmatter at large scales, they do not for theDMdensity profiles of galaxies,
especially in their centres. Here, N-body simulations predict a cuspy galactic
centre, while observations report low density cores. Furthermore, simulations for
cold dark matter overproduce the observed number of satelites of the Milky Way
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Figure 1.7: Large scale structure from the Millennium Simula-
tion (red), and from large scale observations (blue) including the
Coma Cluster, the CfA2 ’Great Wall’, the Sloan Great Wall, and
2dFGRS. [31]
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(the “missing satelite” problem) [37]. For warm dark matter, the tension between
theory and observation at the galactic core is ameliorated, but then an insufficient
number of galactic satellites are predicted. These remain open issues for dark
matter theories, but may be explained by DM self-interactions, or alternatively
insufficiently incorporating galactic baryonic effects into simulations [38, 39].
1.3 Theories and Candidates
In this section, wefirst discuss the StandardModel of Particle Physics, whichwhile
missing a viable dark matter candidate, will provide a theoretical foundation on
which to build DM models. We then outline theories which can describe dark
matter, with a focus on WIMPs, then discuss their detection prospects through
collider, direct and indirect searches.
1.3.1 Adding to the Standard Model
The StandardModel (SM) of Particle Physics is the reigning theory describing the
particle content of the universe, unifying our knowledge of quantum mechanics
and special relativity. It is the accumulation of decades of bottom-up approaches
to matching theory with physical observations. To date, it has been extremely
successful, with its predictions confirmed to high experimental precision through
numerous experiments.
The unbroken local symmetry group of the SM is SU (3)c ⊗ SU (2)W ⊗ U (1)Y ,
where SU (3) gauge interactions (QCD) describe the strong interactions, and
SU (2)W ⊗ U (1)Y describes electroweak (EW) interactions. The number of gauge
degrees of freedom is paralleled by the number of generators of the Lie algebra of
the symmetry group — there are a total of 12 gauge degrees of freedom shared
by the gauge bosons of each group, g, W , B respectively. However, W and Z
bosons are observed to be massive, and with only two degrees of freedom in the







(0, 1,±i , 0), (1.14)
these gauge bosons cannot be massive (here the motion is in the ẑ direction).
Three degrees of freedom are required for a boson to bemassive, as by spanning a
3-basis it is no longer possible to boost into a framewhere all existing polarizations
are parallel (i.e. by Lorentz invariance the boson must be massive in all frames).







(p , 0, 0, E), (1.15)
which is parallel to the momentum direction.
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In the SM, the mechanism to break the electroweak symmetry and provide
fundamental masses was first posited in 1964, called the Higgs mechanism [40–










obtains a vacuum expectation value (vev) to spontaneously break the electroweak
(EW) gauge group of the SM, SU (2)W ⊗ U (1)Y , down to U (1)EM . The Goldstone
modes associated with the symmetry breaking (extra degrees of freedom pro-
vided by the Higgs field), φ± and =φ0 become the longitudinal modes of the W±
and Z bosons respectively. As the gauge bosons have gained an additional degree
of freedom, with a total of three, they are massive. According to the Goldstone
Boson Equivalence theorem, the origin of these longitudinal modes is recovered
in the high energy limit, where the Goldstone boson from spontaneous symmetry
breaking is equivalent to the longitudinal mode in Eq 1.15. The photon, γ, medi-
ates EM interactions, and remains massless under the unbroken U (1)EM . Finally,
what remains is the real neutral scalar, 1/
√
2(H + vEW), which is the Higgs boson,
experimentally discovered as the final piece of the SM, leaving the SM a physically
self- consistent theory3.
The fundamental matter content of the SM, fermions, are described in classes;
leptons and quarks, eachwith three increasinglymassive copies of the same gauge
interaction structure: electrons (e) muons (µ) and taus (τ), and up (u) charm (c)
top (t), down (d) strange (s) bottom (b) quarks.
The left handed (L) spinor components of U (1)EM charged leptons `L 
eL , µL , τL are related to the U (1)EM neutral leptons of the same flavour, νL 
νeL , νµL , ντL, by an SU (2)L transformation, and only the charged leptons have







∼ (1, 2,−1/2), `R ∼ (1, 2,−1). (1.17)









uR ∼ (3, 1, 2/3),
dR ∼ (3, 1,−1/3).
(1.18)
Without introduction of the Higgs field, any mass terms for SM fermions break
the SM gauge symmetry. Once the SMHiggs is included, the quarks and charged







s/mW , violating unitarity at high energies. An internal Higgs exchange
contribution toW+L W
−
L removes these violations, taming the bad high energy behaviour andmaking
the SM a physically consistent theory.
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leptons obtain mass through the SU (2) invariant Yukawa interaction
λi , jψiLΦψ
j
R + h.c., (1.19)
where λi , j encapsulates coupling strength and therefore masses for each fermion,
related to the Higgs vev.
Despite the perennial success of the SM, it cannot account for all observed
physical phenomena. The introduction of the Higgs field, while solving the
problem of origin of fundamental mass, triggers a new problem of naturalness,
as the contributions to the Higgs mass from quartic self-interactions require an
excessively fine-tuned cancellation with the bare Higgs mass, to produce the
physically observed Higgs mass.
In addition, the fundamental force of gravity, as separately described by Gen-
eral Relativity, cannot be incorporated to the SM. This is because the Poincaré
symmetry of the SM gauge group requires Minkowski (flat) spacetime; warped
spacetime in the presence of matter, as predicted by General Relativity, destroys
the underlying symmetry structure of the SM.
Importantly, facing the topic of this thesis, the SM fails to offer aDMcandidate.
Its closest candidates, the three families of electrically neutral neutrinos, were
promising candidates in the past [43, 44], but have been shown to be too light
and thus relativistic [45] to reproduce the observed behaviour of DM. Among
other reasons, these failuresmotivate building and studies of Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) theories. To describe the particle nature of DM in this thesis, we
will borrow building blocks and concepts from SM theory, but must in general go
beyond to accurately capture features of the observed universe.
1.3.2 Theories for Dark Matter
There exist a plethora of BSM models in the literature, many with their own
distinct DM candidates. These candidates are varied in their nature, in their type
and in their predictions. For example, DM can have a mass mχ ranging from
10−31 < mχ < 1048 GeV, spanning 80 orders of magnitude [46, 47].
To match the DM observations described in the previous section, there are
some minimal requirements of DM candidates. These are that the candidate or
candidates within the theory are:
• About five times more abundant than baryonic matter: Measurements
fromBBN, BAO,CMB, and Supernovae provide ratios as per Eq. (1.12). BBN,
CMB and large scale structure data reveal DM cannot be predominantly
baryonic matter, including MACHOs (Massive astrophysical compact halo
objects) [48] (this is also independently confirmed by weak gravitational
lensing [49]).
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• Stable, or have lifetime greater than age of universe: DM needs to exist
long enough to continually produce the observed phenomena. In many
theories, this is due to DM being charged under a discrete global symmetry
forbidding its decay.
• Gravitationally interacting: Evidence presented in the previous section
demonstrates DM must have gravitational interactions.
• Either neutral or very lightly charged under EM: The upper bound of EM
charge qDM for millicharged DM is |qDM | . 10−14 |e |mDM/GeV, arising from
limits of magnetic fields in galaxy clusters [50].
• Mostly dissipationless: Dark haloes do not allow for large amounts of
cooling via radiation. However, a small fraction could be allowed via dark
radiation, in scenarioswheremore thanonedark structure is present, such as
double disk DM [51, 52]. Alternatively, if DM is dissipative, energy injection
is required from other substantial heat sources such as supernovae [53] to
reconcile observations of galaxy structures.
• Either self-interacting or non-self-interacting: The upper limit on DM self
interactions is σDM−DM/mDM . 1.8 barn/GeV, arising from observations of
the Bullet cluster [54, 55]. DM self-interactions may solve many problems
of galactic structure [36]. Further, the non-observation of dark acoustic
oscillations impose that an upper limit of five percent of DM may interact
strongly with dark radiation [56].
• Mostly either cold (non-relativistic) orwarm (semi-relativistic): Darkmat-
ter cannot be hot (relativistic) due to observations of small-scale structure. If
the free-streaming length of DM is much larger than small (galactic) scales,
density perturbations are wiped out, in tension with observations.
Some popular DM candidates satisfying these conditions are shown in Fig. 1.8
as a function of their mass scale. These include Fuzzy DM [46], Ultra-light
scalars [57], Dark Photon Condensates [58], the QCD axion [59, 60], sterile neu-
trinos [61–64], Gravitino [65], Strongly Interacting Massive Particles (SIMPs) [66],
Asymmetric DM [67], Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) [21], Topo-
logical Defects [68], WIMPZILLAs [69], and Primordial Black Holes [47]. The
motivations behind these models, like their candidates, are greatly varied. These
range from linking the origin of baryonic asymmetry in the visible sector, with
an asymmetry in the dark sector, such as in Asymmetric DM, to a residual DM
candidate from solving the strong CP problem of the SM, such as the QCD axion.
While the motivation behind many BSM theories is to solve many missing
observational predictions of the SM, some BSM theories designed to solve issues
in the SM naturally provide a DM candidate as a byproduct. Many of these
DM candidates just happen to naturally emerge around the weak scale, pointing
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towards an appealing WIMP DM candidate from both a particle physics and
astrophysics perspective. WIMPs also offer realistic detection prospects, as they
produce signals in the energy range of many experiments. For these reasons, we
now focus our attention of WIMP DM candidates.
1.3.3 Weakly Interacting Massive Particles and Thermal Freezeout
WIMPs are nicely motivated, as a class of particles with the properties outlined
above, as well as a weak scale interaction cross section which naturally produces
the right amount of dark matter in the universe today. For thermal WIMPs, this
is achieved with DM in thermal and chemical equilibrium with SM particles in
the early universe. As the universe expands, DM particles become increasingly
separated, and particle-antiparticle annihilation to SM particles can no longer
occur on a large scale. DM then “freezes out”, and what is left is a relic density
of DM particles, scattered throughout the universe, which should match that of
Eq. (1.12). This means that the larger (smaller) the annihilation cross section, the
lower (higher) the relic density.
Specifically, the evolution of the number density of DM particles, nχ, through-
out the expanding universe is described by the Boltzmann equation
dnχ
dt
 −〈σv〉(n2χ − n
2
χ,eq) − 3Hnχ , (1.20)
where H is the Hubble parameter related to the critical density ρc as per Eq. (1.7),











with g as the number ofDM internal degrees of freedom. TheBoltzmann equation
can be rewritten in terms of the comoving number density, Y  nχ/s, as a function








〈σv〉(Y2 − Y2eq), (1.22)
where the total entropy density s for radiation as function of the temperature of














〈σv〉(Y2 − Y2eq), (1.24)
where g∗ ≈ 100 is the number of degrees of freedom at freeze-out. Approximating
the number density today, n0 as Yt→∞s0 (where s0 is the entropy density today),
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MPlanck(a + 6b/x)x−2 , (1.25)
where a and b are respectively contain the leading s and p-wave contributions to
the DM annihilation cross section (see Eq. 1.38). To describe the relic density in


















where the freeze-out temperature TF is included in xF ≡ mχ/TF, where usually
xF ≈ 20. This is shown in Fig. 1.9.
Figure 1.9: Departure of comoving number density from thermal
equilibrium (solid) at freezeout (dashed line) for increasing anni-
hilation cross section as a function of dark matter mass m over
equilibrium temperature T. [70]
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The relic density is predominantly given by the s-wave contribution, which is








Therefore, to produce the observed relic density of Eq. (1.12), the thermal relic an-
nihilation cross section of DM is 〈σv〉 ≈ 2.2(4.4) × 1026cm3/s for Majorana (Dirac)
DM4. Strikingly, this is exactly at the weak scale, and this coincidence is refered to
as the “WIMP miracle”. Coupled with the theory motivation, this strongly moti-
vates DM candidates with weak scale masses and interaction strengths, exactly in
the range of experimental sensitivity. We now discuss the experimental prospects
for WIMP searches in the next section.
1.4 Searches for Particle Dark Matter
1.4.1 Interpreting Searches Within a Minimal Theory Framework
It has been shown in the previous sections that there exist many DM theories each
with distinct DM candidates. As we still have no information as to which theory
is correct, it is desirable to interpret experimental results in a model independent
manner where possible. Furthermore, to maximise the discovery potential or
limits for SM across different DM searches, namely at collider (subsection 1.4.2),
direct detection (subsection 1.4.3), and indirect detection (subsection 1.4.4) experi-
ments, complementarity of these experiments should be considered. If a potential
DM signal is found or excluded at a particular experiment, it can be cross checked
at other experiments for consistency. Furthermore, depending on the model,
some searches are better probes of different properties of DM. Exploiting comple-
mentarity of these searches in this way allows a larger overview of the currently
allowed properties of DM, and provides an faster way forward for discovery.
Figure 1.10: EFT contact interaction.
As many dark matter experiments came online, this model independent ap-
proachwas first taken in the context of effective field theories (EFTs) [71, 72]. EFTs
4The factor of two accounts for the fact that Majorana DM is self-conjugate, and comparably
Dirac DM is distinct to its antiparticle and consequently has an extra degree of freedom.
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are a low-energy approximation to a complete high-energy theory, rendering
themselves relatively model independent as this in the low energy limit, multiple
high-energy theories may share the same behaviour. For example, in some com-
plete theory, there may be a mediating force between the dark and visible sectors,
with mass M. In the case that the momentum transfer p of the process is much
smaller than the mediator mass, the interaction between fermionic DM χ and SM




(χΓµχ)( f Γµ f ), (1.30)
where Γµ are the Lorentz structures and Λ  M/
√gχq f is the cutoff scale for
validity, with M the mass of the heavy mediating state which has been integrated
out (which holds provided Λ  p), and gχ and q f are the couplings of the
mediator to DM and SM fermions respectively. This framework is powerful
because the higher dimensional theory (in the appropriate limit) is reduced to a
lower, two-dimensional parameter space, which is exactly the same across all DM
processes and experiments. So, despite different experiments probing different
types of DM interactions, EFTs allow for limits to be set on the same matrix
element, and the same two-dimensional parameter space: the DM mass vs cutoff
scale Λ.
Although EFTs were commonplace across many DM experiments, it was soon
realized that they were being widely used outside their regime of validity [74–78].
In particular, at Large Hadron Collider (LHC) searches, the momentum transfer
is of the TeV scale, while for many WIMP type theories, the mediator mass is
not sufficiently larger than a TeV. Furthermore, as will be discussed in Chapters 2
and 3, many of the EFTs considered also do not respect the electroweak gauge
symmetries of the SM, and were invalid even before the cutoff, at the electroweak
scale.
These issues motivated the consideration of a less minimal framework. EFTs
were gradually replaced by “Simplified Models”, where one dark mediator is
explicitly included, and limits are set on themediator couplings, mass, andwidth,
as well as the DM mass. This allows for richer phenomenology, as searches for
mediators themselves are also possible. In 2015, a group of DM theorists and
experimentalists agreed on “benchmark simplified models” in which to interpret
experimental results (focusing on the LHC) [79], which are an s-channel spin-1
mediator, s-channel spin-0, and t-channnel colored scalar, as shown in Fig. 1.11. By
their simplifiednature, simplifiedmodels are not intrinsically capable of capturing
full phenomenology of UV complete theories. For example, full theories may
have several dark sector fields, but simplified models are designed to be used
in limiting cases, such that for example these fields are sufficiently heavy they
are unobservable. Unfortunately, simplified models are also plagued by some of
5A standard set of operators have been listed in Refs.[71, 72] (see also [73])
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Figure 1.11: Benchmark simplified models for DM searches: s-
channel spin-1 mediator, s-channel spin-0, and t-channnel colored
scalar (left to right).
the issues of EFTs — a spin-1 mediator with axial-couplings violates unitarity at
high energies, and requires a scalar to cancel the bad high energy behaviour [80].
The s-channel spin-0 model is not SM gauge invariant, as the SM fermions are
charged under SU (2)L, but the scalar mediator is not. Importantly, once gauge
invariance is enforced, new important phenomenology can appear at experiments,
which is completely missed in the simplified model framework. Such issues
will be discussed in more detail in this thesis. As we will show, issues with
gauge invariance havemotivated next generation, “less simplifiedmodels”, where
benchmarks are not considered in isolation, and minimal ingredients of complete
theories are included in the theoretical framework. We now discuss the DM
searches themselves.
1.4.2 Collider Searches
Colliders are an excellent tool for precision measurements of new physics, as they
are controlled detection environments with well-studied systematic uncertainty.
Collider experiments accelerate two particle beams to high kinematic energies,
and upon beam impact allow for studies of both the substructure of the beam
(if any), and the production of any additional particles. Experimental collabora-
tions feature hundreds or thousands of physicists working on specialised searches
around theworld. There aremany types of collider experiments, past and present,
which are used to test the SM as well as new physics. These include the Large
Electron-Positron collider, LEP, which while no longer running, still provides the
most stringent measurements of particular interaction types, due to the relatively
clean electron beam source. In particular, it provides the best measure of EW
precision parameters [81].
Thehighest poweredproton-proton collider, theLargeHadronCollider (LHC),
can provide a centre of mass energy up to 14 TeV (only some fraction of this is
delivered to each parton, as determined by their parton distribution functions
(PDFs)). This beam source produces complicated hadronic showers, requiring
sometimes significant distanglement of potential signals from background. While
its proton-antiproton predecessor, the Tevatron, found a 2.9 sigma hint of the
Higgs boson after conclusion of operation [82], it was the LHC which finally
confirmed the existence of the Higgs boson [83, 84].
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At all collider experiments, DMis tooweakly interacting to be recordeddirectly
by any detector; it passes through detectors. Instead, conservation of momentum
is used to determine if anymomentum is unaccounted for in a collision. However,
the initial state parton momentum in an individual event is not well known due
to the probabilistic nature of PDFs, and so it is difficult to accurately reconstruct
missing momentum in the beamline direction. Therefore, missing transverse mo-
mentum, MET, or /ET , is the key experimental parameter used to hunt for dark
matter (this is also often refered to as missing transverse energy). Importantly,
Figure 1.12: Common class of DM searches at the LHC, “mono-X”
searches, where X is some SM particle.
dark matter /ET searches are possible if some SM particles are produced in the fi-
nal state alongside the DM. In particular, the most popular DM LHC searches are
refered to as “mono-X” searches; they consist of a SMparticle recoiling against the
missing transverse momentum attributed to the non-interacting DM, as shown in
Fig. 1.12. The leading experimental collaborations at the LHC searching for these
signals are ATLAS and CMS [72, 85–113]. To date, there has been no DM signal at
the LHC, and instead increasingly strong constraints can be set on the DMparam-
eter space. In particular, di-jet searches can wipe out most of the parameter space
which provides a thermal relic, for a standard WIMP. Summary of the current
limits from ATLAS for spin-1 simplified models in shown in Fig. 1.13.
Original work on collider searches for DM will feature in Part II of this thesis.
1.4.3 Direct Detection Searches
Direct detection experiments are nestled deep in the Earth, shielded from cosmic-
rays and most of other backgrounds. They wait, burrowed deep underground,
with hopes of DM bouncing off the target nuclei, such that the recoil energy of
SMparticles can bemeasured, indicating some particular DM-SM scattering cross
section σA. Quantitatively, the DM-nucleus recoil rate for DM scattering with a
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Figure 1.13: Current limits from ATLAS analyses for DM and a
Z′ mediator. Top: Limits on leptophobic Z′ model described in
Ref. [79]. Middle and bottom: Dirac DM with axial-vector Z′
limits, with couplings as labelled [114].
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f (v , t)
|v |
d3v , (1.33)
with f (v , t) theDMvelocity distribution in the detector frame. Importantly, astro-
physical uncertainties in local DM distribution and velocities can affect reported
expected direct detection rates and limits, and so there are significant efforts to
present results independent of astrophysical halo models [115, 116].
The largest DM scattering rate can be obtained at experiments which are
sensitive to the spin-independent scattering cross section. This is because spin-
independent scattering involes a coherent sum across all target nuclei. Assuming







Z fp + (A − Z) fn
)2
, (1.34)
where A  Z + N is the mass number of the target (total number of protons Z
and neutrons N), fp and fn are the effective couplings of DM to protons and
neutrons respectively. If DM couples comparably to both protons and neutrons
in the target, the scattering rate is enhanced by A2, motivating targets with large
masses for spin-independent searches.
Spin-dependent experiments only study independent recoils from either pro-
tons or neutrons, within the nuclei. The spin-dependent scattering cross section











ap 〈Sp〉 + an 〈Sn〉
)2
, (1.35)
where GF is Fermi’s constant, ap and an are effective couplings of DM to protons
and neutrons respectively, and 〈Sp ,n〉  〈N |Sp ,n |N〉 are the expectation values of
the proton and neutron spin operators (in the zero momentum transfer limit).
The best spin-independent limits are currently set by LUX [118, 119] and PandaX-
II [120]. The most stringent spin-dependent limits are currently set by LUX [121]
and PandaX-II [122] for neutron scattering, and PICO-2L [123, 124] and PICO-60
[125] for proton scattering.
As models with unsuppressed spin-independent scattering interactions must
satisfy severe bounds on the properties of DM from direct detection experiments,
model properties are often chosen such that the spin-independent contribution
is either absent or suppressed, to avoid wiping out most of the parameter space.
We will show in Chapter 8 that in such a scenario, strong complementary limits
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Figure 1.14: Summary of limits and sensitivity to DM-nucleon
spin-independent scattering cross section at current andupcoming
direct detection experiments [126, 127]. Note the PandaX limit has
since increased at PandaX-II, to be comparable with the LUX limit
shown [120].
on the DM SD-scattering cross section can still arise from gamma-ray or neutrino
telescopes, if the DM exists in a dark sector with a long-lived mediator which
annihilates in the Sun.
1.4.4 Indirect Detection Searches
Astrophysical searches for DM and new particles are particularly interesting, as
there already exists a playground of celestial bodies which can be used to observe
many types of new interactions. Indirect detection searches for DM study the
sky for any unexplained excesses, which may be explained as DM annihilation
products6.
Gamma-ray Signals
Gamma rays are excellent messengers of DM annihilation, as they are not easily
perturbed, and can provide significant detail of the location and nature of DM.
The gamma ray flux Φ from photons with energy Eγ resulting from dark matter















J (φ, γ), (1.36)
6Depending on the astrophysical source under examination, understanding signals be inher-
ently difficult, owing not only to large systematic uncertainties often associated with astrophysical
measurements, but also due to the amount of model dependent assumptions required in order to
interpret the data at all.
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where Br f is the branching fraction to the particular fermion species. The J factor
is the integral over the line of sight of the DM density ρ(r) squared, at a distance
r from the center of the galaxy [128],
J (φ, γ) 
∫
ρ2(r)dl , (1.37)
where ρ is the galactic DM density profile. The thermally averaged cross section,
〈σv〉, is usually expressed in terms of partial waves,
〈σv〉  a + b〈v2〉 + d〈v4〉 . . . (1.38)
where a is the leading s-wave contribution to the cross section, b contains the
leading p-wave and d contains the leading d-wave contribution. Depending on
the particular DM model, the leading annihilation term may or may not have
velocity dependence. The significance is that the DM velocity in the universe
today is very low, v ∼ 10−3. So if the leading annihilation contribution proceeds in
the p-wave, it is suppressed by a factor of v2 ∼ 10−6, rendering indirect detection
very unlikely. If the largest contribution to the cross section has no velocity
suppression (is s-wave) it typically will dominate the DM signal.
Key features of the spectral shape of the gamma-ray flux can be used to identify
DM, as shown in Fig. 1.15. DM annihilation directly to γX where X  γ, Z,H cre-
ates amonochromatic linewith energyEγ  mχ (1−m2X/4m
2
χ), which could appear
prominently over astrophysical backgrounds, allowing the DM mass to directly
be measured. Bremsstrahlung decays of DM also can feature prominently over
backgrounds: Virtual Internal Bremsstrahlung as well as Final or Initial State Ra-
diation [129–131]. Other striking spectral features are boxes [132], triangles [133]
or higher-order polynomial shapes [134].
There have been many tentative identifications of gamma-ray signals of DM
from the sky, but many can be described by other astrophysical phenomena.
Some astrophysical regions with potential gamma-ray signals, such as the galac-
tic centre, are DM dense and so have been a popular location to search for DM.
Unfortunately, it is also a high density region for everything else. These means that
potential signals can often be dismissed as another cosmic prank by pulsars. For-
tunately, there do exist other DM dense regions without significant backgrounds.
Dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) are extremely matter dense but hardly lumi-
nous, owing to the high DM density and low baryonic density. These currently
provide the best gamma-ray limits on the DM annihilation rate, probing below
the thermal relic scale for a standard, minimal WIMP, as shown in Fig. 1.16.
Other than Fermi-LAT [135, 136] other gamma-ray telescopes searching for
DM include H.E.S.S. [137, 138], DAMPE [139], MAGIC [140], VERITAS [141], and
HAWC [142].
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Figure 1.15: Gamma-ray spectral shapes for various DM annihila-
tion processes, normalised to N (x > 0.1)  1, with experimental
energy resolutions ∆E/E as shown. [143].
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Figure 1.16: DM annihilation limit to bb̄ from Fermi-LAT Pass 8
data on dwarf spheroidal galaxies. 100 percent branching fraction
is assumed [135].
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Positron and Neutrino Signals
Alternatively, excesses in anti-particles can be seen as a smoking gun signal for
DM, as anti-particles are not generally observed in the universe except for small
quantities, for example from cosmic-ray interactions or from supernovae. A po-
tential excess in the positron fraction of cosmic rays was seen by experiments
AMS-02 [144], Fermi [145], and PAMELA [146], but it is now generally accepted to
be explained by pulsars. The AMS-02 data has recently been extended, as shown
in Fig. 1.17, and is consistent with 1 TeV dark matter [147].
Lastly, searches for astrophysical neutrinos can reveal properties of DM, as
neutrinos are very weakly interacting, allowing interactions deep inside astro-
physical structures to be probed which would otherwise be lost with other final
states. Searches for high-energy neutrinos in the Sun from DM annihilation are
particularly promising, and currently provide some of the strongest limits on the
spin-dependent DM scattering cross section. These are searched for at neutrino
telescopes IceCube [148, 149], Super-K [150], Antares [151]. The upcoming gi-
gaton neutrino detector KM3Net [152] will have similar sensitivity to IceCube.
Current limits from IceCube and Super-K are shown in Fig. 1.18.
Original work on astrophysical searches for DM will feature in Part III of this
thesis.
Figure 1.17: Positron excess flux reported by AMS-02 consistent
with 1 TeV DM [147].
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Figure 1.18: Limits on the DM-proton spin-dependent scatter-
ing cross section from direct detection experiments PICO-2L and
PICO-60, and neutrino telescopes IceCube [148] and Super-K [150],
for final states as labelled. [148].
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In Part II of this thesis, we explore signals for dark matter at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC). This will include studies of the validity of effective field theories
and gauge invariance at the LHC, in the context of the popular mono-X searches
(in particular, the mono-W signal). We will also study a scenario where mono-X
signatures are not possible, due to the absence of direct couplings of the dark





Effective Field Theories and
Gauge Invariance
E
ffective field theory (EFT) formulations of dark matter interactions are
a convenient and popular way to quantify LHC bounds on dark mat-
ter. However, some EFT operators considered do not respect the weak
gauge symmetries of the Standard Model. These operators break down at the
electroweak scale, rather than the energy scale of new physics, and are invalid at
LHC energies. We carefully discuss the circumstances in which such operators
can arise, and use the mono-W process to illustrate potential issues in their in-
terpretation and application. We also discuss a simple UV complete model that
avoids such difficulties.
This chapter is based on the publication: N. F. Bell, Y. Cai, J. B. Dent, R. K. Leane
and T. J. Weiler, “Dark matter at the LHC: Effective field theories and gauge invariance”,
Phys. Rev. D92, no. 5 053008 (2015) [arXiv:1503.07874 [hep-ph]]. [153]
2.1 Introduction
While the EFT description is very useful at low energies, such as those rele-
vant for direct detection, it now well appreciated that the EFT approach may be
unsuitable at LHC energies. Specifically, if the momentum transfer in a process is
comparable to or larger than the mass of the mediator, the EFT will not provide
an accurate description of the underlying physics. Many recent papers have at-
tempted to quantify the point at which an EFT description is no longer valid [74–
78] or have proposed the use of simplified models as an alternative framework for
undertaking DM searches at colliders [78, 154–159].
In this chapterwemake amore subtle point: if anEFToperator does not respect
the weak gauge symmetries of the SM, it may be invalid at energies comparable to
the electroweak scale, vEW ≈ 246 GeV, rather than the energy scale of new physics,
Λ. For example, if we attempt to use electroweak gauge symmetry violating
operators at LHC energies, serious difficulties can be encountered soon above the
EW scale, such as the bad high energy behaviour of cross sections. An example is
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the well-known unitary violation rising as s/(4 m2W ) in WLWL scattering, due to
the longitudinal modes induced by the symmetry breaking of SU (2)L invariance.
In the SM, the violations are removed by an internal Higgs particle, but in the EFT
formalism internal fields are “integrated out”. Thus, the limit of validity for the
operator is the weak scale if any internal W , Z or Higgs particle, or a Higgs vev
insertion, is present in the interaction. More generally, sacred symmetries like the
electroweak Ward identity can be violated, which implies a weak-scale cutoff, as
we explain later in this chapter.
2.2 EFT operators and gauge invariance
The standard list of DM-SM effective operators [72] contains several operators
which violate the SM weak gauge symmetries. We argue that if an EFT operator
does not respect the weak gauge symmetries of the SM, it necessarily carries a










Acting as an SU (2)L doublet, enough powers ofΦ are required to form an SU (2)L
invariant operator. The fields φ± and =φ are gauged away to become, in unitary
gauge, the longitudinal modes of the W± and Z. So, in fact, it is the real, neutral
field 1√
2
(H + vEW) whose nth power appears in the operator. Commonly, the H
part of the expression is omitted, leaving just an implicit vnEW in the coefficient.
Of course, the vnEW must come with a Λ
−n . Omission of the H part in the operator
may ignore some interesting phenomenology. In this chapter, we will also ignore
the H contributions to operators, and focus on the operators proportional to
(vEW/Λ)n . Such terms in the coefficients of SU (2)-violating operators clearly
satisfy the criterion that as SU (2) symmetry is restored, vEW → 0, the operator’s
coefficient vanishes, and the operator decouples. 1
2.2.1 Scalar operator

















This operator is clearly not SU (2)L invariant, as χ and qR are SU (2)L singlets,
while qL is a component (either uL or dL) of the usual left-handed SM doublet,
1In what follows, we will assume that there is but a single vev, vEW. If there were further vevs,
the good relation mW  cos θW mZ requires the additional vevs to come from additional doublet
fields, or to be be small if coming from non-doublet fields. The vevs then add in quadrature to give(
2 mW/g2
)2. Thus, any individual vev will offer an energy-scale below the SM vev. In the sense
that we will argue against larger energy-scales for effective operators, our assumption of a single
EW vev is conservative.
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QL. A coupling to the Higgs boson has been anticipated by the factor of mq in
the coefficient. Most authors invoke minimal flavor violation to motivate this
choice of normalization. Although this SU (2)L violating effective operator can be
a good low energy description of new physics, notice that its coefficient cannot
be arbitrarily large as it is controlled by the Higgs vev. Although formally a
dimension 6 operator, it is competitive only with dimension 7 operators, given its
1/Λ3 normalization.
2.2.2 Vector operator:

















These operators respect SU (2)L provided that the coefficients of the uL and dL
operators are equal2. Any (uLγµuL) operator that does not have a matching dL




Including the suppressed coefficient, this SU(2)-violating operator competes with
dimension 8 operators, i.e., while the SU (2) conserving (axial)vector operators are
dimension 6, SU (2) violating (axial)vector operators compete with subdominant,
higher-order, dimension 8 operators.
2.3 Mono-W and SU (2)L invariance
Issues arise if one tries to use gauge symmetry violating operators at LHCenergies.
For particular processes, the lack of gauge invariance can manifest as a violation
of unitarity in high energy scattering. As an example of a problem encountered









This Lagrangian violates SU (2)L, unless ξ  1. The case of unequal u and d cou-
plings was considered in Ref. [162], where a very strong constructive(destructive)
“interference effect” was found for ξ  −1(+1), the degree of which depends
on the energy scale. The analysis of Ref. [162] was subsequently repeated by
the LHC experimental collaborations ATLAS [163, 164] and CMS [165, 166]. We
shall demonstrate that the large cross section enhancement for ξ , +1 is in fact
2Isospin violating operators, such as those invoked in [160, 161], can obviously be crafted from
the right handed quark fields.
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due the production of longitudinally polarized W ’s as a result of breaking gauge
invariance.
At parton level, the mono-W process is u(p1)d(p2) → χ(k1)χ(k2)W+(q). The
relevant diagrams are given in Fig.2.1, and the corresponding contributions to the









































where gW is the weak coupling constant, and ελα is the polarization vector of the




























We can verify that the sum of the two amplitudes of Fig.2.1 is not gauge in-
variant unless ξ  1, by observing that the relevant Ward identity is not satisfied.
At high energy, the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem requires that the am-
plitude for emission of a longitudinally polarized WL is equivalent to that for the
emission of the corresponding Goldstone boson. Since the Goldstone boson cou-
ples to quarks with strength proportional to their mass, these terms are close to
zero. (See Ref.[167] for a similar discussion about the related process χχ → νeW .)
















Figure 2.1: Contributions to the mono-W process u(p1)d(p2) →
χ(k1)χ(k2)W+(q), in the effective field theory framework.
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which clearly vanishes only for ξ  1.
The “interference effect" seen in the mono-W process is not truly due to con-
structive/destructive interference as previously claimed, but is just a manifesta-
tion of the fact that the breaking of electroweak gauge-invariance has given rise to
a WL component. The increased cross section for ξ , 1 is in fact due to unphysical
terms that grow like s/m2W , which originate from the +qαqβ/m
2
W term in the po-
larization sum. At high energy, these terms would grow large enough to violate
unitarity. But even at lower energy, their presence may be problematic.
To explicitly demonstrate this behaviour, we nowderive an analytic expression
for the parton-level mono-W process du → χχW+. We work in the center-of-
mass frame, and follow the phase space parametrization described in Section V





s is the total invariant mass. For simplicity we take mχ  0
(the cross section will be approximately independent of mχ for m2χ  s). We
include a factor of 1/3 from averaging over initial state quark colors.
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+ 16m6W (cos (2θ) + 3)
]
,
If we take the limit mW → 0, remove the color factor 1/3, and replace gW/
√
2
with the electron charge e, we find Eq. 2.10 reproduces the cross section for the
e+e− → χχγ monophoton process reported by Ref.[168, 169] for mχ  0 and
unpolarized e+e− beams. This provides a useful check for our more complicated
mono-W calculation.
For ξ , 1, however, the cross section is not well behaved at high energy. The
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2x2 sin2 θ − 16x + 16 +
4m2W
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(cos (2θ) + 3)+
-
,
which violates unitarity when s  m2W .
The total cross sections, for mχ  0, are plotted in Figs. 2.2 as a function of
√
s. We also calculate the cross sections in MadGraph [170], and find the results
agree. For brevity of notation, we have defined σ1 and σ2 to be the contributions
to the cross section from the −gαβ and +qαqβ/m2W terms in the polarization sum,
respectively. The ξ  0,−1 cross sections grow faster with
√
s than for ξ  1. At
LHC energies the cross sections are already dominated by the unphysical terms
arising from the longitudinal polarization, unless ξ ' 1.
2.4 Renormalizable models and EFTs
We now consider a renormalizable, gauge invariant, model of DM interactions,
and examine the way in which unequal couplings to u and d quarks can be
obtained. Consider the case where qq → χχ is mediated by the exchange of a
t-channel scalar. The Lagrangian is given by
Lint  f QLηχR + h.c
 fud
(
ηu uL + ηd dL
)
χR + h.c., (2.13)
where QL  (uL , dL)T is the quark doublet, η  (ηu , ηd)T ∼ (3, 2, 1/3) is a scalar
field that transforms under the SM gauge group like QL, and f is a coupling
constant. Such couplings are present in supersymmetric (SUSY) models, with χ
identified as a neutralino and η a squark doublet, and have been considered as a
simplified model for DM interactions in Refs. [171–174].
If we take the EFT limit, assuming the η are very heavy, the lowest order






where the suppression scales are Λu ,d ∝ mηu ,d/ f . The relevant Lorentz structure
Γ is a sum of vector and axial vector terms as can be seen by Fierz transforming
the t-channel matrix elements obtained from Eq.3.2 to s-channel form [175].
The strength of DM interactions with u and d quarks can differ if themasses of
ηu and ηd are non-degenerate. However, given that (ηu , ηd) form an electroweak
doublet, their mass splitting must be controlled by vEW. The relevant terms in the
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Figure 2.2: Total parton-level cross sections as a function of energy,
for Λ  600 GeV and particular choices of ξ. Top: contribution
from the+qαqβ/m2W term in thepolarization sum. The cross section
scales simply as (1−ξ)2. Middle: contribution of the −gαβ term in
the polarization sum. At LHC energies the qαqβ terms dominates
unless ξ ' 1. (Notice the differing vertical scales between the
upper and lower panels.) Bottom:Total parton-level cross sections
for Λ  600 GeV, for particular choices of ξ. Solid lines are the
analytic calculation and dots are the MadGraph calculation.
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scalar potential are [176]









+ λ3(Φ†Φ)(η†η) + λ4(Φ†η)(η†Φ). (2.15)
If m21 < 0 and m
2
2 > 0, the SM Higgs doublet obtains a non-zero vev, while the η













implying that δm2η ≡ m2ηd −m
2
ηu  λ4 v
2
EW . However, althoughwe have engineered
unequal scalar masses and thus unequal DM couplings to u and d quarks, the
scenario of Ref. [162] can not be realised, as we shall explain below.
If we attempt to naively connect our renormalizable model with an EFT like
that of Eq.3.1, we find that the parameter ξ is given by ξ  1/(1 + δm2η/Λ2) 
1/(1 + λ4 v2EW/Λ
2). For Λ & 1 TeV and a perturbative value for λ4, ξ will not
deviate far from 1. (Negative ξ can not be obtained from this renormalizable
model.) Furthermore, it is clear that SU (2)L violating effects enter the EFT at order
v2EW/Λ
4, i.e., the sameorder inΛ as adimension 8operator. Ifwe consider effects of
this order wemust, for self consistency, consider other dimension 8 operators that
arise from the model. Inclusion of these operators, with appropriate coefficients,
will be essential for gauge invariance.
In the renormalizable model, the mono-W process proceeds via the gauge
invariant set of diagrams in Fig.3.1 3 4 [101, 177, 178]. In the EFT limit, the
diagrams in Fig.3.1(a) and (b) map onto those in Fig.2.1(a) and (b) respectively.
The diagram in Fig.3.1(c), in which the W is radiated from the η propagator, is
suppressed by an additional heavy scalar propagator and is hence subdominant
to the ISR diagrams. It enters the EFT as a dimension 8 operator [179], contributes
on an equal footing with the SU (2) violating contributions of diagrams (a) and
(b), and enforces the cancellation of unphysical WL contributions to cross sections.
Although we have framed the discussion in terms of a particular renormal-
izable model, the general features will hold for all UV completions of Eq.3.1 in
which ξ , 1. The violation of the Ward Identity in Eq.2.9 indicates that the two
diagrams of Fig.2.1 are not a gauge invariant set, hence theremust be an additional
diagram. While the form of the missing diagram(s) will depend on the particular
3In the good EW SU (2) limit, the ηu and ηd are mass degenerate, and the massless W± emitted
in diagram (c) establishes the validity of the EW Ward identity [177, 178]. When EW SU (2) is
broken, the ηu and ηd masses are split, and the new massive-W longitudinal mode must restore
the EW Ward identity by coupling to the η proportional to δm2η [176]. This argument provides
an interpretation of the result found earlier in [176] that the internal longitudinal mode couples
proportional to δm2η. In fact, in [176] it was shown that this longitudinal W mode will dominate the
W emission probability for some range of model parameters.
4Note that in the renormalizable theory, in the high energy limit, WL production arises solely
from the amplitude of Fig.3.1(c), and only when δm2η , 0.
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UV completion, their presence is dictated by gauge invariance. Nomatter the size
of ξ, these extra diagrams prevent large unphysical WL enhancements.
2.5 Conclusion
An important observation of Ref.[162] is that, of themono-X processes, themono-
W is unique in its ability to probe different DM couplings to u and d quarks. This
important insight is correct. However, in this chapter we have argued that the size
of any SU (2)L violating difference of the u and d quark couplings must be pro-
tected by the EW scale, and therefore cannot be arbitrarily large. SU (2)L violating
operators can be obtained by integrating out the SM Higgs or by including Higgs
vev insertions. Therefore, they should have coefficients suppressed by powers
of (vEW/Λ) or (mfermion/Λ) and thus are of higher order in 1/Λ than they would
naively appear. To include SU (2) violating effects in a way that is self consistent
and properly respects the EW Ward identity, one should use a renormalizable,
gauge invariant, model rather than an EFT, to avoid spurious WL contributions.
These observations will be an important guide to the LHC collaborations in the
interpretation of their current [163–166] and forthcoming mono-W dark matter




Mono-W Simplified Models and
Gauge Invariance
I
n this chapter we studymono-W signals of darkmatter (DM) production
at the LHC, in the context of gauge invariant renormalizable models.
We analyze two simplifiedmodels, one involving an s-channel Z′medi-
ator and the other a t-channel colored scalar mediator, and consider examples in
which the DM-quark couplings are either isospin conserving or isospin violating
after electroweak symmetry breaking. While previous work on mono-W signals
have focused on isospin violating EFTs, obtaining very strong limits, we find that
isospin violating effects are small once such physics is embedded into a gauge
invariant simplifiedmodel. We thus find that the 8 TeVmono-W results are much
less constraining than those arising frommono-jet searches. Considering both the
leptonic (mono-lepton) and hadronic (mono fat jet) decays of the W , we determine
the 14 TeV LHC reach of the mono-W searches with 3000 f b−1 of data. While a
mono-W signal would provide an important complement to a mono-jet discovery
channel, existing constraints on these models imply it will be a challenging signal
to observe at the 14 TeV LHC.
This chapter is based on the publication: N. F. Bell, Y. Cai and R. K. Leane,
“Mono-WDarkMatter Signals at the LHC: SimplifiedModel Analysis”, JCAP 01 (2016)
051 [arXiv: 1512.00476 [hep-ph]]. [102]
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that EFT operators which violate weak
gauge symmetries can feature spurious cross section enhancements at LHC ener-
gies. This is particularly pertinent for previous mono-W searches for dark matter










with ξ , 1. The large mono-W cross sections for such an EFT are in fact a man-
ifestation of the violation of weak gauge invariance in the form of unphysical
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longitudinal W contributions. Previous work has used these unphysical enhance-
ments of the mono-W cross section to place very strong limits on dark matter
EFTs. However, when gauge invariance is enforced we shall see that the limits
arising from the mono-W process will in general be weaker than those arising
from the mono-jet. Nonetheless, the mono-W process remains an important com-
plementary channel to explore the properties of dark matter.
In this chapter we will study mono-W signals in renormalizable models in
which gauge invariance is enforced from the outset. We choose two example
simplified models, one involving t-channel exchange of a new colored scalar, and
the other s-channel exchange of a new Z′ vector boson. We outline these two
models in Section 3.2. In Section 4.5 we explore the LHC phenomenology of
these models, to determine the current constraints and the 14 TeV LHC reach
for the mono-W signal. In Section 3.4 we explore the possibility of obtaining
SU (2) violating operators, like that of Eq. (3.1), from a gauge invariant model
after electroweak symmetry breaking. While such operators would allow for
the production of longitudinal WL bosons, potentially enhancing mono-W cross
sections, we explain why these effects are constrained to be small.
3.2 Simplified Models for the Mono-W
3.2.1 t-channel Colored Scalar Mediator
We first examine a scenario in which DM-quark interactions are mediated by the
exchange of a t-channel scalar. The interaction Lagrangian is given by
Lint  f QLηχR + h.c.
 fud
(
ηu uL + ηd dL
)
χR + h.c., (3.2)
where QL  (uL , dL)T is the quark doublet, η  (ηu , ηd)T ∼ (3, 2, 1/6) is a scalar
field that transforms under the SM gauge group like QL, and f is the coupling
strength of the interactions1. The DM, χ, transforms as a singlet under the SM
gauge symmetries. An analogue of this scenario is realized in supersymmetric
(SUSY) models, where we identify η with a squark doublet and χ the neutralino.
Simplified models with such t-channel interactions have been examined recently
inRefs. [171, 173, 174, 180–183], with the collider analyses focusing on themono-jet
process.
In this model, the mono-W process proceeds via the gauge invariant set of
diagrams in Fig. (3.1) [101, 153, 177, 178]. Diagrams (3.1a) and (3.1b) dominate in
the EFT limit when
√
s  mη, while diagram (3.1c) becomes important for smaller
1One can write down a similar model involving a coupling to right handed (RH) quark fields.
Whilemost of the phenomenologywould be very similar, such amodelwould not permit amono-W
signal. Isospin violating models with RH quark fields were considered in [160, 161].
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mη. We shall initially assume mηu  mηd  mη. Deviation from this equality will

















Figure 3.1: Contributions to the mono-W process u(p1)d(p2) →
χ(k1)χ(k2)W+(q), in a t-channel colored scalar model.
3.2.2 s-channel Z′Mediator
We also consider another generic simplified model in which the DM-quark inter-
actions are mediated by a neutral spin-1 Z′ boson. The relevant interaction terms
are
Lint ⊃ gχχγµγ5χZ′µ + gq qγ
µγ5qZ′µ , (3.3)
where gχ is the coupling strength of the Z′ to darkmatter χ, and gq is the coupling
to SM quarks. Simplified models with such s-channel interactions have been
examined recently in Refs. [78, 155, 184–198]. We assume the Z′ has axial vector
type interactions. Vector interactions would lead to large spin-independent DM-
nucleon elastic scattering cross sections, and as a result are strongly constrained
by DM direct detection experiments, to the extent that parameters which can
correctly account for the DM relic density are significantly excluded. We therefore
focus on the more phenomenologically viable axial vector interactions. We shall
also assume that the Z′ couples only to quarks, and not to leptons, to avoid tight
constraints from di-lepton searches.
The pertinent processes for mono-W search are shown in Fig. (3.2). In contrast
to the t-channel model above, no radiation from the mediator occurs. This would












Figure 3.2: Contributions to the mono-W process u(p1)d(p2) →
χ(k1)χ(k2)W+(q), in an s-channel Z′ model.
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3.3 LHC Constraints and Reach
We now examine the LHC phenomenology of the two models described in Eqs.
(3.2) and (3.3). In the following, we determine the limits and reach of the searches
forDMvia themono-W process, for both the leptonic andhadronic decay channels
of the W .
3.3.1 Mono lepton channel
We first consider the scenario where the W boson decays to a charged lepton and
a neutrino. The neutrino contributes to the missing energy (/ET) along with dark
matter, such that the signal is a mono-lepton. In this channel the key kinematic
variable is the transverse mass of the lepton-/ET system,
MT 
√
2p`T /ET (1 − cos∆φ`,/ET ) , (3.4)
where ∆φ`,/ET is the azimuthal opening angle between the charged lepton’s trans-
verse momentum pT and the direction of /ET .
The domininant background for the mono-lepton search is W → `ν, and
W → τντ → ντντ`ν` where `  e , µ. This is because the MT distribution of these
channels has a large tail in the signal region. We use the electron channel to set
limits, since it is the stronger one of two lepton channels and also comparable
to the combined limits of both channels. Following Ref. [166], the following
selection cuts are made on all backgrounds and signal for the 8 TeV limits:
• ET of the leading electron > 100 GeV
• ET of the next-to-leading electron < 35 GeV
• At least one electron
• MT for the electron, MeT > 220 GeV
• Pseudorapidity for the electron must be in the range −2.1 < η(`e ) < 2.1
• Jet PT < 45 GeV
• The electron PT and /ET ratio must be in the range 0.4 < PT//ET < 1.5
• ∆φe , /ET > 2.5.
After cuts, the events are scaled by the relevant efficiences. To investigate
the phenomenology, both models are implemented in FeynRules [199]. For
the mono-lepton search, events are generated in MadGraph/MadEvent [170,
200], hadronized in Pythia [201], interfaced with Fastjet [202] for jet-finding and
Delphes [203] for detector effects. We then implement our cuts in Root [204], and
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set the model significance σ at 95 % confidence level (C.L.), which is set by the
number of signal events S and background events B as
σ 
S√
S + B + (δB∗B)2
, (3.5)
where δB is the systematic uncertainty, which we take to be 5% for our analysis.
To ensure a thorough sampling of events and sufficient statistics at high MT , we
generate event samples at two different regions for both signal and background,
100 < p`T < 500 GeV, and p
`
T > 500 GeV. The samples from these two regions are
then combined to produce the background and signal events. We find that we
reproduce the model independent limit on the cross section for a mono-lepton
signal as found in Ref. [166], at 8 TeV. We then perform the analysis at 14 TeV and
3000 f b−1 integrated luminosity. To produce our 95% C.L. reach, we optimize
our 14 TeV selection criteria by increasing the MT cut to MeT > 1000 GeV. In Fig.
(3.3) we show the MT distribution for the t-channel model for various choices of
the DM mass. (Similar results are found for the s-channel model.) As the shape
of the MT distribution is approximately independent of the DM mass, we adopt
MT > 1000 GeV as an optimal selection cut across all parameter choices.
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Figure 3.3: MT distribution for mηu  mηd  200 GeV, g  1, mχ 
10, 500, 1000GeV in the t-channelmodel, at 14 TeV andLint  3000
f b−1. It can be seen that the distribution is independent of DM
mass.
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3.3.2 Mono fat jet channel
We also consider the limits and reach from the hadronic W decays. Such decays
havebeen searched for byATLAS [163],where the signal is ahadronicallydecaying
W or Z boson plus missing energy. As our simplifiedmodels allow both mono-W
and mono-Z processes, both must be included in our generated signal. We refer
to this channel as the “mono fat jet” channel as the hadronic decay products j j of
the W/Z can be strongly boosted such that they appear together as one wide jet,
making the signal this “fat jet” along with /ET from DM.
The relevant backgrounds for this search are Z → νν̄, W → `±ν, Z → ``,
WW WZ ZZ, t t̄ and top production. We generate backgrounds in Herwig++
[205], where events are also hadronized. Using both our models implemented in
FeynRules [199], signal events are generated in MadGraph/MadEvent [170, 200]
and are hadronized in Pythia [201]. Both signal and background events are then
passed to external Fastjet [202], where we implement jet finding algorithms and
cuts, followed by Delphes [203] for detector effects and efficiencies. Specifically,
in order to discriminate between background jets and those produced by the
W/Z, a mass-drop filtering procedure is used. Here, large radius jet candidates
which mostly come from the decay of the W/Z are first reconstructed via the
Cambridge-Aachen algorithm [206] with a radius parameter of 1.2. Then, the
internal structure of this large radius jet is examined, and the subjets, called
“narrow jets”, are reconstructed using the anti-kt jet clustering algorithm [207]
with a radius parameter of 0.4. The mass-drop is performed on the two leading
subjets, where the subjet with the largest pT , pT1 differs from the momentum of
the next to leading subjet pT2 by
√




where ∆R is the separation of the two leading subjets and m je t is the mass of the
large radius jet. For 8 TeV, following the analysis of [163], we also require:
• /ET > 350 GeV
• At least one large radius jet with PT > 250 GeV
• √y > 0.4
• 50 < m je t < 120 GeV
• −1.2 < η < 1.2
• Nomore than one narrow jet with PT > 40 GeV and −4.5 < η < 4.5 which is
separated from the leading large radius jet as ∆R > 0.9
• ∆φ( je t , /ET ) < 0.4 for narrow jets.
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As the Z → νν background process in this channel has low statistics after
cuts, to ensure a thorough probe of phase space we generate and average 6 sets of
50,000 events at 14 TeV for this background. For the other background processes,
we generate 50,000 events per process. We set the model significance at 95 % C.L.
, as per Eq. (3.5). For the 14 TeV reach, we optimize the search by adjusting three
of the 8 TeV selection criteria; we now require at least one large radius jet with
PT > 400 GeV, require /ET > 500 GeV and 70 < m je t < 90 GeV.
3.3.3 Results
For the t-channelmodel, the current limits are comparedwith the 14 TeVmono-W
reach inFig. (3.4) for fu ,d  1. Wealso include current constraints on theparameter
space from mono-jet and multi-jet searches, which are adopted from Ref. [180].
The region labelled “stability” is forbidden as it corresponds to parameters where
mχ > mη and thus the DM would be unstable to decay. For the mono-lepton
search, we find that both the current 8 TeV exclusion and 14 TeV reach are not
competitive with existing constraints from mono-jet searches. Owing to small
signal size and large backgrounds, it is too weakly constraining to be featured
on our t-channel summary plot. For the mono fat jet search, we find that the 8
TeV exclusions are also not competitive with existing constraints from mono-jet
searches. We show the 14 TeV reach in the mono fat jet channel with 3000 f b−1 of
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Figure 3.4: Parameter space for the t-channel colored scalarmodel,
for fu ,d  1. Exclusions are shown as shaded regions for the mono
and multi jet at 8 TeV, and the reach is shown for the mono fat jet
at 14 TeV 3000 f b−1.
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Figure 3.5: Parameter space for the s-channel Z′model, for choices
of (a) gq  gχ  1 and (b) gq  gχ  0.5 and (c) gq  1/6 and
gχ  3/2. Exclusions are shown as shaded regions for LUX and
for mono-jet and di-jets at 8 TeV, and the reaches are shown for the
mono lepton ((a) only) and mono fat jet searches at 14 TeV 3000
f b−1. Note differing axes.
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For the s-channel model, our results are shown in Fig. (3.5) for three choices of
the Z′ couplings to DM and quarks, as labelled. The relevant mono-jet, di-jet and
LUX [118] direct detection limits shown are adopted fromRef. [208]. Note that the
LUX limit assumes the actual (sub-critical) contribution to the DM relic density
impliedby themodel parameters, rather thanassuminga full relic density. Wealso
include perturbativity limits for the s-channel model. As has been recently shown
in [80, 208], the s-channelmodelwith axial couplingsmay have perturbativity and
unitarity issueswithout the inclusion of additional newphysics such a darkHiggs
scalar which generates the DM and Z′ mass. Perturbative unitarity implies that




This is shown on the s-channel plots as the perturbativity region. While this is not
a concrete exclusion, it is an important issue for this region of parameter space.
For themono-lepton search, the current 8TeVexclusion is tooweak to be shown
on the plots, while the 14 TeV reach is shown only for gq  gχ  1, as it is very
weakly constraining for the other coupling choices. As with the t-channel model,
the mono fat jet channel has better sensitivity than the mono-lepton channel, and
the 14 TeV reach is shown for each of the coupling choices. However, even with
the hadronic decay mode, the mono-W signals will be challenging to observe,
with the parameter space accessible at 14 TeV already substantially probed by 8
TeV mono-jet searches.
3.4 SU (2) Breaking Effects and Enhancements from WL
Production
Previous work on themono-W signal has focused primarily on EFT operators that
violate SU (2)L. The strong constraints on these models were shown to arise from
unphysical high-energy contributions from longitudinally polarized W bosons, a
manifestation of the lack of gauge invariance [153]. The strength of the limits on
these WL dominated processes arose from two effects:
• enhancement of the cross section, due to a leading s/m2W dependence for
large s (arising from the WL contribution to the polarization sum) [153] and
• a harder MT distribution [166], which allowed better separation of signal
and background.
By contrast, the gauge invariant simplified models that we considered above,
which feature only transverse WT contributions in the high energy limit, do not
benefit from these effects. However SU (2) violating effects, such as the unequal
couplingofDMto u and d typequarks ofEq. (3.1), canbegenerated at higher order
by electroweak symmetry breaking. This would permit some high energy WL
contributions to the mono-W process, potentially leading to stronger constraints.
We analyze the size of such effects in variations of our simplified models, and
show that it is always small.
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3.4.1 Isospin Violation in the t-channel Model
In the t-channel model, the DM interaction with the u and d quarks can be of
unequal strength if the masses of the respective mediators, ηu and ηd , are non-
degenerate. Inspection of the scalar potential reveals that this situation can be
realised once the SM Higgs field gains a vev. The scalar potential is [176]










where Φ is the SM Higgs and λn are coupling constants. In the case where
m21 < 0 and m
2
2 > 0, the SM Higgs doublet obtains a vev, while η does not. After

















ηu  λ4 v
2
EW . (3.10)
So we appear to have broken the degeneracy of the DM interactions with u and d
type quarks, as in the EFT of Eq. (3.1). Does this indeed allow for WL production,
and how can this be understood?
It is instructive to appeal to the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem to
understandwhere WL production arises. In the high energy limit, wemay replace
WL with the corresponding Goldstone boson that (in unitary gauge) provides the
gauge boson mass, i.e., we replace W+L with φ
+. Now consider the 3 diagrams
contributing to the mono-W process shown in Fig. (3.1). The φ+ couples to
the quarks with strength given by the quark Yukawa constants, which vanish in
the limit that the quarks are massless. Under these conditions, there is no WL
contributions from the diagrams of Fig. (3.1a) and (3.1b).
We now turn to the diagram of Fig. (3.1c) in which the W is radiated from the
η mediator. In general, this diagram will feature both WT and WL contributions.





and thus the size of the ηdη∗uW+L vertex is determined by λ4. Therefore, switching
on λ4 , 0 and hence δm2η , 0 opens a pp → χχWL channel that does not suffer
from suppression by the quark Yukawas. (By contrast, in the example studied
in Section 4.5 where where λ4  0 and δm2η  0, we expect that the high energy
regime will feature only transversely polarized W-bosons, pp → χχWT .)
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Cross Section Enhancement from WL Contribution
We have seen that the amplitude for WL production at high energy is controlled
by λ4. However, λ4 also increases the mass splitting, making ηd heavier than ηu .
Therefore, increasing λ4 will suppress the contribution of Fig. (3.1a) due to the
heavier ηd propagator, while enhancing the contribution of Fig. (3.1c) due to WL
production. The former effect dominates for small values of λ4, while the latter
compensates or dominates if λ4 is sufficiently large.
In Fig. (3.6) we show the ratio of the cross sections for the mono-W andmono-
jet processes at hadron level at the 14 TeV LHC, as a function of λ4. (Although
we have illustrated this behavior for a particular choice of the χ and ηu masses,
we obtain similar behavior for other parameter choices.) While the mono-jet
cross section monotonically decreases as λ4 is increased, caused by the heavier
ηd propagator, the mono-W cross section first decreases and then increases again
when radiation of WL from the η propagator takes over. However, in order to
achieve a significant enhancement of the ratio of the mono-W to mono-jet cross
sections, very large values of λ4 are required. If we restrict this parameter to
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Figure 3.6: Ratio of the hadron level cross sections for themono-W
process pp → χχW , σWχχ, to the mono-jet process pp → χχ j,
σ jχχ at 14 TeV, in a renormalizable t-channel scalar model with
isospin violation. Upon increasing the mass splitting, the cross
section decreases at first due to suppression from an increased
propagator mass, until the longitudinal W contribution begins to
dominate. The mono-jet cross section is monotonically decreasing
with increase in propagator mass.
This behavior differs greatly to that seen in SU (2) violating EFTs, where gauge
non-invariant contributions from the analogue of Fig. (3.1 a,b) lead to large WL
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contributions. In our renormalizablemodel, where all 3 diagramsof Fig. (3.1 a,b,c)
are properly included, the high energy behavior of the cross section is tamed.
SU (2) Breaking and the MT Spectrum
We now consider the MT distribution of the mono-W events. For the EFT model
of Eq. (3.1), the mono-W MT distributions were found to be sensitive to the
parameter ξ [166]. Compared to the SU (2) conserving choice ξ  1, the SU (2)
breaking choice of ξ , 1 resulted in a harder MT distribution, with a higher peak
and significantly more high MT events. This was useful in differentiating the
signal from background via appropriate cuts on the minimum value of MT .
To explore this effect in our t-channel simplified model, we plot the MT dis-
tribution for various choices of λ4, shown in Fig. (3.7). We see that increasing
the mass splitting parameter λ4 produces no noticeable shift in the peak or shape
of the MT distribution. Therefore, the shape of the MT distribution cannot be
exploited to increase sensitivity.
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Figure 3.7: MT distribution for mηu  220 GeV, g  1, mχ  200
GeV in the t-channel model with isospin violation, at 14 TeV and
Lint  300 f b−1. Despite the increase in λ4 and therefore the mass
splitting, the peak of the MT distribution does not increase, leading
to no strong advantage in the mono-lepton channel compared to
other channels.
3.4.2 Isospin Violating Effects in s-channel Models
We now consider SU (2) violating interactions of DM with quarks in the context
of the s-channel Z′ model. In the example model presented in Section 3.2, the
Z′ boson was taken to couple with equal strength to the u and d type quarks.
This would be expected in a scenario in which the SM quarks were charged under
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the new U (1)Z′. However, if the SM quarks were not charged under U (1)Z′, and
the Z′-quark couplings were to arise only via mixing of the Z′ with the SM Z,
then weak isospin violating interactions would result – see section A2 of Ref. [79].
In fact, these weak isospin violating interactions would be the lowest order DM-
quark interaction terms present.
In the Z-Z′ mixing scenario the quark-Z′ couplings are proportional to the
quark-Z couplings, which are of opposite sign for u and d quarks due to theirweak
isospin assignments of T3  ±1/2. In the EFT limit, where the Z′ is integrated
out, this would result in the operator of Eq. (3.1) with a negative value of ξ.
However, the strength of the DM-quark interactions would be suppressed by
the Z-Z′ mixing angle, which is of order v2EW/M
2
Z′ and thus the operator arises
only at order 1/Λ4. The relevant diagrams for the mono-W process are shown
in Fig.(3.8). Unlike the Z′ model of Section 3.2, there is now a diagram in which
the W is radiated from the Z/Z′mediator. This diagram occurs at the same order
in 1/Λ as the first two contributions2. While the third diagram will allow WL
production, the gauge invariance of the underlying theory prevents any bad high
energy behavior, limiting any WL driven cross section enhancement. Moreover,
given that the Z-Z′ mixing angle is constrained to be small, isospin violating

















Figure 3.8: Contributions to the mono-W process u(p1)d(p2) →
χ(k1)χ(k2)W+(q), in the Z-Z′ mixing model.
Finally, weak isopin violating effects would also occur in a model in which a
new s-channel scalar mediator mixes with the SM Higgs. In this case the effects
are suppressed by the small SM quark Yukawa couplings. In addition, if the DM
is lighter than the Higgs, the Higgs invisible branching fraction would constrain
the scalar-Higgs mixing.
3.5 Conclusion
Observation of DM production at the LHC is now one of the foremost goals of
the particle physics community. To analyze the sensitivity of these searches,
it is important to use a theoretically consistent framework for describing the
DM interactions. The goal of this chapter was to explore mono-W signals of
dark matter production, in simplified models in which invariance under the SM
2If we included only the first two diagrams, e.g., by assuming only the operator of Eq. (3.1), we
would encounter unphysicalWL effectswhose origin could be traced to the lack of gauge invariance.
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weak gauge symmetries is enforced. We therefore considered popular simplified
modelswith an s-channel Z′mediator or a t-channel colored scalarmediator, both
with and without isospin violating effects arising from electroweak symmetry
breaking.
We first analyzed the simplified models in which the DM-quark couplings
preserve isospin. Considering both the leptonic and hadronic decay modes of
the W , we found that the 8 TeV mono-W sensitivity is not competitive with the
8 TeV mono-jet results. At 14 TeV the hadronic (mono fat jet) decay channel is
the most promising, although 3000 f b−1 of data is required to significantly probe
parameter space. While we anticipate that the experimental collaborations will
be able to better optimize their analyses than the estimates we present here, we
expect these general conclusions to hold.
Previous mono-W analyses have focused primarily on EFT operators that
violate SU (2)L, obtaining limits that are competitive with, or stronger than, those
arising from the mono-jet. Therefore, we explored the possibility of obtaining
isospin-violating DM-quark couplings in our gauge invariant simplified models,
after electroweak symmetry breaking. This canbe achieved in the t-channelmodel
through the mass splitting of the squark-like scalar SU (2) doublet, or in the s-
channel model via Z-Z′mixing. For the both t-channel and s-channel models we
find that these isospin violating effects must be small, in contrast to the non gauge
invariant EFTs scenarios considered previously in the literature. As such, isospin
violating DM-quark couplings are unlikely to increase the sensitivity of mono-W
searches.
If DM is detected in future LHC data, it is likely that the mono-jet process
will be the discovery channel. However, observation of a mono-jet signal alone
would not be sufficient to elucidate the particular DM model. Complementary
information from other channels such as the mono-W would eventually play an
essential role. However, it will be challenging to observe these complementary
signals at the 14 TeV LHC unless the model parameters fall just beyond the 8 TeV
mono-jet reach. The observation of a mono-W signal at the 14 TeV LHC would
therefore point toward very specific DM models. While mono-W signals can, in
principle, probe isospin violation of theDM-quark couplings, encoding important
information about the specific DM model, it may take a future collider for such
effects to be observed.
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Chapter 4
Leptophilic Dark Matter with Z′
Interactions
I
n this chapter, we consider a scenario where dark matter (DM) interacts
exclusively with Standard Model (SM) leptons at tree level. Due to the
absence of tree-level couplings to quarks, the constraints on leptophilic
dark matter arising from hadron based experiments are weaker than those for a
generic WIMP. We study a simple model in which interactions of DM with SM
leptons are mediated by a leptophilic Z′ boson, and determine constraints on this
scenario arising from relic density, current LHC searches, and project the future
LHC discovery reach. We show that, despite the absence of direct interactions
with quarks, this scenario can be strongly constrained.
This chapter is based on the publication: N. F. Bell, Y. Cai, R. K. Leane and A. D.
Medina, “Leptophilic dark matter with Z′ interactions”, Phys. Rev. D 90, no. 3, 035027
(2014) [arXiv:1407.3001 [hep-ph]]. [209]
4.1 Introduction
The non-observation of WIMPs thus far has begun to place meaningful con-
straints on the WIMP parameter space. Experiments at the LHC, have not identi-
fied a DM signal. Direct detection (DD) experiments, which require nucleon-DM
interactions, similarly do not report a DM signal and are placing tough limits
on DM-nucleon cross-sections [118, 210], approaching the neutrino floor. How-
ever, the exclusions from these experiments are based onDM-hadron interactions,
perhaps hinting that either the DM does not interact in such a way, or such in-
teractions are suppressed. To relax constraints on the DM parameter space, we
shall consider an alternate framework where direct DM-hadron interactions do
not occur, and instead the DM couples exclusively to SM leptons at tree level. This
is referred to as leptophilic dark matter (LDM) [211–227].
A leptophilic DMmodel may be tested via the three usual DM searches: direct
detection, indirect detection and collider searches. However, the phenomenology
of leptophilic DM is quite different to that of a genericWIMP.Although leptophilic
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DM does not couple to quarks at tree-level, such couplings will inevitably exist at
higher order. DM detection processes involving quarks will thus still yield limits,
though they will be relaxed by the presence of loop factors and/or additional
coupling constants, thereby increasing the allowed parameter space. For example,
there exists a loop-suppressed direct detection process shown in Fig. 4.1 [216],








Figure 4.1: Loop-suppressed direct detection signal for leptophilic
dark matter.
Indirect detection experiments are a scan of the astrophysical sky, searching
for unexplained fluxes which may be a produced as a result of DM annihilation
or decay. For low DM masses, interesting indirect detection bounds have been
placed using Fermi observations of dwarf spheroidal galaxies [229]. At higher
DM masses, significant interest in leptophilic DM was sparked by an excess in
the cosmic ray positron fraction measured by the PAMELA [146], Fermi [145]
and AMS [144] experiments. Given that no corresponding antiproton excess was
seen, this suggestedmodels inwhichDMannihilates, with a large cross section, to
leptonic final states. However, these signals are subject to significant astrophysical
uncertainties, andmay in fact be produced by nearby pulsars [230, 231]. Moreover,
as noted above, a model can only be “leptophilic” at lowest order with higher
order process inevitably producing hadrons with non-negligible fluxes [232]. In
this work, we shall not attempt to explain the positron results, but instead focus
on relic density and LHC bounds on leptophilic dark matter.
Collider searches at the LHC and LEP [218, 233] have placed interesting limits
on standard WIMPs. The most generic, model independent limits are those
obtained from the mono-X searches [98, 101, 162, 163, 234–236] (mono-jet, mono-
photon or mono-W/Z). These signals are obtained when a single SM particle
recoils against missing momentum, attributed to dark matter particles which
escape undetected. However, the mono-X searches at the LHC require that dark
matter to couples to quarks, and are thus not applicable for a leptophilic scenario.
There exist mono-photon limits from LEP [233], however these are only relevant
for DM coupling to electrons (rather than muons or taus) and only extend to low
DM masses. The LHC collider signals for leptophilic DM are very different from
the mono-X signals, and will be the focus on this chapter.
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The outline of the chapter is as follows: We introduce a simple leptophilic
model in Section 5.2, consider relic density requirements in Section 4.3, anddiscuss
other constraints in Section 8.7. We focus on the LHC collider phenomenology
for leptophilic dark matter, as discussed in Section 4.5, and our main results are
summarized in Fig. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11.
4.2 Leptophilic Model
To fully investigate a LDM scenario, we shall adopt a particular simple model. We
introduce a new spin-1 vector boson, Z′, whichmediates interactions between SM
leptons and the DM. Such a setup can be described via the Lagrangian

























where ε is the kinetic mixing parameter of Z′ and SM hypercharge gauge boson,
`  e , µ, τ, νe , νµ , ντ are the SM leptons, g`  ge , gµ , gτ are the Z′ coupling
strengths to each SM lepton flavor, and gχ is the coupling strength of the Z′
to DM. We allow both vector (V) and axial-vector (A) couplings of the Z′. The
parameters to investigate, therefore, are gχ , g` ,mZ′ ,mχ, along with relevant cross
sections. In this general setup, a mass generation mechanism for the Z′ and DM
is not specified.
At low energies, such as those relevant for direct detection, the Z′ interactions
can be well approximated by an effective contact operator,










Given the form of the Z′ interactions in Eq. 4.1, the possible Lorentz structures
are combinations of vector (V) and axial-vector (A) bilinears: Γχ ⊗ Γ` = V ⊗ V ,
A ⊗ V , V ⊗ A or A ⊗ A. However, in order to permit SM Yukawa couplings
without breaking U (1)L gauge invariance, the Z′ coupling to the SM leptons must
be vectorlike, thus we shall require Γ` = V . We list the possible Lorentz structures
in Table 4.1, and summarise their pertinent features.
There has been some previous work on vector bosons which couple only to
leptons. Considering only SM fields, the symmetries U (1)Li−L j are anomaly free
and can thus be gauged [237–239]; models in which DM interacts via a Lµ − Lτ
gauge boson have recently been explored in [225, 226, 240]. We take a different
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Table 4.1: Lorentz structure of the Z′ couplings. For axial vector
couplings to leptons, the loop-level direct detection signal van-
ishes [216]. However, in order for the SM Yukawa couplings to
respect U (1)L gauge invariance, the Z′ couplings to leptons should
be vectorlike. Also note that Γχ  V is not permitted for Majorana
DM.
Γχ ⊗ Γ` σ(χχ → ``) σ(χN → χN) Gauge invariant?
V ⊗ V s-wave 1 (1-loop) Yes
A ⊗ V p-wave v2 (1-loop) Yes
V ⊗ A s-wave - No
A ⊗ A p-wave - No
approach in the present work and consider a leptophilic Z′ which couples to
a single lepton flavor, taking each flavour in turn. Phenomenologically, this is
a natural choice because the experimental constraints depend on which lepton
flavor is being considered. With this approach, new dark sector particles must
be chosen with the correct quantum numbers to cancel anomalies. However,
any hidden sector particles other than the DM candidate can be taken to be
heavy enough to be decoupled from our Lagrangian, while light enough to still
contribute to anomaly cancellation. We thus take the coupling strengths gV` and
gA,Vχ as free parameters to be constrained.
4.3 Dark Matter Relic Density
In our leptophilic framework the dominant DM annihilation channels are
χχ̄ → `−`+ , ν̄`ν` , Z′Z′, (4.4)
with the corresponding Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 4.2. To determine the
parameter space allowed by relic density constraints, we implemented our model
with FeynRules [241] and generatedmodel files forMicroMEGAs [242] for the relic
density calculation. We then performed a scan over mZ′ ,mχ , g` , gχ to determine
the parameters which yield the correct relic density,Ωχh2  0.1187± 0.0017 [243].
In Fig. 4.9 and 4.11, we plot relic density curves in the g`  gχ vs mZ′ plane,
for various choices of the DM mass, and in Fig. 4.10 for 4gµ  gχ and 8gµ  gχ.
Parameters must lie on these curves to produce the correct relic density. Larger
values of the couplings would lead to a subdominant contribution to the relic
density, while smaller couplings would overclose the universe unless additional
annihilation channels were present.
The features of the relic density curves can be easily understood: The Z′Z′
channel is kinematically open only for mZ′ < mχ, while for mZ′ > mχ the freeze-
out is determined by annihilation to leptons. The annihilation cross section to













Figure 4.2: DM annihilation processes, which determine the relic
density at freezeout.
leptons has an s-wave contribution when Γχ  V , but proceeds via a velocity
suppressed p-wave contribution when Γχ  A. Resonant production of DM
occurs when mZ′ ≈ 2mχ, seen as strong dips in the relic density curves.
4.4 Constraints from (g − 2)`, LEP and other searches
We now outline further constraints on our scenario. These limits predominantly
depend sensitively on the lepton flavour. Measurements of (g − 2)` constrain the
coupling of a Z′ to each of the lepton flavours, resulting in a strong bound for the
µ flavour, and weaker bounds for e and τ. Very stringent Z′ bounds from LEP
apply to the electron flavour alone, as do the LEP mono-photon bounds 1.
(g − 2)` : A Z′ which couples to leptons will make a contribution to the lepton
anomalous magnetic dipole of [244]






Upper limits on any additional contribution to (g − 2)` are 4 × 10−10 , 8 × 10−9
and 8× 10−2 for the electron, muon and tau respectively [27]. This requires the Z′













Neutrino scattering: The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND)measured
the cross section for the elastic scatteringprocess νe+e− → νe+e−, placing a further
1Note that, as recently pointed out in Ref. [228], running of the couplings can induce LEP limits
from other lepton flavours. However, this can require some fine-tuning.
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constraint on the Z′ coupling strength to electrons [245],




This constraint is weaker than LEP for electrons.
LEP-II Z’ constraints: The coupling of a Z′ to electrons is constrained by results
of the LEP-II experiments. For Z′masses greater than 209 GeV, the largest center-
of-mass energy at which LEP operated, the constraints are expressed in terms of
four-fermion contact operators, known as the compositeness bounds [246]. For a
vector coupling to electrons this bound can be expressed as [246, 247]
ge . 0.044 × mZ′/(200 GeV). (4.8)
ForZ′masses belowabout 200GeV, the four-fermiondescription is not valid, as the
Z′ mass is not large compared to the LEP beam energy, and resonant production
is possible. A conservative limit can be taken as g0.04 for mZ′ . 200 GeV. Much
stronger limits should hold for a Z′mass close to one of the centre ofmass energies
at which LEP ran, however no detailed analysis exists.
LEP-II mono-photon constraints: Monophoton searches at LEP-II place bounds
on the couplings [233], which again are relevant only when the Z′ couples to
electrons. These constraints depend sensitively on the Z′ decay width and thus
on the ratio ge/gχ. If we assume ge ' gχ, then for mχ . mZ′/2 and mZ′ & 30 GeV
these constraints are stronger than those expected from direct detection [228], but
are comparable to the LEP Z′ bounds. For masses outside of this range, direct
detection can be more constraining [228].
Electroweak PrecisionMeasurements: In addition to the limits on kinetic mixing
as discussed in section II, there are constraints on the ratio of the decay width of
a Z′ which couples to electrons and mZ′ from precision measurements of the line
shape of the Z0 [248, 249]. However they do not constrain the ge −mZ′ parameter
space any further than the limits listed above.
4.5 LHC Phenomenology
We now consider the LHC phenomenology for a leptophilic Z′. Because the Z′
does not couple directly to quarks, the lowest order Z′ production process is
pp → `+`−Z′, in which a Z′ is radiated from a lepton in a Drell-Yan process, as
shown Fig. 4.3. The Z′ production cross section is shown in Fig. 4.4. The cross
section is large when mZ′ < mZ, because the process in Fig. 4.3 can proceed via an
on-shell Z. For mZ′ > mZ, however, the cross section falls rapidly with increasing
Z′ mass, such that detecting a Z′ with mass beyond about 500 GeV would be
challenging.
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The Z′ decays either to DM (or neutrinos) or to charged leptons, resulting
in a pair of opposite sign di-leptons plus missing ET , or two pairs of opposite
sign di-leptons, respectively. The 2-lepton plus missing ET signal competes with
substantial SM backgrounds, in particular from the process Z+jets, such that
detection prospects are poor. However, the 4-lepton signal is very distinctive and









Figure 4.3: Production of the Z′ at a hadron collider. The Z′ is
radiated from a lepton in the Drell Yan process, and subsequently
decays to either leptons or DM.
LHC 14 TeV
pp® Z' +2l









Figure 4.4: Z′ production cross section at the 14 TeV LHC, via the
process pp → `+`−Z′. We have set g`  0.1.
The signal rates depend on the branching fraction of the Z′ to charged leptons
or DM, which depend on the mass and coupling strength of the Z′. For gχ  g` ,
and in the limit mZ′  mχ, we have
Br(Z′→ ``)  Br(Z′→ χχ)  2Br(Z′→ ν`ν`). (4.9)
For other parameters, the branching ratios are evaluated numerically in our anal-
ysis.
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4.5.1 Z′ Decay to Leptons
We now consider the 4 lepton process, pp → `+`−Z′ → `+`−`+`−, in detail. The
main SM backgrounds for this process are
pp → `+`−Z → `+`−`+`− , (4.10a)
pp → ZZ → `+`−`+`− , (4.10b)
with Eq. 4.10a making the dominant contribution. The pp → 4` cross section has
been measured at the Z resonance by the LHC experiments, ATLAS and CMS.
Themost constraining limits arise from theATLAS analysis, which used an
√
s  8
TeV dataset at an integrated luminosity of 20.7 f b−1, andmeasured the number of
events to be consistent with the SM expectation. A similar analysis performed by
CMS used only the
√
s  7 TeV data [250] and is less constraining. We reproduce
the ATLAS analysis to find the current exclusion limits for our Z′model using the
Z → 4l search [251].2 We also simulate events at
√
s  14 and higher luminosities,
to project the future reach of the LHC.
To simulate our Z′ signal and the relevant SM background, we implement our
model with FeynRules [241], generate parton level events in MadGraph [170] and
then interface with Pythia [254] to produce hadronic level events. For processes
involving electrons, we also interface the Pythia output with the PGS detector
simulation. Finally,weuseMadAnalysis [255] to analyse the events. Wedetermine
the significance according to
σ  NZ′/
√
NZ′ + NSM , (4.11)
where NZ′ is the number of simulated events for the Z′ model, and NSM is the
number ofATLAS events observed,which is consistentwith the predicted number
of SM events. Excluded parameters are those which have a deviation from the
SM of σ & 3.0. We neglect systematic uncertainties, as they are very low for our
purely leptonic final states [251]. Given that the number of signal and background
events are comparable, a small systematic uncertainty will not have a significant
effect on the results.
We consider only the Z → 4µ and Z → 4e part of the ATLAS analysis. Mixed
flavour final states are not possible, because we assume the Z′ couples to a single
lepton flavour. For the case of the 4µ signal, we perform different analyses for
low mass (mZ′ < mZ) and high mass (mZ′ > mZ) Z′ bosons. For the 4e signal,
however, we perform only the low mass analysis, as the LEP Z′ searches already
eliminate the high mass parameter space that could be probed at the LHC.
There is no available analysis for a four tau final state, as tau reconstruction is
significantly more difficult and suffers a much lower efficiency than detecting µ
2A similar analysis has been performed recently for the 4 muon final state in Refs. [252, 253].
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or e. Therefore, there are no current collider constraints which can be placed on
a scenario in which the Z′ couples only to the tau flavour.
Four Electron Final State: mZ′ < mZ
We replicate the ATLAS pp → 4e analysis at the Z resonance, for which the
candidate events have twopairs of opposite sign electrons. The following selection
cuts are made:
• pT,e > 7 GeV and |η| < 2.47 for individual electrons
• Candidate separation of ∆Ree > 0.1
• Me− ,e+ > 20, 5GeV for the leadingpair andnext to leadingpair inmomentum
• pT,e > 20, 15, 10 GeV for the leading three electrons
• Invariant mass of electron quadruplet is restricted to events near the Z
resonance: 80 < M4e < 100 GeV
For the four electron case, the hadronic level events generated by Pythia [201]
are interfaced with the PGS detector simulator before being interfaced to Mad-
Analysis at reconstruction level [255]. This is necessary for electrons, as they are
reconstructed from energy clusters in an electromagnetic calorimeter, which are
matched to reconstructed electron tracks in the inner detector [256], for which
detector effects and efficiencies are not negligible. With this procedure, our sim-
ulated number of SM events was consistent with that measured by ATLAS.
The current ATLAS exclusion based on the 4e process at 20.7 f b−1 is shown in
Fig. 4.11, assuming g`  gχ. We also show future discovery curves at the higher
luminosities of 300 and 3000 f b−1.
Four Muon Final State: mZ′ < mZ
We replicate the ATLAS pp → 4µ analysis at the Z resonance, for which the
candidate events have two pairs of opposite sign muons. The following selection
cuts are made:
• pT,µ > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.7 for individual muons
• Candidate separation of ∆Rµµ > 0.1
• Mµ− ,µ+ > 20, 5 GeV for the leading pair and next to leading pair in momen-
tum
• pT,µ > 20, 15, 8 GeV for the leading three muons
• Invariant mass of muon quadruplet is restricted to events near the Z reso-
nance: 80 < M4µ < 100 GeV
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Figure 4.5: Invariant mass for four muons (left) and transverse
momentum pT for leading in pT muon (right) for pp → 4µ in the
SMand Z′model (with mZ′  60GeV, mχ  10GeV, gµ  gχ  0.1),
at
√
s  14 TeV and L  300 f b−1. The peak in the four muon
invariant mass spectrum is a reconstruction of the Z mass.
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Figure 4.6: Invariant mass for first and second leading muons
in pT (left) and third and fourth leading muons in pT (right) for
pp → 4µ in the SM and Z′ model (with mZ′  60 GeV, mχ  10
GeV, gµ  gχ  0.1), at
√
s  14 TeV and L  300 f b−1. The mass
of the Z′ can be seen clearly as the resonance at mZ′  60 GeV in
the invariant mass spectrum M12.
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Wedo not perform a detector simulation for the pp → 4µ analysis, as detection
efficiencies are very high and the small smearing of data due to detector effects
has a negligible effect on our results.
The current ATLAS exclusion based on the 4µ process at 20.7 f b−1 is shown
in Fig. 4.11, assuming g`  gχ. We also show future discovery curves at the
higher luminosities of 300 and 3000 f b−1. We show a selection of kinematic plots
in Fig. 4.5, 4.6 for an example choice of parameters: mZ′  60 GeV, mχ  10
GeV, gµ  gχ  0.1. (The relevant Z′ branching fractions are Br(µ+µ−)  0.428,
Br(ν̄µνµ)  0.214 and Br(χ̄χ)  0.358.) These parameters are allowed by the
√
s  8 TeV ATLAS results, but sit on the 3σ curve corresponding to L  300 f b−1
at
√
s  14 TeV, and thus can be discovered or ruled out with future LHC data.
Note that the choice of gχ affects the cross section by controlling the relative
sizes of the Z′ branching ratios to lepton or darkmatter final states. We canweaken
constraints from the four muon search by increasing the Z′ coupling strength to
dark matter, with results for 4gµ  gχ and 8gµ  gχ shown in Fig. 4.10.
Four Muon Final State: mZ′ > mZ
We now consider higher Z′ masses than those probed by the 4 lepton search at
the Z resonance, i.e., mZ′ > mZ. The Z′ production via the diagram in Fig. 4.3
now proceeds via an off-shell Z∗, with a much lower cross section as seen in Fig.
4.4. We perform a similar analysis to that described in the previous section, with
appropriate changes tailored to this higher mass case. Specifically, we remove the
cut on the 4 muon invariant mass, so that we are no longer restricted to events
near the Z-resonance, and place cuts on the di-muon invariant masses to remove
the Z-peak (arising from processes in which the Z′ in Fig. 4.3 is replaced by a SM
Z.)
We implement the following selection cuts:
• pT,µ > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.7 for individual muons
• Candidate separation of ∆Rµµ > 0.1
• Mµ− ,µ+ > 100 GeV for both the leading pair and next to leading pair in
momentum
• pT,µ > 120, 100, 8 GeV for the leading three muons
Due to the low cross sections, large luminosities are required to constrain the
high Z′ masses. In Fig. 4.9 we show the projected 3σ exclusion curve at 3000
f b−1. Notice that in the high mZ′ searches at high luminosities one is able to
probe Z′-masses up to mZ′ ∼ 500 GeV. We show a selection of kinematic plots in
Fig. 4.7, 4.8 for an example choice of parameters (mZ′  150 GeV, mχ  10 GeV,
gµ  gχ  0.28) which fall on this curve. The effectiveness of the kinematic cuts
can be seen by comparing the LH and RH panels of Fig. 4.8, which display the
M34 distributions before and after cuts, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Invariant mass for first and second leading muons in
pT (left) and transverse momentum pT for pT leading muon (right)
both before cuts, for pp → 4µ in the SM and Z′ model (with
mZ′  150 GeV, mχ  10 GeV, gµ  gχ  0.19), at
√
s  14 TeV and
L  3000 f b−1.
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Figure 4.8: Invariant mass of third and fourth leading in pT muons
before cuts (left) and after cuts (right), for pp → 4µ in the SM and
Z′ model (with mZ′  150 GeV, mχ  10 GeV, gµ  gχ  0.19), at
√
s  14 TeV and L  3000 f b−1.
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Hg - 2L Μ
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Figure 4.10: Parameter space for gµ vs. mZ′ , where gχ  4gµ (left)
and gχ  8gµ (right). Shown are excluded regions from (g − 2)µ,
and relic density curves are shown in black for mχ  10, 50, 100
GeV. Dashed lines are ATLAS exclusions and reaches: top is ruled
out by ATLAS data at
√
s  8 TeV and L  20.7 f b−1, middle is
the ATLAS discovery reach at
√
s  14 TeV and L  300 f b−1,
and bottom is the ATLAS discovery reach at
√
s  14 TeV and
L  3000 f b−1. These exclusion/discovery curves are the same as
for the gµ  gχ case when mZ′ < 2mχ. The LHC limits all assume
mχ  10 GeV.
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Figure 4.11: Parameter space for ge vs. mZ′ with gχ  ge (left) and
gτ vs. mZ′ , with gχ  gτ (right). Relic density curves are shown in
black for mχ  10, 50, 100 GeV. Exclusions from LEP-II (electrons
only) shown on the top. Dashed lines on the electron plot (left) are
ATLAS exclusions and reaches: top is ruled out by ATLAS data
at
√
s  8 TeV and L  20.7 f b−1, middle is the ATLAS discovery
reach at
√
s  14 TeV and L  300 f b−1, and bottom is the ATLAS
discovery reach at
√
s  14TeV andL  3000 f b−1. The LHC limits
all assume mχ  10 GeV. For the tau plot (bottom), there are no
collider limits due to low efficiencies for reconstructing a four tau
final state. Instead, dashed lines show contours of Z′ production
cross sections of 1, 10 and 100 f b.
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4.5.2 Z′ Decay to Dark Matter
We now consider the process pp → ``χχ (see Fig. 4.3) for which the signal is a
pair of opposite sign leptons plus missing ET . Unlike the 4 lepton signal, the 2
lepton +missing ET signal is subject to significant backgrounds, which render the
detection prospects very poor. The dominant SM backgrounds arise from
pp → Z + jets→ `+`− + jets, (4.12a)
t t̄ → bb̄WW → bb̄`+`−ν` ν̄` . (4.12b)
TheZ + jets background,with soft jets from theunderlyingQCDprocess, produces
an enormous number of dileptons plus missing ET events, where the missing
energy arises from jet misidentification or energy mismeasurement. To overcome
this background we would need to select events with ET & 200 GeV. However,
a signal in this range would require a Z′ greater than 200 GeV, for which the
production cross section is extremely small. Nonetheless, despite being unable
to detect the DM production process, the presence of the Z′ coupling to DM still
affects the collider phenomenology through the Z′width and branching fractions,
as can be seen by comparing Fig. 4.9 and 4.10. Finally, we note that this dilepton
plus missing ET signal could be a relevant discovery channel in a future lepton
collider such as the ILC, where the Z+jets background is not present.
4.6 Discussion
Our main results are summarized in Fig. 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 for Γχ ⊗ Γ`  A ⊗ V .
Note that because V ⊗ V is highly constrained by direct detection [228], we have
explored the A ⊗ V case in much greater detail.
In Fig. 4.9, we summarise the results for a Z′ that couples to the muon flavour.
We see that (g−2)µ canplace non-trivial constraints on lowmassDM. Inparticular,
for values of mχ . 30 GeV, it rules out those parameters for which the relic density
can be explained, unless themasses fall in the vicinity of a resonance at mZ′ ∼ 2mχ.
The LHC results place complementary constraints. For a low mass Z′ (those with
mZ′ < mZ), the collider limits rule out smaller values of the coupling g` than can
be probed by (g − 2). The projected limits (or discovery sensitivity) for the 14
TeV LHC at 3000 f b−1 significantly covers the low mZ′ parameter space, even for
parameters for which the DM relic density is controlled by resonant annihilation.
For a higher mass Z′ (mZ′ > mZ) the production cross section at the LHC is
suppressed, and hence only the 3000 f b−1 results are shown in the figure. It is
clear that, for sufficiently large mχ or mZ′, it will be possible to find parameters
which satisfy the relic density requirement and escape all constraints.
The constraints on a Z′ which couples to the e flavour are shown in top panel
of Fig. 4.11. For electrons, the (g − 2) constraint is much weaker than for muons.
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However, the e-flavour is subject to LEP-II Z′ constraints, which are very strong
and eliminatemuch parameter space that is open for the µ-flavour. As a result, the
relic density constraints cannot be met unless one lives very close to a resonance.
Finally, we consider the τ flavour in the RH panel of Fig. 4.11. Here the (g − 2)
constraints are too weak to be shown on the plot. As we mentioned above, there
were no current collider analyses for this case, due to the difficulties associated
with tau reconstruction. Instead, we indicate in Fig. 4.11 the Z′ production cross
section, as a crude indication of the sensitivity that could be obtained were a
dedicated analysis for the 4-τ final state to be performed.
In Fig. 4.9 and 4.11, we assumed the Z′ couples with equal strength to the DM
and leptons, i.e. gχ  g` . If instead we take gχ > g` , the constraints are relaxed
and thus the allowed region of parameter space enlarged. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4.10, in which we take gχ  4gµ (left panel) and gχ  8gµ (right panel).
We see that increased gχ lowers the relic density curves. The LHC curves are
independent of the choice of gχ when mZ′ < 2mχ; for mZ′ > 2mχ the constraints
on g` become weaker as we enlarge gχ, due to the increased branching ratio of
the Z′ to invisible final states. In Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, this occurs for mz′ > 20 GeV,
and we note an upturn in the LHC curves at that point.
The LHC curves shown in Fig. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 assume mχ  10 GeV. For
other DM masses, the exclusion curves are approximately the same, except for a
change to the point where mZ′  2mχ, beyond which the Z′ is heavy enough for
the dark branching ratio to be non-zero.3
4.7 Conclusions
We have considered a leptophilic WIMP scenario in which DM does not couple to
SM quarks at tree-level, and instead couples only to SM leptons. In this scenario,
the DM has WIMP-scale interaction with leptons, accounting for the relic den-
sity, but suppressed signals in direct detection experiments and hadron colliders,
consistent with the null results from these searches to date.
We explored such a leptophilic DM in the context of a simple Z′ model, in
which DM-lepton interactions are mediated by the exchange of a new vector
boson which couples to one of the SM leptons flavours, `  e, µ, or τ, with
Lorentz structure A ⊗ V .
Production of leptophilic Z′ at the LHC occurs via the radiation of a Z′ from
Drell-Yan leptons. We determined exclusion limits for the Z′ mass and coupling
strength, using results from an ATLAS analysis of pp → Z → 4e or 4µ, at
√
s  8
TeV and L  20.7 f b−1. We also projected the future exclusion/discovery reach
for
√
s  14 TeV and higher luminosities, for both low and high mass Z′ bosons.
3Even when Br(DM) is non-zero, if gχ ∼ g` the cross section and thus the exclusion curves
change only by a modest factor.
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For `  e, the combination of the LHC, and relic density and LEP constraints
excludes most parameter space, except that for which the DM annihilation at
freezeout is resonantly enhanced. For `  µ, some non-resonant parameter space
remains open for mχ . 50GeV,while for `  e this is eliminated by LEP-II bounds.
For `  τ, however, no LHC bounds exist, and much more parameter space is
open.
In conclusion, despite the absence of tree-level interactions with quarks, this
leptophilic darkmattermodel canbe stronglyprobedathadron collider experiments—
most significantly at low DM and mediator masses.
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Dark Matter in the Sky
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In Part III of this thesis, we examine signatures for dark matter in the sky.
This will include the use of simplified models in indirect detection searches,
searches for hidden sector mediators in galaxies, using dark bremsstrahlung to
boost the darkmatter annihilation rate, and searches for darkmatter via long-lived




Dark Forces in the Sky: Signals
from Z′ and the Dark Higgs
I
n this chapter, we consider the indirect detection signals for a self-
consistent hidden U (1) model containing a Majorana dark matter can-
didate, χ, a dark gauge boson, Z′, and a dark Higgs, s. Compared with
a model containing only a dark matter candidate and Z′ mediator, the addition
of the scalar provides a mass generation mechanism for the dark sector particles
and is required in order to avoid unitarity violation at high energies. We find
that the inclusion of the two mediators opens up a new two-body s-wave an-
nihilation channel, χχ → sZ′. This new process, which is missed in the usual
single-mediator simplified model approach, can be the dominant annihilation
channel. This provides rich phenomenology for indirect detection searches, al-
lows indirect searches to explore regions of parameter space not accessible with
other commonly considered s-wave annihilation processes, and enables both the
Z′ and scalar couplings to be probed. We examine the phenomenology of the
sector with a focus on this new process, and determine the limits on the model
parameter space from Fermi data on dwarf spheriodal galaxies and other relevant
experiments.
This chapter is based on the publication: N. F. Bell, Y. Cai and R. K. Leane,
“Dark Forces in the Sky: Signals from Z’ and the Dark Higgs”, JCAP 08 (2016) 001
[arXiv:1605.09382 [hep-ph]]. [257]
5.1 Introduction
Simplified models remain a popular interpretation of experimental data. How-
ever, due to their simplified nature and reduced number of parameters, the bench-
mark simplified models are not intrinsically capable of capturing the full phe-
nomenology of many realistic UV complete theories. Furthermore, separate con-
sideration of these benchmarks can lead to physical problems and inconsistencies,
such as breaking gauge invariance and unitarity violation at high energies [74–78,
80, 102, 153, 258–264].
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These issues motivate a scenario in which the vector and the scalar mediators
appear together within the same theory1. Specifically, a simplified model with
a spin-1 mediator and axial-vector couplings to fermions will lead to unitarity
violation at high energies unless some additional new physics, such a scalar
degree of freedom, is introduced to the simplified model setup [80]. This scalar
is exceedingly well motivated if it is also taken to provide a mass generation
mechanism for the dark sector, as the “dark Higgs”. The purpose of this chapter
is to explore the indirect detection signals for a gauge invariant model where
the dark sector consists of a fermionic DM candidate, a spin-1 mediator, and a
dark Higgs field. In doing so, we shall encounter important phenomenology that
cannot be captured by a single-mediator model.
In the indirect detection context, simplifiedmodels have commonly been used
to investigate annihilation processes and place limits on the dark matter param-
eter space. Only annihilations which proceed via an s-wave process contribute
substantially to DM signals in the universe today, as p-wave contributions are
highly suppressed by a velocity squared factor, v2χ ≈ 10−6. Within the simplified
model framework, spin-1 mediators provide two possible two-body s-wave anni-
hilation processes for fermionic dark matter, as shown in Fig. (5.1). (i) χχ → f f
has an s-wave component provided the mediator has axial-vector couplings to
SM fermions, f while (ii) χχ → Z′Z′ has an s-wave component for any (vector or
axial-vector) coupling of the Z′ to χ. The latter process, with the Z′ pair produced
on-shell, is commonly studied in the indirect detection context; it is capable of
producing large annihilation signals while avoiding strong constraints imposed
by collider and direct detection searches [269–273].
For spin-0mediators, χχ → f f is s-wave if themediator is a pseudoscalar, but
the couplings to SM fermions are strongly constrained, such that a thermal relic
cross section is not easily obtained, nor a large indirect detection signal. The re-
maining 2-body annihilation processes for spin-0 mediators are all p-wave, mean-
ing that to obtain a non-negligble indirect detection signal with non-excluded
parameters, one needs to resort to the case where three spin-1 fields, s, are pro-
duced2 as χχ → sss. While this is an s-wave process provided that the mediator
is a pseudoscalar, it suffers from three-body phase space suppression [270]. These
processes are shown in Fig. (5.2).
1Some recent work on multi-mediator models can be found in Refs. [265–268].
2A two-body s-wave process is possible for combinations of multiple distinct scalars [270, 271,
274], but this extends beyond the simplified model framework and requires more detailed model
building.
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Figure 5.1: Spin-1 simplified model annihilation processes. Left:
This process has an s-wave component only if the mediator has
axial-vector couplings to SM fermions, f . However, the non-
observation of a direct detection or LHC signal makes it difficult to
obtain a thermal relic scale cross section from this diagram. Right:
This process is s-wave for all field or coupling types and, as it
can avoid LHC and direct detection bounds in the hidden on-shell
mediator scenario, is often considered in the indirect detection
context.
Figure 5.2: Spin-0 simplified model annihilation processes. Left:
This process has an s-wave component if the spin-0 field is a pseu-
doscalar. However, the non-observation of a direct detection or
LHC signal makes it difficult to achieve a thermal relic density
with this process. Middle: This process is p-wave for all field or
coupling types. Right: This process has an s-wave contribution
if the spin-0 field is a pseudoscalar, but it is three-body phase
space suppressed. There is no s-wave process for fermionic DM
annihilation to a spin-0 field with scalar couplings.
In this chapter, wewill show that once the dark Higgs is added to the dark sec-
tor, the indirect detection phenomenology considered previouslywas incomplete.
Of particular interest will be the new s-wave annihilation process,
χχ → sZ′. (5.1)
This is always an s-wave process, irrespective of whether the DM-Z′ coupling is
vector or axial-vector, and irrespective of whether s is a scalar or pseudoscalar.
This process allows for new, rich phenomenology. It allows the spin-0 particle to
play an important role in indirect detection, which is not possible in models with
only a spin-0 mediator due to the velocity or phase space suppressions of the an-
nihilation diagrams in the pseudoscalar mediator case, and the complete absence
of any s-wave annihilation processes in the scalar mediator case. Importantly, al-
though both the χχ → sZ′ and χχ → Z′Z′ annihilation channels have an s-wave
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component, the sZ′ channel tends to dominate when it is kinematically accessi-
ble. Neglecting this important annihilation process would lead to dramatically
different results.
Hidden sectormodels [269–273, 275–297] are a specific realization of simplified
models, commonly adopted in the indirect detection scenario because their small
direct couplings to the SM ameliorate the tension between strong constraints
from collider and direct detection experiments, and the goal of a sizeable indirect
detection signal. If the DM annihilates to on-shell mediators (rather than directly
to SMparticles via off-shell mediators) the smallness of the dark-SM couplings are
irrelevant for indirect detection, provided of course that the dark-sectormediators
eventually decay to visible sector particles with lifetime shorter than the age of
the galaxy. The signal size for indirect detection is instead set by the size of the
dark sector couplings, which can often be taken to be quite large.
In this chapter, we will investigate the phenomenology of these indirect de-
tection signals for a self-consistent hidden U (1) sector, with a focus on the impact
of this new χχ → sZ′ annihilation channel. In Section 5.2, we will describe the
model in detail. We will then list all the annihilation processes of interest in this
model, along with the relevant cross sections and decay widths, in Section 5.3.
In Section 8.3.4, we will simulate the consequent γ-ray spectra, which we will
use in Section 5.5 to calculate the limits on the cross section and parameter space
from Fermi-LAT data on dwarf spheriodal galaxies, the most dark matter dense
objects in our sky, as well as AMS-02. Finally wewill consider relevant limits from
unitarity and other experiments in Section 5.6, and summarize in Section 6.8.
5.2 Model Setup
The gauge symmetry group for our model is SU (3)c ⊗ SU (2)W ⊗ U (1)Y ⊗ U (1)χ,
such that the covariant derivative is Dµ  DSMµ + iQ′gχZ′µ with Q′ being the dark
U (1)χ charge of the relevant fields. We introduce new fields: a Majorana fermion
DM candidate χ, a spin-1 dark gauge boson Z′, and the dark Higgs field S. We
have chosen χ to be Majorana, as a well-motivated example that must involve
axial-vector couplings to the Z′, given that vector couplings of Majorana particles
vanish. The significance of axial-vector couplings is that perturbative unitarity
would be violated at high energy in the absence of S [80]. The dark Higgs is
mandatory in this set-up.
The vacuum expectation value (vev) of the dark Higgs field provides a mass
generation mechanism for the dark sector fields Z′ and χ. For the χ-S Yukawa
terms to respect the U (1)χ gauge symmetry, the charge assignments3 can be
chosen,without loss of generality, to beQ′(S)  1 andQ′(χ)  −12 . ThedarkHiggs
3In order to cancel anomalies, additional fermionswith U (1)χ chargewill be required. However,
these states can bemade sufficiently heavy that they do not affect by the dark sector phenonenology
discussed here. For example, anomaly cancellation can be achieved by introducing an additional
Majorana fermion, with U (1)χ charge equal in magnitude but of opposite sign to that of χ. It is
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can mix with the SMHiggs H throughmass mixing, with strength parameterized
by λhs , while the U (1)χ field strength tensor Z′µν kinetically mixes with the SM
hypercharge field strength Bµν controlled by the kinematic mixing parameter ε.
Explicitly, before electroweak and dark symmetry breaking, the Lagrangian is
written as















(∂µ + i gχZ′µ)S
]† [(∂µ + i gχZ′µ)S] − µ2s S†S − λs (S†S)2 − λhs (S†S)(H†H).
(5.2)
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(v + h + iG0)
}
with G+, G0 and a being the
Goldstone bosons of W , Z and Z′ respectively, while s and h are real scalars. In
the limit that themixing parameter λhs is small, the vev of the dark Higgs satisfies
w2  −µ2s/λs . After symmetry breaking, the masses are









mh ' −µ2h . (5.4d)
For all couplings to remain perturbative, only certain combinations of the dark
gauge coupling and dark sector masses are allowed. From the above equations,









The final term of Eq. (6.9a) describes the coupling of Z′ to the SM fermions;
its structure is dictated by the kinetic mixing, and the explicit form can be found,
for example, in Ref. [27]. As Z′ decays to the SM through the hypercharge portal,
the Z′ couples to the same SM fields as the SM Z, and no flavor specific tuning is
permitted. This enforces strong di-lepton resonance bounds and EWPT limits on
sufficient to consider only the lighter of the two fermions as the DM candidate, with the heavier
making a subdominant contribution to the relic density [296].
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Z-Z′mixing. Regardless, the small values of ε we consider allow these bounds to
be easily satisfied.
Within this model, there are two possible routes for dark sector interactions
with the visible sector: theHiggs portal controlled by parameter λhs , or the hyper-
charge portal controlled by parameter ε. To demonstrate the newphenomenology
of the combination of both the Z′ and dark Higgs in this model, we will take small
values of these parameters consistent with the hidden model setup, and assume
both s and Z′ decay on-shell to SM fermions. As the Higgs couples to fields pro-
portional to their masses, the dark Higgs decays predominantly to b-quarks in the
mass range we consider, although we will fully simulate all final states. The dark
Higgs may also decay into two Z′ which then may decay into SM fermions, how-
ever for simplicity when setting limits we will focus on the region of parameter
space where this is not kinematically allowed.
We emphasize that this is the most general scenario involving the interaction
of a Majorana fermion with a Z′ gauge boson. Given that vector currents vanish
for Majorana fermions, leaving only axial-vector interactions, the inclusion of the
dark Higgs is unavoidable in order to provide a mass for the Z′ within a gauge
invariantmodel that respects perturbativeunitarity. Furthermore, it is not possible
to include a Majorana mass term for the χ without breaking the U (1)χ symmetry.
The case ofDirac darkmatterwith vector couplings to a Z′would be very different.
In that case, the Z′ may obtain mass via the Stueckelberg mechanism, and a bare
mass term for χ is possible, leaving no need for a dark Higgs.
5.3 DarkMatter Annihilation Processes for Indirect Detec-
tion
In this section we will calculate the annihilation cross sections and branching
fractions relevant for indirect detection.
5.3.1 Annihilation Cross Sections
The novel process for DM annihilation in the universe today is χχ → sZ′, which is
shown in Fig. (5.3). This process has not been considered in previouswork, despite
being a consequence of a self-consistent Z′modelwith axial-vector couplings. The
cross section for χχ → sZ′ is s-wave for both scalar and pseudoscalar interactions,
and vector or axial-vector Z′-DM couplings. For Majorana DM and a real scalar
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where Eq. (5.5) has been used to replace yχ. Here, only the s-channel diagram of
Fig. (5.3) contributes an s-wave component.
The other dominant s-wave process in this model is χχ → Z′Z′, which is















where the s-wave contributions only come from the t and u channel diagrams,
making the indirect signal for the Z′Z′ process the same as that found in the spin-1
simplified model benchmark.
Previously, annihilation of fermionic dark matter to spin-0 mediators featured
an s-wave component only for the three-body phase-space suppressed process
in Fig. (5.2), and only for pseudoscalars. For a simplified model with a scalar
mediator, there is no s-wave annihilation process at all. We make the important
observation that annihilation of fermionic dark matter to a spin-0 plus spin-1
final state will always be s-wave, for both scalars and pseudoscalars. This allows
indirect detection to have comparable sensitivity for spin-0 and spin-1 mediators,
in models where the two mediators are both present. This is realized naturally in
the very simple gauge invariant model we have presented in this chapter.
Figure 5.3: Annihilation diagrams for the s-wave processes χχ →
sZ′. The scalar and theZ′ then candecay to SM fermionfinal states.
For some regions of parameter space this is the only kinematically
allowed process, while in others it can have a cross section larger
than the process in Fig. (5.4). This process can be achieved by
considering the simplified model benchmarks together.
As this new s-wave annihilation process is a consequence of enforcing pertur-
bative unitarity at high energies, its presence is inevitable for axial-vector Z′-DM
couplings. This means that the limits on indirect detection signals using the Z′Z′
process alone will lead to inaccurate conclusions. This can be seen in Fig. (5.5),
where we plot the annihilation cross sections to both the Z′Z′ and sZ′ final states.
If the s is lighter than the Z′, there are values of DMmass ms +mZ′ < 2mχ < 2mZ′
where sZ′ is the only kinematically accessible final state. If we were to only con-
sider the Z′Z′ process, it would not be possible to produce a limit for these lowDM
4The factor of 16 difference between our cross section and that given in other papers is due to
the (Q′χ)4  (1/2)4 charge contribution to the coefficient.
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Figure 5.4: Annihilation diagrams for the s-wave processes χχ →
Z′Z′. The Z′ then can decay into SM fermion final states. In the
spin-1 mediator simplified model benchmark, only the t-channel
and u-channel diagrams appear, leading to unitarity issues at high
energies for axial couplings. In our gauge invariant model, the
s-channel diagram restores perturbative unitarity. Consideration
of only χχ → Z′Z′, without the accompanying χχ → sZ′ process
of Fig. (5.3) will lead to inaccurate conclusions.
masses (where, in fact, the indirect detection limits are the strongest). When both
sZ′ and Z′Z′ are kinematically accessible, sZ′ becomes the dominant process. In
the limit m2χ  m2Z′ ,m
2
s , the cross section to sZ′ is enhanced relative to that for
Z′Z′ by a factor of (mχ/mZ′)4, arising due to the longitudinal Z′ polarization. It
is important to note, however, that the DM mass and Z′ mass are related via the
dark Higgs vev, and thus satisfy Eq. (5.5). As a result, it is not possible to make
the DMmass arbitrarily large while retaining a perturbative value for the Yukawa
coupling yχ. For the mass ranges plotted in Fig. (5.5), we have ensured that all
parameters take reasonable values.
The s-wave annihilations to sZ′ and Z′Z′ are by far the dominant processes
for indirect detection, for which the total annihilation cross section is obtained
by summing the contributions from these channels. In setting indirect detection
limits, the energy spectra should be computed by properly combining the spectra
arising from the sZ′ and Z′Z′ final states. These s-wave processes will also be the
most important for the determination of relic density at freezeout. However, p-
wave processes will also play a role at freezeout, where the DM relative velocity is
much larger than in the universe today. Note that as the cross sections in Fig. (5.5)
each scale as g4χ, the correct thermal relic density can easily be obtained simply
by adjusting the value of the dark gauge coupling.
5.3.2 Decay Widths of the Dark Higgs and Z′
To compare our annihilation processes to indirect detection signals, it is necessary
to first multiply the thermal averaged cross sections for our on-shell processes
by relevant branching fractions. The Z′ decays to SM states via the hypercharge
portal, and so couplings to all fermion flavors must be considered. The partial
decay width of the Z′ into SM fermions is given by
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Figure 5.5: Relative cross section sizes for the twodominant s-wave
diagrams, χχ → sZ′ (green) and χχ → Z′Z′ (purple), for some
example parameter choices for the dark Higgs mass ms and the Z′
mass mZ′ , as labelled on each plot. For all plots the gauge coupling
is set to gχ  0.1, but as all cross sections are directly proportional
to g4χ they can easily be scaled by adjusting this parameter. Note
the lower two plots have a different mχ range to the upper plots,
so that the yχ coupling is restricted to O(1) values.
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where Nc is a color factor, relevant for hadronic decays. The g f ,V (vector) and
g f ,A (axial-vector) coupling structures of the Z′ to the SM are inherited from the
kinetic mixing with the SM. The total decay width for the Z′ is simply the sum of




Γ(Z′→ f f̄ ). (5.9)
The dark Higgs decays to the SM due to mass mixing with the SM Higgs. As
it couples to fermions through their mass, the decay will be predominantly to
b quarks in the mass ranges we are considering, however we include all SM
final states for accuracy. The dark Higgs is also permitted to decay to pairs
of Z′, although for simplicity we will choose parameters where this decay is
not kinematically permitted. As loop decays and higher order corrections can
be relevant for the dark Higgs decays, to ensure an accurate calculation of the
branching fractions, we use the Fortran package HDecay [298], which takes
these effects into account.
5.4 γ-ray Energy Spectra
The gamma ray flux Φ from photons with energy Eγ resulting from dark matter















J (φ, γ), (5.10)
where Br f is the branching fraction to the particular fermion species. For the Z′
we take this as the ratio of Eq. (6.17) and Eq. (5.9). For the darkHiggs, we generate
values using HDecay [298]. The J factor is the integral over the line of sight of the
DM density ρ(r) squared, at a distance r from the center of the galaxy [128],
J (φ, γ) 
∫
ρ2(r)dl , (5.11)
where theDMdensity is taken to bemodelled by theNavarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
profile. The numerical values of the J-factors and their uncertainties togetherwith
other properties of the dSphs are listed in Tab. I of Ref. [135].
To obtain our γ-ray spectra, we simulate the annihilation cascade for a given
DM mass with an effective resonance in Pythia [299]. In our setup, it is possible
to have two different on-shell states which decay to SM fermions: the Z′ and the
dark Higgs. To model for our different states, we produce one diagram with two
Z′ and one with two dark Higgs, both with effective resonances in their center of
mass frames. We then average these to produce the effective spectra for a given
DM mass. Specifically, the effective resonances for different Z′ and dark Higgs s
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Example gamma ray spectra including all possible fermionic SM final states are
shown in Fig. (5.6), aswell as a comparison of the sZ′ and Z′Z′ spectra for example
parameters.


















































Figure 5.6: Left: Comparison of gamma ray spectra for DM anni-
hilation into sZ′ vs. Z′Z′ for example parameters ms  100 GeV,
mZ′  60 GeV and mχ  200 GeV. Right: Gamma ray spectra for
DM annihilation to sZ′ with ms  30 GeV and mZ′  120 GeV,
for various DM masses. These plots include decays to all SM final
states.
5.5 Annihilation Limits from Dwarf Spheriodal Galaxies
and AMS-02
Currently, two of the strongest constraints on dark matter annihilation processes
come from AMS-02, for low DM masses and electron-positron final states, and
from Fermi-LAT limits placed on signals from dwarf spheriodal satellite galaxies
of the MilkyWay [135]. Dwarf spheriodal galaxies (dSphs) are particularly useful
in constraining darkmatter models, as according to kinematic data they are one of
themostdarkmatter dense objects in the sky, andhave relatively lowbackgrounds.
However, the limits published by Fermi-LAT assume a 100% branching fraction
to a particular SM final state, and within our kinetically mixed Z′ model this will
not be true due to the flavor universal nature of the mixing. It is also not trivial
to simply scale the dSphs limits with our branching fractions, as not only are the
kinematics are different, but as there can be cross-polution of photon contributions
from different final states. Furthermore, our new process χχ → sZ′ has two
different final state particles with different masses, and the resulting spectra will
depend on the specificmasses of these particles. Therefore it is necessary to recast
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the limits for this specific setup, comparing to the dSphs likelihood functions
released by Fermi-LAT.
To find the limit on the cross section from dSphs, we use our spectra generated
with Pythia [299], as described in the previous section. We then use the maximal
likelihood method to compare our spectra against those for the dSphs publically
provided by Fermi-LAT in the Pass 8 data, with the J factor taken to be a nuisance
parameter as per Ref. [135]. The Pass 8 data is six years of LAT data taken from
2008-08-04 to 2014-08-05 and further selected with Pass 8 SOURCE-class in the
energy range between 500 MeV and 500 GeV. We take spectra from 15 dSphs:
Bootes I, Canes Venatici II, Carina, Coma Berenices, Draco, Fornax, Hercules, Leo
II, Leo IV, Sculptor, Segue 1, Sextans, Ursa Major II, Ursa Minor, and Willman 1.
The 95% C.L. limits on the annihilation cross section from dSphs for both Z′Z′
and sZ′ spectra are shown for some example parameters in Fig. (6.9).
In Fig. (6.9), limits are set on the individual sZ′ and Z′Z′ cross sections, where
the benchmark parameters demonstrate the variation between expected results
for different masses; we show examples where ms  mZ′, ms > mZ′ and ms < mZ′.
In general, the limits arising from the spectral shape of the DM annihilation to
sZ′ is slightly more constraining than that from Z′Z′. This is likely due to the
peak of the gamma ray spectra produced by the scalar being higher than that
produced by the Z′. Which limit is relevant depends onwhich of the final states is
kinematically accessible. When sZ′ is accessible it greatly dominates, and hence
the cross section limit is given by the solid green sZ′ line. If Z′Z′ but not sZ′ is
accessible then the solid purple Z′Z′ line shows the relevant limit, which is shown
for the lower mass region in the benchmark for ms > mZ′: ms  100 GeV and
mZ′  60 GeV. All other mass choices will resemble these examples, depending
on the hierarchy of the masses of the Z′ and the dark Higgs. The heavier (lighter)
the masses are, the weaker (stronger) the cross section limit will be. However, it
is clear when comparing the cases of mZ′  20 GeV and 250 GeV (Fig. (6.9) top
left and bottom right), the difference in the limit is minimal, apart from the fact
that the limit will begin at higher DMmasses for the processes to be kinematically
accessible. The purple dotted line corresponds to the limit on annihilation to Z′Z′
alone, as would occur in a simplified model with only a Z′ mediator and no dark
Higgs. This allows for a comparision of the simplified model with our scenario.
To find the limit fromAMS-02, it is sufficient to only consider electron-positron
final states, as these provide the strongest limits. As the dark Higgs couples to
particles through their mass, there will be negligible production of electron final
states via decay of the s. This means that the Z′ decays will provide effectively all
the electron-positron signal. In the low DM mass range, where AMS-02 is most
constraining, the limit on the cross section is approximately flat for cascade decays
to two identical final state particles [273]. Therefore, we scale the cross section
limit on electron final states by the branching fraction of Z′ to electron-positron
pairs. This is stronger than the dSphs limit only for low DM masses (and hence
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Figure 5.7: 95% confidence limits (C.L.) on the annihilation cross
section from Fermi data on 15 dwarf spheroidal galaxies. All solid
lines are limits on our model: the purple line is the cross section
limit arising from the Z′Z′ process is alone; the green line is the
cross section limit for the sZ′ process alone. The purple dotted line
is the Z′Z′ limit alone as per the simplified model with no dark
Higgs. The approximate limit from AMS-02 is shown in orange.
Masses are as labelled in each plot.
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low s and Z′ masses). As a result, AMS-02 limits are relevant only for low mass
parameters, and shown on only one of the plots of Fig. (6.9) for which the Z′ and
s masses are both small.
5.6 Other Model Constraints
The indirect detection constraints are determined purely by the couplings of the
mediators to DM, controlled by gχ, and the mass parameters mχ, mZ′ and ms .
The exact size of the small couplings of the mediators to SM fermions, controlled
by the mixing parameters ε and λhs , does not affect the indirect detection signals,
as the mediators have long astrophysical time scales over which to eventually
decay. However, other experimental probes, such as direct detection and collider
experiments, are directly sensitive to the size of the small dark-SM couplings.
5.6.1 Collider and Direct Detection Constraints
As the couplings between the dark and visible sectors are taken to be very small,
it is possible to completely escape the strongWIMPDM constraints from the LHC
and direct detection. This provides a compelling scenariowhich is consistent with
the null results of these experiements to date, while still allowing a large indirect
detecion signal.
5.6.2 BBN and CMB Constraints
A lower limit on the size of the couplings between the sectors comes fromBig Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN),which requires that themediators have a lifetime of τ < 1s
[300]. This leaves a large range of values (several orders of magnitude) for the
kinematic mixing parameter ε and Higgs portal parameter λhs . In addition, CMB
measurements can also provide constraints on the annihilation cross sections,
however they are weaker than those arising from AMS-02 and dSphs [273].
5.6.3 Unitarity
As discussed above, the dark Higgs is included not only to provide a mass gen-
eration mechanism for the dark sector, but to ensure perturbative unitarity is
not violated at high energies. In the absence of the scalar, unitarity violation
would arise at high energy due to the longitudinal mode of the Z′ gauge boson in
processes such as χχ → Z′Z′.
In the indirect detection context, where it is appropriate to take the zero veloc-
ity limit, it turns out that the cross section for χχ → Z′Z′ receives no contribution
from the scalar exchange diagram of Fig. (5.4). However, at high energies where
the v  0 threshold approximation is no longer valid (including at freezeout) the
scalar diagram cannot be neglected [296]. Regardless, the scalar is mandatory
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in any model in which the Z′ has axial-vector couplings to fermions, in order to
properly respect gauge invariance and perturbative unitarity [80].
5.7 Summary
We have considered a self-consistent dark sector containing a Majorana fermion
DM candidate, χ, a dark gauge boson, Z′, and a dark Higgs, s, which transform
under a dark U (1)χ gauge symmetry. This is the minimal consistent model in
which a Majorana DM candidate couples to a spin-1 mediator. In this scenario,
the coupling of the DM to the Z′must be of axial-vector form, as vector couplings
of Majorana fermions vanish. The dark Higgs field provides a mass generation
mechanism for both the Z′ gauge boson and the DM χ, and is required in order
for the model to properly respect gauge invariance and perturbative unitarity.
We have investigated the indirect detection phenomenology of this model,
focusing on the processes where the DM annihilates to on-shell dark sector me-
diators. We found that the presence of a spin-0 and spin-1 mediator in the same
model opens up an important new s-wave annihilation channel, χχ → sZ′, which
can dominate over the well-studied process χχ → Z′Z′. This is to be contrasted
to the situtation in simplified models that contain a single mediator: there is
no s-wave annihilation process to scalar mediators; s-wave annihilation to pseu-
doscalar mediators is suppressed by 3-body phase space; the process χχ → Z′Z′
is the only s-wave annihilation to vector or axial-vector mediators (which, in the
case of an axial mediator, violates unitarity at high energy). The inclusion of the
scalar and vector mediator in the same model allows sizable production of the
scalar mediator via s-wave annihilation, which was previously not thought possi-
ble, and provides a very plausible way to discover the dark Higgs. This important
phenomenology is missed in the single-mediator simplified model approach.
We have calculated indirect detection limits on the sZ′ and Z′Z′ annihilation
processes, using Fermi-LAT gamma ray data for dwarf spheriodal galaxies. The
gamma ray energy spectra resulting from the two annihilation modes are simi-
lar. Depending on the masses of the dark sector particles, there are regions of
parameter space where only one of the sZ′ and Z′Z′ final states are kinematically
accessible. As such, the new process allows a broader range of DM masses to
be probed via indirect detection. In the limit that m2χ  m2Z′ ,m
2
s , where both
processes are kinematically allowed, the cross sections to sZ′ is much greater than
that to Z′Z′. Neglecting the sZ′ process, as done in the simplified model setup,
would lead to highly inaccurate constraints on the model parameters.
An important observation is that the mass and coupling parameters in the
dark sector may be intrinsically related to each other. In our case, the various
parameters are related via the gauge coupling constant and the dark Higgs vev,
such that we do not have the freedom to vary all parameters independently.
The absence of this feature is one of the shortcomings of the (albeit very useful)
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simplified model approach. In general, renormalizable models in which gauge
invariance is enforcedwill be a superior approach. Not only areunitarityproblems
avoided, but the phenomenology is potentially richer.
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Chapter 6
Impact of Mass Generation for
Simplified Dark Matter Models
I
n the simplified dark matter models commonly studied, the mass gen-
eration mechanism for the dark fields is not typically specified. In this
chapter, we demonstrate that the dark matter interaction types, and
hence the annihilation processes relevant for relic density and indirect detection,
are strongly dictated by the mass generation mechanism chosen for the dark sec-
tor particles, and the requirement of gauge invariance. We focus on the class of
models in which fermionic dark matter couples to a spin-1 vector or axial-vector
mediator. However, in order to generate dark sector mass terms, it is necessary in
most cases to introduce a dark Higgs field and thus a spin-0 scalar mediator will
also be present. In the case that all the dark sector fields gain masses via coupling
to a single dark sector Higgs field, it is mandatory that the axial-vector coupling
of the spin-1 mediator to the dark matter is non-zero; the vector coupling may
also be present depending on the charge assignments. For all other mass gener-
ation options, only pure vector couplings between the spin-1 mediator and the
dark matter are allowed. If these coupling restrictions are not obeyed, unphysical
results may be obtained such as a violation of unitarity at high energies. These
two-mediator scenarios lead to important phenomenology that does not arise in
single mediator models. We survey two-mediator dark matter models which con-
tain both vector and scalar mediators, and explore their relic density and indirect
detection phenomenology.
This chapter is based on the publication: N. F. Bell, Y. Cai and R. K. Leane,
“Impact of Mass Generation for Simplified Dark Matter Models”, JCAP 01 (2017) 039
[arXiv:1610.03063 [hep-ph]]. [301]
6.1 Introduction
Simplified models for DM are an improvement over the effective field theory ap-
proach [71–73] which was used for many recent collider and non-collider WIMP
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searches, yet suffers from unitarity issues when used outside the region of valid-
ity [74–78, 153, 258–261, 264]. However, the simplified models are still far from
ideal. Indeed, by their simplified nature, they are are not intrinsically capable of
capturing the realistic phenomenology ofmanyUV complete theories, whichmay
have multiple dark-sector field content. More critically, separate consideration of
the benchmark simplified models can lead to scenarios that are not physically
viable. Indeed, the simplified models suffer some of the same issues that plague
the effective field theory approach, such as violations of perturbative unitarity
that arise because gauge invariance is not respected [74–78, 80, 102, 153, 258–264].
As an example of such an issue, simplified models in which the DM has
a non-zero axial-vector coupling to a spin-1 mediator will violate perturbative
unitarity at high energies [80, 296]. This can be remedied by introducing a dark
Higgs field to unitarize the longitudinal component of the Z′ [80, 257, 268, 296].
The dark Higgs may also provide mass to the DM itself. The minimal self-
consistent approach is then a multi-mediator model, featuring both spin-1 and
spin-0 mediators1. This of course can alter the phenomenology, even at low
energies. In the previous chapter, we considered indirect detection signals in a
scenario with a Majorana DM candidate χ, in which the couplings of a Z′ and
scalar, s, are related by gauge invariance. In this scenario, the presence of both
the s and Z′mediators opens a dominant s-wave annihilation channel, χχ → sZ′,
that does not arise when a single-mediator is considered in isolation [257]. This
has a dramatic impact on the indirect detection phenomenology.
An important consideration for DMmodels is themass generationmechanism
for the dark sector fields. Although commonly left unspecified in the simplified
model approach, with mass terms simply added by hand, we shall argue that
the mechanism of mass generation has significant consequences that cannot be
ignored. For a spin-1mediatorwith only vector couplings, a standardprocedure is
to appeal to the Stueckelbergmechanism to introduce amass for the vector boson.
However, this is valid only for a pure vector, with vanishing axial-vector couplings
to fermions. This is a very specific scenario, and there is no reason to assume it is
correct. In fact, the Higgs mechanism is the only mass generation mechanism for
fundamental particles we know is realized by nature2, as confirmed by the recent
experimental discovery of the SM Higgs boson. As such, it is well motivated to
consider a variety of scenarioswhere different dark sector fields acquire theirmass
by various methods: the Stueckelberg mechanism, a dark Higgs mechanism, or
in cases where it is allowed, simply with a bare mass term.
We will show that the annihilation processes, and hence both the relic density
and indirect detection constraints, are strongly dictated by the mass generation
mechanisms. Interestingly, we will also show that depending on the choice of
1Multi-mediator models have also been considered recently in Refs. [257, 265–268].
2Other non-fundamental mass generationmechanisms are realized in strongly coupled regimes.
The parallel for the dark sector would be some bound dark state, which we do not consider in this
work.
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mass generation mechanism, only particular interactions types are allowed, as
dictated by dark gauge invariance. In most cases, only pure vector couplings
of the spin-1 mediator to fermionic DM are allowed. Conversely, if a single dark
Higgsmechanism givesmass to all the dark sector fields, the axial-vector coupling
of the spin-1 mediator to the DM is required to be non-zero. Such restrictions do
not map to the single-mediator simplified models, despite being a compelling
possibility (or in some cases, a requirement). Again, this phenomenology is not
accurately captured by the single mediator simplified model framework.
Thepurpose of this chapter is to undertake amore complete studyof simplified
models that contain both a scalar and vector mediator. In all cases, we will be
sure to enforce gauge invariance with respect to the dark U (1)χ interaction (dark
gauge invariance), which is important to ensure physically well behaved cross
sections. We will consider Dirac DM, which allows for a wider combination
of coupling types, each with their own distinct phenomenology. Results for
Majorana DM can be obtained in the limit of one of the scenarios we investigate in
this chapter. We focus, in particular, on hidden-sector type models [269–273, 275–
295], where the DM annihilates directly to the mediators, which then decay to SM
particles via small couplings between thedark andvisible sectors. In section 8.6we
outline mass generation for spin-1 simplified models, and in section 6.3 we briefly
discuss the standard assumption for mass generation in spin-1 models, before
investigating three other compelling mass generation scenarios in sections 6.4, 6.5
and 6.6, detailingmodels, annihilation processes and relic density constraints. We
present indirect detection constraints in section 6.7 and summarize our findings
in section 6.8.
6.2 Mass Generation for Spin-1 Simplified Models
The mass generation mechanism for fermionic DM in spin-1 simplified models is
tightly correlated with the DM interaction type. In the case that DM is Majorana,
the Z′ can have only axial-vector couplings to the DM, as vector couplings of
Majorana particles vanish. In the case where DM is Dirac, both vector and axial-
vector couplings to the Z′ can simultaneously be present. For both DM types, the
presence of an axial-vector coupling is significant, as it implies that
1. The DM mass must arise after symmetry breaking, as the U (1)χ gauge
symmetry prevents a bare mass term for χ, and
2. A U (1)χ symmetry breaking mechanism is required to give the Z′ mass, in
order to unitarize the longitudinal component of the Z′.
A single darkHiggs field is an economical solution to these issues. In the following
sections, we will show that the only scenario in which an axial-vector coupling is
possible in a spin-1mediator model is if there is a darkHiggs which interacts with
both theDMand the dark gauge boson. Moreover, the axial coupling is notmerely
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possible in this case, but in fact required to be non-zero by gauge invariance. We
take the DM to be Dirac, as this permits the broadest range of possible coupling
types. A related model involving Majorana fermions can be found in Ref. [257]
and is closely related to a specific realization of scenario II presented below.
For Dirac DM, it is possible to have pure vectorlike couplings to the Z′ and
so it is possible to include a bare mass term for DM, and use the Stueckelberg
mechanism3 to provide a mass for the Z′, such that no dark Higgs is needed.
Nonetheless, even in the case of pure vector couplings, a dark Higgs may still
provide mass for one or both of the Z′ and DM. Furthermore, when the Z′ and
DM masses arise from different mechanisms, the coupling of the DM to the
scalar and vector mediators are no longer related to each other, and hence the
phenomenology is less constrained. We are thus led to a spectrum of models
in which both scalar and vector mediators would be present. We outline the
phenomenologically distinct scenarios in Tab. 6.1.
6.3 Scenario I: Bare DM Mass and Z′Mass from Stueckel-
berg Mechanism
Interaction type required: Pure Vector
This is the most minimal gauge-invariant scenario, and is permitted only if there
are pure vectors couplings between the DM and the Z′. Unlike the axial-vector
scenario, a dark Higgs is not mandatory in the pure vector case because
1. The Z′ gauge boson can acquire a mass via the Stueckelberg mechanism.
2. As χ is vectorlike with respect to the U (1)χ, i.e. QχR  QχL , a bare χ mass
term is permitted.
6.3.1 Model
The Lagrangian for this case is simply









where QV is the vectorlike U (1)χ charge of the DM, which can be chosen freely,
and the ε term describes kinetic mixing of the U (1)χ gauge boson with the SM
hypercharge gauge boson. This is the only spin-1 mediator scenario where it is
possible to avoid the inclusion of a dark Higgs.
3In Abelian gauge theories, the Stueckelberg mechanism can be taken as the limit of the Higgs
mechanismwhere the mass of the real scalar is sent to infinity and only the pseudoscalar is present;
however it is not always easily realized in more complicated scenarios. In particular, unitarity is
already violated at tree-level in a non-Abelian theory with a Stueckelberg Lagrangian and thus the
theory is not renormalizable [302–310]. In general the Stueckelberg mechanism should be treated
as an alternative to the Higgs mechanism for mass generation.
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Table 6.1: The spectrum of scenarios with distinct phenomenol-
ogy once mass generation is specified. All t-channel annihilation
processes have an accompanying u-channel process which is not
shown. All processes shownare s-wave, except for χχ → s → Z′Z′
diagram in scenario II,whichwhile p-wavewhen considered alone,
is part of the process χχ → Z′Z′. For scenario III, as the dark
Yukawa and gauge coupling are not correlated, the p-wave annihi-
lation to two dark Higgs, χχ → ss, can have an impact on the relic
density if the gauge coupling is sufficiently small to suppress the
s-wave processes. Otherwise, the s-wave processes shown domi-
nate, even at freeze-out. The final columndisplays the polarization
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6.3.2 Cross Sections
In this scenario there is only one annihilation process, χχ → Z′Z′ (in the limit










where ηZ′  m2Z′/m
2
χ. The Z′Z′ annihilation process in this case is identical to that
for Scenarios III and IV. In these cases, there only exist transverse polarizations
of the Z′. Obviously, there is no sZ′ annihilation process present, and so the
phenomenology is quite minimal. This case has been thoroughly covered in
the literature (for a review see, e.g., [311]), however it is important to note that
axial-vector couplings are sometimes incorrectly included.
6.3.3 Relic Density
An important requirement for a DMmodel is to produce the correct relic density.
Note, however, that a full DM model may have more dark sector fields than the
simplified models considered here, which may impact the relic density deter-
mination. Nonetheless, we shall determine the relic density constraints for our
simplified models, to serve as a guide to the viable regions of parameter space.
We use micrOMEGAs 3 [242] to calculate the DM relic density, and compare
with the recent determination by the Planck collaboration [243],










































Figure 6.1: DM relic density contours as a function of DM mass
and dark gauge coupling in scenario I, for Ωχh2  0.01, 0.1196,
and 1 in red dot-dashed, black solid and blue dashed lines. We
have taken QV  1, and set the dark Z′ mass to mZ′  20 GeV and
200 GeV in the left and right panels respectively.
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In Fig. 6.1, we show the relic density contours as a function of DM mass mχ
and dark gauge coupling gχ for fixed dark Z′ mass mZ′  20 GeV and 200 GeV in
the left and right pannels respectively. The contours for Ωχh2  0.01, 0.1196 and
1 are plotted in red dot-dashed, black solid and blue dashed lines. Obviously for
reasonably perturbative dark gauge coupling gχ and DM mass, we can always
obtain the observed relic density, as shown with the black line in Fig. 6.1.
6.4 Scenario II: DM Mass and Z′ Mass both from Dark
Higgs Mechanism
Interaction type required: Non-Zero Axial-Vector
We now consider the case where both the DM and the dark gauge boson acquire
mass from a single dark Higgs. We will show that this requires the axial-vector
DM-Z′ interaction to be non-zero. The reason is simple: the dark Higgs field, S,
must clearly carry U (1)χ charge if its vacuum expectation value (vev) is to break
that symmetry. A Yukawa coupling of the dark Higgs to the DM of the form
yχχRχLS is then possible only if the DM is chiral, i.e. χL and χR carry different
U (1)χ charges. This guarantees that the axial couping is non-zero (while the
vector couplings may be either zero or non-zero depending on the U (1)χ charge
assignments).
6.4.1 Model
We investigate the phenomenology of the most minimal model containing a dark
gauge boson and a dark Higgs field, by simply extending the Standard Model
by an extra U (1). The gauge group is thus: SU (3)c ⊗ SU (2)W ⊗ U (1)Y ⊗ U (1)χ.
Here the covariant derivative is Dµ  DSMµ + iQ gχZ′µ, where Q denotes the U (1)χ
charge. The SM field content is augmented by a Dirac fermion DM candidate, χ, a
spin-1 dark gauge boson, Z′, and a dark Higgs field S. The vev of the dark Higgs
field provides a mass generation mechanism for the dark sector fields Z′ and χ.
Before electroweak and U (1)χ symmetry breaking, the most general Lagrangian
is





+ (DµS)†(DµS) − µ2s S




We assume that the SM fields are not charged under U (1)χ. There are thus only
two possible terms that couple SM and dark-sector fields: the kineticmixing of the
U (1) gauge boson with the hypercharge gauge boson, controlled by the kinetic
mixing parameter ε, and mixing of the dark Higgs, S, with the SM Higgs, H,
controlled by the Higgs mixing parameter λhs .
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In order for the χ-S Yukawa term to be gauge invariant, the charges of the dark
sector field must be chosen to satisfy4
QχR −QχL  QS . (6.5)
We can set the dark Higgs charge to be QS  1, without loss of generality, as any












(QχR + QχL ) 
1
2
+ QχL . (6.7)
These charges determine the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z′ to the
χ. We see that the axial-vector coupling is completely determined, while there
is freedom to adjust the vector coupling by choosing QχL,R appropriately. For
instance, QχL  0 would lead to equal vector and axial-vector couplings, while
QχL  1 would lead to a vector coupling much larger than the axial-vector. Pure
axial-vector is obtained with QχL  −1/2; this produces phenomenology similar
to the Majorana model studied in [257]. Pure vector, on the other hand, can only
be approximately reached in the limit QV  1, but never fully realized5, as dark
gauge invariance prevents the axial-vector from being exactly zero.
Both S and H obtain vevs, breaking SU (3)c ⊗ SU (2)L ⊗ U (1)Y ⊗ U (1)χ down
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(v + h + iG0)
}
with G+, G0 and a being the
Goldstone bosons of W , Z and Z′ respectively, while s and h are real scalars.
The coupling g f , which controls the interactions of the Z′ with SM fermions, is
dictated by the kinetic mixing; the explicit form can be found, e.g., in Ref. [27].
4For anomaly cancellation theremust be additional fields chargedunder thedarkU (1). However,
we include only the lightest of such fields as the DM candidate, as the others can be made heavier
such that the phenomenology is not affected, as they make a subdominant contribution to the relic
density, as can be seen from section 6.4.3. Details of anomaly cancellation for new axial-vector
bosons were also discussed in Ref. [312].
5It is also important to note that there exist relations between the axial-vector coupling size and
the masses of the dark sector fields [80]. Therefore, for almost all mass choices of the dark sector
fields, it is not possible to make the axial-vector coupling vanishingly small relative to the vector
coupling without the vector coupling becoming non-perturbative. Thus, the axial-vector coupling
is effectively never negligible and cannot be neglected even in limiting cases.
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We assume that the scalar mixing parameter λhs is small, which implies that the
the SM Higgs is not significantly perturbed by the new physics. In this limit, the
dark Higgs vev satisfies w2  −µ2s/λs and the various masses are:










Importantly, because both the DM and Z′masses are both proportional the to vev
of the dark Higgs, their masses and couplings are not all independent parameters





The relevant annihilationprocess for this scenario are shown inTab. 6.1. The χχ →
sZ′ annihilation receives contributions from both s and t/u channel processes,
while s-wave contributions to the χχ → Z′Z′ process arise only from the t/u
channel diagrams. (Note, however, that the contribution of the s-channel scalar
exchange diagram to the annihilation to Z′Z′ is necessary to unitarize the cross
section at high energy. Without this contribution, longitudinal Z′L contributions
would lead to unphysical high energy behavior of the p-wave term.) The s-wave
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) 2 (ηZ′ − 1) + (ηZ′ − 4) 4 (ηZ′ + 8) ] } ,
where ηs ,Z′  m2s ,Z′/m
2
χ. As explained above, we have set QS  1  2QA without
loss of generality, while QV is left as a free parameter. Also note that we have used
Eq. (6.10) to replace the Yukawa coupling yχ with the gauge coupling gχ.
These annihilation cross sections are plotted in Fig. 6.2. Comparing the first
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Figure 6.2: Relative cross sections for the two dominant s-wave
annihilation processes in scenario II, χχ → sZ′ (blue) and χχ →
Z′Z′ (orange), for example choices of the dark Higgs mass and the
Z′ mass, as labeled. This scenario requires 2QA  QS  1, and
we have chosen QV  1/2. The gauge coupling has been set to
gχ  0.1 in the first three panels, and for comparison in the last
panel, the yukawa coupling is instead fixed and is set to yχ  0.5.
Note differing axes. For reference, the approximate thermal relic
cross section is shown as the gray dashed line.
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three panels, we see that the Z′Z′ cross section becomes approximately indepen-
dent of the DM mass when mχ  mZ′, while the sZ′ cross section rises6 with
mχ. (This is to be contrasted with the behavior in cases III and IV, where all
cross sections decline as mχ is increased.) This is an interesting consequence of
having both vector and axial-vector interactions present: For the Z′Z′ process,
there is a V −A interference which gives rise to longitudinal Z′ domination in the
mχ  mZ′ limit7. The sZ′ process is also dominated by Z′L contributions in this
limit. This can be understood by appealing to the Goldstone boson equivalence
theorem which, in the high energy limit, relates the amplitude for emission of a
longitudinally polarized gauge boson (Z′L) with that for the emission of the cor-
responding Goldstone boson (the pseudoscalar a). For the χχ → sZ′ process, in
addition to the transverse contributions we have χχ → sZ′L, which in the high
energy limit is equivalent to χχ → sa. As this scalar plus pseudoscalar final
state is odd under parity, this is an s-wave process. For the χχ → Z′Z′ process,
if both Z′L are replaced by their Goldstones we would have χχ → aa, which is
even under parity and thus p-wave. However, a combination of longitudinal and
transverse modes are possible, χχ → Z′LZ
′
T , which is equivalent to the s-wave
process χχ → aZ′T and thus dominates at high energy. Notice that the sZ
′ pro-
cess, in addition to external Z′L contributions, also receives contributions from the
longitudinal Z′ mode in the s-channel Z′ propagator. This contribution leads to
four powers of mZ′ in the denominator of the sZ′ cross section. In contrast, the
Z′Z′ cross section receives Z′L contributions only from a single final state Z
′, and
so has only two powers of mZ′ in the denominator. The Z′Z′ process is thus is
sub-dominant to the sZ′ process when both are kinematically allowed8.
6.4.3 Relic Density
As in the previous section, we use micrOMEGAs 3 to calculate the DM relic
density. For different Z′ and dark Higgs mass, we scan the parameter space
and find that the DM relic density can be saturated fairly easily. We show the
relic contours in Fig. 6.3 as a function of mχ and gχ for fixed mZ′ and ms , and
QV  1/2. In each panel, the observed relic density, Ωχh2  0.1196, is depicted
by a black solid line, while red dot-dashed and blue dotted lines show contours
forΩχh2  0.01 and 1.0 respectively. The central panel clearly shows the resonant
enhancement of the annihilation to Z′Z′ through the s-channel scalar exchange,
as a spike near mχ ∼ 100 GeV, while the dip at mχ ∼ 110 GeV in the right panel is
6In the first three panels of Fig. 6.2, the Yukawa coupling yχ increases as the DMmass increases.
In the last (lower right) panel we instead fix the Yukawa (which implies that as we increase mχ , the
vev increases and thus gχ decreases). The decrease of the cross section with mχ in this panel is
thus due to this decrease in gχ .
7If QV were chosen to be zero, such that the Z′ couplingwere pure axial, therewould be no V−A
interference and the s-wave part of the Z′Z′ cross section would not be enhanced by longitudinal
Z′ modes. This situation maps onto the Majorana DM case studied in Ref. [257].
8Note that because the Yukawa and gauge coupling constants are related via Eq. (6.10), it is not
possible to change the relative size of the annihilation to Z′Z′ and sZ′ by adjusting these parameters.




































































Figure 6.3: DM relic density contours in scenario II, as a function
of mχ and gχ, for various choices of the dark Higgs and Z′ mass,
as labeled. This scenario requires 2QA  QS  1, and we have
chosen QV  1/2. The red dot-dashed, the black solid and the
blue dotted lines denote the contours for Ωχh2  0.01, 0.1196 and
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due to the opening of the of the sZ′ final state. As the annihilation cross sections
are dominated by the longitudinal Z′ modes (in the mχ  mZ′ limit), the relic
density is sensitive to the Z′ mass. By comparision, in scenarios I, III and IV,
where the only transverse Z′modes are produced, the the cross sections and thus
the relic density are insensitive to the Z′ mass in the mχ  mZ′ limit. (Note that
the parameter regions shown in Fig. 6.3 all satisfy λs <
√
4π.)
6.5 Scenario III: DM Mass from Dark Higgs Mechanism,
Z′Mass from Stueckelberg Mechanism
Interaction type required: Pure Vector
We now consider a scenario where the mass of the χ and Z′ arise from different
mechanisms. Specifically, we assume the χ mass is due to a Higgs mechanism,
while the Z′mass arises from the Stueckelberg mechanism. As a result only pure
vector interactions of the χ and Z′ are permitted. Here the dark U (1)χ remains
unbroken, and instead the dark Higgs must break some other symmetry under
which the DM is charged. This scenario divorces the Z′ physics from the dark
Higgs physics9.
6.5.1 Model
The most minimal Lagrangian for this setup is
L  LSM + i χ
(





























with the real scalar φ  w + s, where w is the vev of φ and s is the dark Higgs.
The vectorlike charge QV can be chosen freely. Again, the dark sector interacts
with the visible sector in two ways: via kinetic mixing or Higgs mass mixing.
As the dark Higgs is responsible only for generating fermion masses, a real
scalar is sufficient to accomplish this task. (The dark Higgs must break the U (1)χ
in all other scenarios we consider, which requires a complex scalar.) If we in-
troduce a complex scalar instead, the extra degree of freedom will be a massless
Goldstone boson and will contribute to the radiation energy density of the uni-
verse. If the Goldstones had the same temperature as the SM neutrinos, they
would make a contribution equivalent to Nνeff  4/7, in marginal agreement with
current experimental observations. However, their contribution to Nνeff would be
9This situation has a SM analogue where χ is replaced by the electron and Z′ is replaced by the
photon: the electrons have vector couplings to the photon of an unbroken U (1)QED; the electron
mass comes from breaking the electroweak symmetry with the SM Higgs; the SM Higgs does not
couple to the photon or contribute to the photon mass. The annihilation χχ → sZ′ is then the
analogue of e+e− → hγ.
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suppressed if they decoupled early enough to not be heated by the annihilations
of some SM species [313].
6.5.2 Cross Sections
As shown in Tab. 6.1, both the Z′Z′ and sZ′ processes receive contributions only
from the t/u channel diagrams, as the absence of a Z′–s interaction eliminates the
s-channel diagrams of scenario II. The Z′Z′ cross section is therefore identical to

















ηs + ηZ′ − 4
)2 , (6.14)
where ηs ,Z′  m2s ,Z′/m
2
χ.
The relative size and behavior of these cross sections can be seen in Fig. 6.4.
Given that the Z′ obtains mass from the Stueckelberg mechanism, there are no
contributions to the cross sections from longitudinalZ′modes. Therefore, all cross
sectionsdecreasewith increasingDMmass. It is possible todial the strength of one
annihilation process relative to the other by adjusting the dark Yukawa coupling
yχ and the dark gauge coupling gχ, which are independent parameters. (This
freedom was not available in scenario II, where the couplings were related.) This
is shown in the top two panels of Fig. 6.4. This also means that if gχ  yχ then
p-wave processes such as χχ → ss (which scale as y4χ) may have an important
effect on the relic density, as the otherwise dominant Z′Z′ and sZ′ processes
(which scale as g4χ and g2χy2χ respectively) would be suppressed by the small
gauge coupling. However, it is difficult to make the annihilation to ss dominate
in the universe today, where the p-wave modes are suppressed by v2χ ≈ 10−6. To
do so would require g2χ ∼ 10−6 y2χ which, while possible, is a very tuned scenario
that we shall not consider. The relevant diagrams for annihilation to ss are shown
in Fig. 6.6.
6.5.3 Relic Density
In Fig. 6.5, we show the relic density contours as a function of DM mass mχ and
the dark gauge coupling gχ for various values of the Z′ mass, dark Higgs mass,
QV  1 and fixed ratios of yχ/gχ. The color codes for the contours are the same
as in the previous scenario. The different choices of yχ/gχ are embodied in the
thickness of the lines: thinner for yχ/gχ  1 and thicker for yχ/gχ  5. Obviously
for the same gχ, a larger yχ/gχ ratio results in a larger cross section for χχ → sZ′
and thus a smaller relic density; a smaller gχ is thus needed to obtain the same relic
density, resulting in an overall downward shift of the contours. In this scenario,
the quartic coupling λs can be expressed as λs ' y2χm2s/(4m2χ). The perturbativity
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Figure 6.4: Cross section for the two dominant s-wave annihilation
processes of scenario III, χχ → sZ′ (blue) and χχ → Z′Z′ (purple),
for some example choices of the darkHiggsmass, the Z′mass, and
the dark gauge and Yukawa couplings, as labeled. Here QV  1.
Notice, by comparing the top two panels, that either process can
be chosen to dominate by varying the dark gauge coupling and
the dark Yukawa coupling. The approximate thermal relic cross
section is shown as the gray dashed line.


















































































Figure 6.5: Relic density contours for scenario III, as a function of
mχ and gχ, for various choices of the dark Higgs and Z′ mass and
ratio of couplings constants, as labeled. The thin (thick) red dot-
dashed, solid black anddotted blue lines denoteΩh2  0.01, 0.1196
and 1, respectively, for yχ/gχ  1 (5). In the light purple shaded
regions, the Yukawa coupling yχ is larger than
√
4π for yχ/gχ 
5; it is always perturbative in the parameter space shown when
yχ/gχ  1. The region shaded blue (gray) on the left side of each
panel shows the perturbativity bound for λs with yχ/gχ  1 (5) .
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Figure 6.6: DM annihilation to two dark Higgs bosons, χχ → ss.
Despite being p-wave suppressed, these processes canmake a non-
negligible impact on the relic density at freeze-out, particularly if
the gauge coupling is sufficiently small to suppress the s-wave
processes.
bounds for λs are shown by the shaded gray regions, while the parameter space
where yχ >
√
4π (yχ/gχ  5 only) is shown as the light purple region.
Comparing three panels of Fig. 6.5, we see that dark matter relic density is
saturated with the same set of parameter values if DM is much heavier than the
dark Higgs and dark Z′. In the heavy DM limit, the dark Higgs and dark Z′ can
be treated as massless particles and only dimensionless couplings affect the DM
annihilation cross section. (This is not true in scenario II, where longitudinal Z′
contributions introduce a 1/m′2Z dependence to the cross section.) Thus to repro-
duce the right relic density, the same set of couplings have to be chosen. WhenDM
has comparable mass as dark Higgs and dark Z′, the mass generation mechanism
plays a major role in determing the shape of the relic density contours. First of all,
there are dips near the kinematic threshold of each annihilation channel. In the
left panel, where mZ′  ms  20 GeV, all three channels, sZ′, Z′Z′ and ss, are open
at the same time and no dips occur beyond this mass. For the middle and right
panels of Fig. 6.5, there is a dip at mχ ' 110 GeV corresponding to the sZ′ channel.
In themiddle panel, the ss channel begins to contribute around mχ ' 200 GeV; the
effect is more pronounced for larger yχ, leading to a prominent dip for yχ/gχ  5
but not for yχ/gχ  1. In the right panel, however, there is no dip around 200
GeV for the Z′Z′ channel, since the Z′Z′ cross section is always subdominant to
the sZ′ cross section for the couplings chosen.
6.6 Scenario IV: Bare DM Mass, Z′Mass from Dark Higgs
Mechanism
Interaction type required: Pure Vector
An alternative scenario in which the mass of the DM and Z′ arise from different
mechanisms, is to have a bare mass for the χ and use a dark Higgs mechanism to
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provide mass for the Z′. In this scenario, again, only pure vector interactions of
the χ and Z′ are permitted.
6.6.1 Model
In this scenario, the most minimal gauge invariant Lagrangian is
L  LSM + i χ
(





Z′µνBµν − mχχχ − λhs (S†S)(H†H)
+
[
(∂µ + i gχQSZ′µ)S
]† [(∂µ + i gχQSZ′µ)S] − µ2s S†S − λs (S†S)2. (6.15)
The vectorlike charge QV and dark Higgs charge QS under the dark U (1)χ can be
chosen freely. Again the dark sector interacts with the visible sector in two ways:
via kinetic mixing or Higgs mass mixing.
6.6.2 Cross Sections
As shown in Tab. 6.1, the annihilation to Z′Z′ proceeds via the t/u and channel
diagrams, as in scenarios I and III, with the s-wave contribution given by Eq. (6.2).
The annihilation to sZ′ proceeds only via the s-channel diagram, as the DM does



















where ηs ,Z′  m2s ,Z′/m
2
χ. The behavior of these cross sections is depicted in Fig. 6.7.
We see that the shapes of the sZ′ and Z′Z′ cross sections are similar, as both fall off
with DM mass as 1/m2χ. There is no production of longitudinal Z′L modes in the
high energy limit, which is consistent with the fact that the DM does not interact
with Goldstone modes, given the absence of a DM-Higgs coupling. Because QV
and QS are independent, the relative size of the Z′Z′ and sZ′ processes can again
be scaled relative to each other by appropriate choices of these charges.
6.6.3 Relic Density
We plot the relic density contours for this scenario in Fig. 6.8. As the dark
Higgs is responsible for the Z′ mass, the quartic coupling may be expressed as
λs ' g2χm2s/(2m2Z′). Parameters excluded by the perturbativity bound on λs are
shaded gray; this bound is relevant only for the middle panel of Fig. 6.8, where
the ratio of ms/mZ′ is larger. Because there is no direct coupling of the scalar
to the DM, there is no annihilation to ss. As a result, the features of the relic
density contours are generally simpler than in the previous scenario. For the
chosen values of QV,S, the annihilation to sZ′ is subdominant to the Z′Z′ process
when both are kinematically allowed. This leads to a dip in the contours of the
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Figure 6.7: Relative cross section for the two dominant s-wave
annihilation processes in scenario IV, χχ → sZ′ (black) and χχ →
Z′Z′ (magenta), for some example parameter choices for the dark
Higgs mass and Z′ mass, as labeled. Here QV  1. Example
dark charges QS 1,2 are shown, which demonstrate how either
process can bemade to dominate, or both can bemade comparable,
if kinematically allowed. For all plots the gauge coupling is set to
gχ  0.5. As all cross sections are directly proportional to g4χ they
can easily be scaled by adjusting this parameter. The approximate
thermal relic cross section is shown as the gray dashed line.


















































































Figure 6.8: DM relic density contours for scenario IV as a function
of mχ and gχ, for various choices of ms , mZ′ and QV , as labeled.
The thin (thick) red dot-dashed, solid black and dotted blue lines
denote Ωh2  0.01, 0.1196 and 1, respectively, for QV  1 (2).
We have taken QS  1. For the chosen values of QV,S, the sZ′
contribution is subdominant to that from Z′Z′when both are kine-
matically allowed, which accounts for the features of the curves.
The light gray shaded region at the top of the middle panel shows
the parameter space excluded by perturbativity bound for λs .
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right panel at mχ ' mZ′, where the Z′Z′ modes becomes allowed, but not in the
left and center panels where the Z′Z′ mode always plays the dominant role.
6.7 Indirect Detection Phenomenology
We now determine indirect detection constraints on the dominant annihilation
modes for the scenarios discussed, χχ → Z′Z′ and χχ → sZ′. The Z′ and s
produced in these annihilations decay to SMparticles, and subsequent hadroniza-
tion/decay of these SM states leads to gamma-ray and other fluxes that we may
compare with observational limits.
We generate our gamma-ray spectra as per the method outlined in Ref. [257],
where a more detailed description can be found. The kinetic mixing of the Z′
with the SM hypercharge boson permits the decay Z′→ f f , with a partial width
given by


























where Nc is a color factor, relevant for hadronic decays. The g f ,V (vector) and
g f ,A (axial-vector) structure of the Z′– f couplings are inherited from the kinetic
mixing [27]. The total decay width for the Z′ is then approximately given by
the sum over all the final state fermions10, ΓZ′ '
∑
f Γ(Z′ → f f̄ ). The dark
Higgs decays to the SM due to mass mixing with the SM Higgs, and so it decays
preferentially to heavier particles. The dark Higgs is also permitted to decay to
pairs of Z′. In order to take into account loop decays and higher order corrections,
we calculate the dark Higgs decay widths numerically with the Fortran package
HDecay [298].11
The spectra generated are then compared to the strongest indirect detection
limits available for our processes12: the Fermi-LATPass 8 data ondwarf spheroidal
galaxies (dSphs) of the Milky Way [135]. To find the limit on the cross section
fromdSphs,weuse themaximal likelihoodmethod to compare our spectra against
those for the dSphs publicly provided by Fermi-LAT in the Pass 8 data, with the
J factor taken to be a nuisance parameter as per Ref. [135]. We take spectra from
15 dSphs: Bootes I, Canes Venatici II, Carina, Coma Berenices, Draco, Fornax,
10 If kinematically allowed, Z′ can also decay to W+W−, Zs or Zh. Their decay branching
fraction will be of similar size as any of the lepton channels if Z′ is sufficient heavy. Even so, these
three channel are still negligible compared with the fermion channels combined due to the large
multiplicity from both flavor and color factors.
11 Generally s can decay to Z′Z′ or Z′Z′∗ if kinematically allowed, which is not suppressed by
the small Higgs portal coupling. In the benchmarks we considered in this work, however, Z′Z′
is kinematically forbidden and Z′Z′∗ is deeply suppressed by the small kinetic mixing parameter,
which makes HDecay an ideal tool to calculate the branching ratios.
12We also include the approximate limit from AMS-02 at low DM masses, adapted from [273].
This approximate limit is only applicable if the sum of the final state mediators is less than about
70 GeV.
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Hercules, Leo II, Leo IV, Sculptor, Segue 1, Sextans, Ursa Major II, Ursa Minor,
and Willman 1. The 95% C.L. limits on the annihilation cross section are shown
Fig. 6.9, for various dark Higgs and Z′ masses, for both sZ′ and Z′Z′ processes.
The limits we show are independently set on either the χχ → sZ′ process or
the χχ → Z′Z′ process. They can then be applied to any of the scenarios we
study in this chapter, assuming that one of the modes dominates. Indeed, they
can also be applied to any model that features annihilations to a sZ′ or Z′Z′ final
state, provided the Z′ and s communicate with the SM via kinetic or Higgs mass
mixing respectively, as the cross section limits depend only on the gamma-ray
spectral shape that characterizes a given annihilation mode. From Fig. 6.9 it is
clear that the limit on the cross section does not vary greatly with the mediator
mass provided it is kinematically allowed; it is instead the DM mass with which
the energy of final state photons and thus cross section limits is tightly correlated.
The thermal relic cross section required to reproduce the correct relic density
for non-self conjugate DM is approximately 〈σv〉 ≈ 4.4×10−26 cm3/s [314], which
excludes the low DMmass region where the Fermi limits surpass this sensitivity.
However, this statement assumes that the s-wave contributions to the annihilation
cross section dominate both at freeze-out and in the universe today. In fact in
some cases, such as scenario III, the p-wave processes can make a non-negligible
contribution at freeze-out. This means that the relic density constraint could be
satisfied, yet the cross section in the universe today suppressed, escaping indirect
detection bounds even for low DMmass.
6.8 Discussion and Summary
We have surveyed a spectrum of phenomenologically distinct two-mediator DM
models, containing both a dark vector and dark scalar, where gauge invariance
is respected and the mass terms for the dark sector fields are introduced in a
self-consistent way. These two-mediator DM models correctly capture important
phenomenology which is missing in the single mediator approach. Specifically,
we modified the usual simplified model setup to incorporate mass generation
for the DM candidate and vector mediator, by using combinations of bare mass
terms, Higgs mechanisms and Stueckelberg mechansims. We found that the DM
interaction types and annihilation processes, and hence both the relic density
and indirect detection constraints, are strongly dictated by the mass generation
mechanism we choose for the dark sector particles:
• Unless the DM and Z′ masses both receive contributions from the vev of
the same dark Higgs field, pure vector couplings of the spin-1 mediator and
DM are required, as discussed in scenarios III and IV. In these scenarios
DM annihilates to both sZ′ and Z′Z′, with the relative rates to these final
states controlled by independent coupling constants. Moreover, in the high
energy limit, only the Z′T polarization is produced by these annihilations.
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Figure 6.9: 95% confidence limits (C.L.) on the annihilation cross
section from Fermi Pass 8 data on 15 dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
Limits on the sZ′ process are shown for dark Higgs masses of 20,
100 and 200 GeV, for various Z′ masses as labeled in the plots. Z′
masses stated are in GeV. Limits on the Z′Z′ process are shown
for Z′ masses of 20, 250 and 500 GeV. The approximate limit from
AMS-02 is shown as a dashed magenta line, and is only applicable
if the sum of the final state mediators is less than about 70 GeV.
Intermediate mediator mass limits can be simply obtained from
interpolation of these plots. All these plots can be applicable to
any of the scenarios outlined in this chapter: the appropriate limit
of sZ′ or Z′Z′ will depend on the specific choices of the couplings,
masses and for which process is kinematically allowed.
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• However, if a dark Higgs mechanism gives mass to all the dark sector fields,
as per scenario II, the axial-vector coupling between the spin-1mediator and
DM must be non-zero. In this scenario, the sZ′ and Z′Z′ DM annihilation
channels are intrinsically linked. Furthermore, production of the Z′L polar-
ization enhances the annihilation to sZ′. If both the vector and axial-vector
couplings are non-zero, the annihilation to Z′Z′ is also enhanced by Z′L (via
the V − A interference) though it remains subdominant to the sZ′ mode
when both are kinematically allowed.
One may imagine generalizations of scenarios III and IV in which the Z′ and
χ masses arise from two different Higgs mechanisms. Indeed, we would recover
scenario III (Stueckelberg Z′ mass) in the limit that the Higgs responsible for the
Z′mass is taken to infinity. Likewise, we would recover scenario IV (bare χmass)
in the limit that the Higgs responsible for the χ mass is taken very large. In these
generalizations, the χ-Z′ coupling remains of pure vector form. Axial couplings
always imply that a Higgs which Yukawa couples to the χ must carry U (1)χ
charge, and hence its vev also contributes to the Z′ mass, as in scenario II. Such
two-scalar models would lead to additional complexity via mixing in the scalar
sector, but would not introduce any qualitatively new Z′ physics.
Our results are not captured by the single mediator approach, where the mass
generation mechanism is left unspecified and constraints on the coupling types
are not usually applied. This means that by continuing to use simplified models
with a single spin-1 mediator, (i) we are at best only testing a very specific subset
of the possibilities: Dirac DM with a bare mass and pure vector couplings to a Z′
with a Stueckelberg derived mass (i.e. scenario I) or (ii) at worst, experimental
constraints may not be meaningful because the models have been oversimplified.
Option (i) is not particularly appealing in that it does not cover well motivated
possibilities such as Higgs mass generation (which, after all, is a mechanism we





Annihilation Rates with Dark
Bremsstrahlung
M
any dark matter interaction types lead to annihilation processes which
suffer from p-wave suppression or helicity suppression, rendering
them sub-dominant to unsuppressed s-wave processes. We show that
the natural inclusion of initial state dark radiation of a dark scalar or dark vector
from fermionic dark matter can open an unsuppressed s-wave annihilation chan-
nel and thus provide the dominant darkmatter annihilation process for particular
interaction types.
This chapter is based on the publication: N. F. Bell, Y. Cai, J. Dent, R. K. Leane,
and T. Weiler, “Enhancing Dark Matter Annihilation Rates with Dark Bremsstrahlung”
[arXiv:1705.01105 [hep-ph]] [315].
7.1 Introduction
The particle nature of dark matter (DM) remains unknown. In order to signif-
icantly probe its properties in indirect detection experiments, large or unsup-
pressed annihilation rates are desirable. The DM annihilation rate will generally
be largest if it proceeds via an unsuppressed s-wave process. Unfortunately, there
are a number of well motivated DM models in which the s-wave annihilation to
StandardModel (SM) products, f f , is absent or helicity suppressed. This renders
indirect detection very unlikely, as the p-wave term is suppressed by a factor of
the DM velocity squared (with v2 ∼ 10−6 in the present universe) while a he-
licity suppression factor of (m f /mχ)2 can be significant for annihilation to light
fermions. These suppressions are well-known features of neutralino annihilation
in SUSY, but in fact are more general.
It is well known that such suppressions can be lifted via the bremsstrahlung
of a SM particle. For example, an unsuppressed s-wave can be opened via the
radiation of a photon [129, 131, 220, 316–318] or electroweakgauge boson [175–179,
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319–321] during the DM annihilation processes. This has led to much recent work
on the importance of SM radiative corrections in dark matter annihilation [129,
131, 167, 175–179, 220, 232, 316–337]. Despite the bremsstrahlung annihilation
process having a 3-body final state, it can be the dominant annihilation channel in
the universe today (if not at freeze out) because the suppression from additional
coupling and phase space factors is small compared to the v ∼ 10−6 suppression
of the p-wave contributions. Past work has primarily used final state radiation
(FSR) or virtual internal bremsstrahlung (VIB) to lift the suppression. If the DM
is a SM gauge singlet, initial state radiation (ISR) of a SM particle is obviously not
possible, however ISR of a W or Z boson from SU (2) charged DM is possible, and
has been considered in [338–340].
An interesting possibility is that helicity or p-wave suppressions can instead
be lifted by the ISR of a dark sector field. In this scenario, an initial state dark
bremsstrahlung process can dominate over other suppressed channels. This will
require that the dark sector contains more particles than just the DM candidate
itself which, in fact, is verywell motivated: it is what is observed in the visible sec-
tor, and multiple dark sector fields are a common feature of many self-consistent,
gauge-invariant, and renormalizable models. For example, mass generation in
the dark sector can require the introduction of new fields, such as a dark Higgs,
while DM stability may arise from a charge under a new dark sector gauge group,
requiring the introduction of dark photons. More generally, models in which DM
interactions are mediated by the exchange of only an axial-vector mediator are
not gauge invariant. They require the addition of a dark Higgs to unitarize the
longitudinal component of the gauge boson, and to give mass to both the gauge
boson and DM [80, 257, 268, 296, 301, 341]. Indeed, the simultaneous presence of
both spin-1 and spin-0 mediators lead to new indirect detection phenomenology
that does not arise in single mediator models [257, 268, 301].
In this chapter, for the first time, we explore the possibility that helicity or p-
wave suppressionsof theDMannihilationprocess are liftedbydarkbremsstrahlung
from the initial state. We investigate the case where fermionic DM, χ, radiates ei-
ther a dark spin-1 field, Z′, or spin-0 field, φ, to give the ISR processes χχ → f f Z′
or χχ → f f φ, respectively.
Bremsstrahlung annihilation processes are very closely related to the mono-X
processes utilized in collider DM searches [71, 72, 98–103, 107–109, 153], as they
are controlled by the same matrix element. For example, the radiation of photons
from fermions in the FSR annihilation process χχ → f f γ is the analogue of the
collider ISR mono-photon process f f → χχγ. Likewise, the ISR radiation of a
dark spin-0 or spin-1 field from the initial state χ in the χχ → f f φ or χχ → f f Z′
annihilation processes are then the analogue of the FSR mono-Z′ [110–112, 342]
or mono-dark Higgs [341] collider processes, respectively.
For the purpose of illustration, we shall assume the χχ → f f process is
adequately described by an effective field theory (EFT operator) of the form
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(1/Λ2)(χΓχ)( f Γ f ). We will see that the s-wave contribution to the ISR process
scales as 〈σv〉ISR ∝ O(1/Λ4), i.e., the same order in Λ as the 2-body annihilation
χχ → f f . In comparison, the well-studied lifting of helicity suppressions via FSR
or VIB radiation can occur only at higher order in 1/Λ, with cross sections scaling
as 〈σv〉FSR, ISR ∝ O(1/Λ8) 1.
In Section 7.2we provide an overview of suppressions to the annihilation cross
section of fermionic DM, and discuss annihilation both directly to SM particles,
and to dark mediators. In Section 7.3 we outline possible dark ISR annihilation
processes, and investigate two interesting cases in more detail in Sections 7.4 and
7.5. We present our conclusions in Section 7.6.
7.2 Overview of Fermionic Dark Matter Annhilation
7.2.1 Direct annihilation to SM particles
If DM is a Majorana fermion, the possible interactions which can mediate a χχ →
f f annihilation process are:
• s-channel exchange of an axial vector: helicity suppressed s-wave,
• s-channel exchange of a scalar: no s-wave,
• s-channel exchange of a pseudo-scalar: unsuppressed s-wave, or
• t-channel exchange of a sfermion-like scalar: helicity suppressed s-wave.
In the t-channel case, Fierz rearrangement to s-channel form gives A ⊗ A and
A ⊗ V structures. The A ⊗ A has a helicity suppressed s-wave, while the A ⊗ V
has no s-wave. For Majorana DM, we thus see that the s-channel exchange of a
pseudo-scalar is the only case of an unsuppressed s-wave. All other possibilities
feature either helicity or v2 suppressions.
For Dirac DM, there are additional possibilities because vector couplings (for-
bidden for Majorana particles) are also allowed. Note, however, that while the
exchange of a vector results in an unsuppressed s-wave annihilation cross sec-
tion, these models are also well constrained because they lead to unsuppressed SI
scattering in direct detection experiments.
A summary of the cross section suppression factors, for both annihilation and
scattering, for all possible Lorentz structures for χχ → f f , is given in Ref. [343].
7.2.2 Direct annihilation to dark mediators
Table 7.1 details whether DM annihilation to two different mediators (χχ →
M1M2) is s- or p-wave, depending on the Lorentz structures of the DM-mediator
interactions. For annihilation to any two spin-1 mediators, the rate is s-wave.
1This observationwas alsomade in the case of ISR of a W/Z boson from SU (2) doublet DM [338–
340].
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ΓM1 ⊗ ΓM2 S ⊗ S S ⊗ P P ⊗ P V ⊗ V V ⊗ A A ⊗ A S ⊗ V S ⊗ A P ⊗ V P ⊗ A
χχ → M1 M2 v2 1 v2 1 1 1 1 v2 1 v2
Table 7.1: Suppression factors for DM annihilation to two different
mediators M1 and M2, which have varying Lorentz structures. The
combination of mediators can be two spin-0 final states, two spin-
1 final states, or a mixed spin-0 plus spin-1 final state. Note for
Majorana DM, the V cases do not exist.
For any two spin-0 mediators, the rate is p-wave unless one scalar and one pseu-
doscalar are both present. For a mixed spin-0 and spin-1 final state, if the spin-1
is a vector, the processes are s-wave, while if the spin-1 is an axial-vector, the
processes will be p-wave2.
If one of these mediators is off-shell while the other is on-shell, it is equivalent
to the dark ISR process discussed in the following section — where the on-shell
mediator corresponds to the dark ISR radiation, and the off-shell mediator has
been integrated out to give the EFT vertex. As such, the annihilation type for
dark ISR is related to the underlying Lorentz structures of the mediators. We now
discuss the dark ISR processes in detail.
7.3 Dark Initial State Radiation
In this section, we consider the scenario where initial state radiation of a dark
sector particle lifts helicity or p-wave suppression in DM annihilation processes.
Figure 7.1: Dark vector (left) and dark scalar (right) ISR. Note in
both cases that there is also an additional diagram from emission
from the anti-DM particle.
Figure 7.1 demonstrates the dark sector ISR in DM annihilation. For the sake
of illustration, we use an effective field theory (EFT). The qualitative effects we
2If there exist direct couplings between the dark mediators themselves, it is possible to have an
s-wave process with a spin-0 plus spin-1 final state where the spin-1 is an axial-vector [257, 301].
Details of such couplings aremodel dependent, andwe do not consider such processes in this work.
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Γχ ⊗ Γ f χχ → f f
χχ → f f Z′ χχ → f f φ
ΓZ′  V ΓZ′  A Γφ  S Γφ  P
V ⊗ V 1 1 1 1 1
A ⊗ V v2 1 1 v2 v2
V ⊗ A 1 1 1 1 1
A ⊗ A (m f /mχ)2 1 1 v2 v2
S ⊗ S v2 1 v2 v2 1
P ⊗ S 1 1 v2 1∗ v2
S ⊗ P v2 1 v2 v2 1∗
P ⊗ P 1 1 v2 1 v2
Table 7.2: Suppression factors for DM annihilation with varying
Lorentz structures: vector (V), axial-vector (A), scalar (S) or pseu-
doscalar (P). In some cases, helicity suppression (∝ (m f /mχ)2) or
p-wave suppression (∝ v2) can be lifted to s-wave (∝ 1) by includ-
ing dark bremsstrahlung, to produce a new s-wave process with
no relative suppression factors. Note that for any vector or axial-
vector ISR, the s-wave process χχ → Z′Z′ will also be induced.
An asterisk indicates that the s-wave process χχ → φ1φ2 will be
induced via scalar(φ1)-pseudoscalar(φ2) mixing in a CP violating
scenario. Note for Majorana DM, the V cases do not exist.
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discuss are relevant for UV completions which map to the relevant cases. We
assume one mediator is sufficiently heavy, such that the EFT description can
safely be used without unitarity issues.
Table 7.2 details the annihilation type and relative suppression of all processes
(whether they are s-wave, p-wave, or helicity suppressed). This reveals which
Lorentz structures for particular ISR will lift suppression in DM annihilation.
We see that themost promising dark ISR scenario is with a dark vector: radiat-
ing a vector lifts the suppression inDMannihilation for several Lorentz structures:
S ⊗ S, A ⊗ A, and A ⊗ V . Radiating an axial vector lifts suppression in A ⊗ A
and A ⊗ V annihilation processes. Radiating a scalar fails to lift any suppression
of the annihilation cross section. Radiating a pseudo-scalar, however, can make a
process with a S ⊗ S structure s-wave. In the case of S ⊗ P or P ⊗ S, any scalar
with such a structure will not have well-defined CP properties. Thus the mixing
between the heavy scalar and the pseudo-scalar is inevitable, and a 2→ 2 s-wave
contribution will be induced.
It is also important to note that once an additional dark sector field is included
as dark ISR, there can also be s-wave annihilations of DM into the dark radiation.
For spin-1 ISR, the direct annihilation tomediators χχ → Z′Z′ is s-wave (as shown
in Fig. 7.3) for both vector and axial-vector couplings, and can dominate the total
DM annihilation rate for some choices of the coupling strength or masses. In
the case that the dark radiation is a spin-1 field, the χχ → φφ process is p-wave
suppressed for both scalar and pseudoscalar couplings, and so can very naturally
be sub-dominant to the suppression-lifting ISR process.
Note that to avoid the “dark radiation” contributing to the relic density, it must
eventually decay to SM states. This can easily be arranged without introducing
other consequences, e.g., via agaugeorHiggsportal to the SM,which cannaturally
appear for inclusion of a gauge boson or scalar, respectively.
We now study in detail two particular cases of the lifting helicity or p-wave
suppression: A ⊗ A with vector ISR and S ⊗ S with pseudo-scalar ISR. We choose
the former as an example of lifting helicity suppression. We choose the latter as it
is the only scenario where introducing dark ISR to lift a p-wave cross section does
not induce an additional competing 2 → 2 s-wave process. Other scenarios and
Lorentz structures can dominate in particular regions of parameter space. Note
also that in all the scenarios discussed, UV completions with the same Lorentz
structures would map to the same results we present. Our results are not specific
to EFTs, rather than to the underlying Lorentz structures.
7.4 Lifting Helicity Suppression in A ⊗ A Interactions
In this section, we demonstrate how helicity suppression can be lifted through
dark vector ISR, in the case of Lorentz structures Γχ ⊗Γ f  A⊗A. Such a structure
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is very natural for Majorana DM, but is also possible with Dirac DM. We will also
discuss any new competing annihilation processes.
7.4.1 Helicity suppressed χχ → f f
For Lorentz structures Γχ ⊗ Γ f  A ⊗ A, the lowest order four-fermi operator,




(χγµγ5χ)( f γµγ5 f ), (7.1)
where χ is a fermionic DM candidate (we take to be Majorana for the calculation),
f are SM fermions and Λ is the cutoff scale for new physics, representing a heavy
field which has been integrated out.
The operator in Eq. (7.1) yields a helicity suppressed DM annihilation cross
section for χχ → f f ,
〈σv〉χχ→ f f 
m2f
√





where m f is the mass of the SM fermion and mχ is the DM mass. In the limit
that m f → 0, this process is vanishing. We now explicitly show that for such an
operator, including dark vector radiation of a Z′ lifts this suppression, and the
dominant s-wave process can be χχ → f f Z′.
7.4.2 Dark vector ISR, χχ → f f Z′
To consider a minimal scenario, in addition to the EFT interaction in Eq. (7.1), we









+ gZ′χγµχZ′µ . (7.3)
While some completemodelmayhave relations between the couplings andmasses
of the dark sector particles, for the sake of illustration, in this case we take all
masses and couplings to be independent parameters. For dark ISR through the
process χχ → f f Z′, Eq. (7.3) yields an annihilation cross section of






4 + 24ρ3(1 + 5ρ2)
√





− 27ρ2 − 60ρ4 + 83ρ6 + 12ρ4(10ρ2 − 3) ln ρ
}
,
where ρ  mZ′/2mχ. We see that this process no longer has the helicity
suppressed (m2f /m
2
χ) dependence. It also has no velocity suppression, and so is
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s-wave. Furthermore, it scales ∝ O(1/Λ4), i.e., the same order in Λ as the f f
annihilation which scales as ∝ O(m2f /Λ
4). Lifting of helicity suppression via FSR
or VIB radiation only occurs at higher order in 1/Λ, with cross section scaling
∝ O(1/Λ8).
7.4.3 Competition with χχ → Z′Z′
Figure 7.3: s-wave process for DM annihilation to dark vectors.
Note there is also a contribution from the u-channel diagram.
The inclusion of an additional vector induces an additional two-body annihilation
process, χ̄χ → Z′Z′. For any couplings of Z′, this process is also s-wave, and so
the dominant annihilation channel will be a competition between χ̄χ → Z′Z′ and
χ̄χ → f f Z′, and depending on the region of parameter space, either of these








16πm2χ (1 − 2ρ2)2
, (7.5)
where again ρ  mZ′/2mχ.
Figure 7.2 displays the annihilation cross sections for both processes, demon-
strating the region of parameter space where either process may be the dominant
annihilation channel. We show both processes for varying gZ′ coupling. In the
case that the gZ′ coupling is smaller, the two powers of the DM coupling in the
Z′ f f cross section can more easily dominate over the four powers in Z′Z′. As
the coupling becomes larger, Z′Z′ dominates for more of parameter space. If the
Z′ is particularly heavy, the dark ISR process can also dominate over Z′Z′ due to
kinematic constraints.
7.5 Lifting p-wave suppression in S ⊗ S interactions
In this section, we demonstrate how p-wave suppression can be lifted through
dark pseudoscalar ISR, in the case of Lorentz structures Γχ ⊗ Γ f  S ⊗ S. Such a
structure is possible for both Majorana and Dirac DM. We will also discuss any
new competing annihilation processes.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of s-wave cross sections for dark vector ISR
process (green) and 2-body Z′Z′ (purple), for mZ′ andΛ as labeled
and couplings as stated. Note differing axes, with largest value
of mχ corresponding to maximum perturbative value of
√gχ g f ∼
√
4π for EFT mediator.
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7.5.1 p-wave suppressed χχ → f f
For Lorentz structures Γχ ⊗ Γ f  S ⊗ S, the lowest order four-fermi operator,




(χχ)( f f ), (7.6)
where χ is a fermionic DM candidate, f are SM fermions and Λ is the cutoff scale
for new physics, representing a heavy field which has been integrated out.
The operator in Eq. (7.6) yields a p-wave suppressed DM annihilation cross
















The v2 prefactor showsus that this is clearly a p-wave suppressedprocess. Wenow
explicitly show that for such an operator, including dark pseudoscalar radiation
lifts this suppression, and the dominant s-wave process can be χχ → f f φ.
7.5.2 Dark pseudoscalar ISR, χχ → f f φ
We consider a minimal setup with the EFT operator and a coupling gφ of DM to




(χχ)( f f ) + i gφφχγ5χ (7.9)
whereΛ is the new physics scale. While some complete model may have relations
between the couplings and masses of the dark sector particles, for the sake of
illustration, in this case we take all masses and couplings to be independent
parameters. For dark ISR through the process χχ → f f φ, Eq. (7.9) yields an
annihilation cross section of












+ 21ρ2 − 105ρ4 + 83ρ6 + 12ρ2(1 − 9ρ2 + 10ρ4) ln ρ
}
,
where ρ  mφ/2mχ. We see that this process no longer has the velocity suppres-
sion term, and so is s-wave.
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7.5.3 Competition with χχ → φφφ
Figure 7.4: s-wave process for DM annihilation to pseudoscalars.
Unlike the vector radiation case, there is no additional s-wave 2 → 2 process
induced for spin-0 fields. The φφ pseudoscalar final state is p-wave suppressed.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of s-wave cross sections for pseudoscalar
ISR process (pink) and 3-body φφφ process (black) for mφ  0 and
Λ  1000 GeV.
Instead, there can be competition from a φφφ final state, where an s-wave
process is induced for pseudoscalar radiation [270], as shown in Fig. 7.4. We find
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.







Figure 7.5 displays the annihilation cross sections for the pseudoscalar ISR and
three-body pseudoscalar process, demonstrating potential regions of parameter
space where particular process may be the dominant annihilation channel. The
pseudoscalar ISR process is particularly promising, with a larger rate than the
three-body pseudoscalar process for much of the parameter space.
7.6 Conclusion
An observation of an unexplained excess flux of SM particles in the astrophysical
sky can be interpreted as a DM signal. To probe the potential nature of DM, it is
important to know such processes may dominate, providing the largest contribu-
tion to any potential signal, or providing the strongest constraint on DM. In this
chapter, for the first time, we have explored the possibility of lifting helicity or
p-wave suppression in DM annihilation processes with dark ISR, which can lead
to a dominant DM signal.
We found that dark ISR can lift suppression for several different radiation
types, and interaction types of the DM andmediator. For fermionic DM, the most
possibilities for dominant dark ISR are provided by a dark vector: radiating a
vector lifts the suppression in DM annihilation for several Lorentz structures —
S ⊗ S, A ⊗ A, and A ⊗ V . Radiating an axial vector lifts suppression in A ⊗ A
and A ⊗ V annihilation processes. Radiating a scalar fails to lift any suppression
of the annihilation cross section. Radiating a pseudo-scalar, however, can make a
process with a S ⊗ S structure s-wave.
A nice feature of dark ISR over SM VIB or FSR, is that when s-wave, the
annihilation rate proceeds scales as 〈σv〉ISR ∝ O(1/Λ4), i.e., the same order in
Λ as the 2-body annihilation χχ → f f which scales as 〈σv〉 ∝ O(m2f /Λ
4). In
comparison, the lifting of helicity suppressions via FSR or VIB radiation only
occurs at higher order in 1/Λ, with cross section scaling as 〈σv〉FSR, ISR ∝ O(1/Λ8).
When introducing new fields for dark ISR, we also found that additional
processes can be induced with the new fields, which may compete with the
dark ISR processes. In particular, in the case of dark vector or axial-vector ISR,
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the additional process χχ → Z′Z′ is s-wave. For scalar of pseudoscalar ISR,
there is no equivalent s-wave process, but for pseudoscalar ISR, the three body
χχ → φφφ annihilation process is s-wave and can be competitive in some regions
of parameter space. As such, the interplay of several process should be considered.
Similar to the visible sector, the DM may very well have multiple field con-
tent, with more than one dark-visible sector mediator. In such a scenario, it is
important not to neglect the contributions to DM annihilation from dark radiative
corrections, as they can be the dominant process, as we have shown in this work.
Such observations will be important for setting exclusion limits and determining




Powerful Solar Signatures of
Long-Lived Dark Mediators
D
ark matter capture and annihilation in the Sun can produce detectable
high-energyneutrinos, providing aprobe of thedarkmatter-proton scat-
tering cross section. We consider the case when annihilation proceeds
via long-lived dark mediators, which allows gamma rays to escape the Sun and
reduces the attenuation of neutrinos. For gamma rays, there are exciting new
opportunities, due to detailed measurements GeV solar gamma rays with Fermi,
and unprecedented sensitivities in the TeV range with HAWC and LHAASO. For
neutrinos, the enhanced flux, particularly at higher energies (∼TeV), allows amore
sensitive dark matter search with IceCube. We show that these search channels
can be extremely powerful, potentially improving sensitivity to the dark matter
spin-dependent scattering cross section by several orders of magnitude relative
to present searches for high-energy solar neutrinos, as well as direct detection
experiments.
This chapter is based on the publication: R. K. Leane, K. C.Y. Ng, J.F. Beacom,
“Powerful Solar Signatures of Long-Lived Dark Mediators”, [arXiv:1703.04629 [astro-
ph.HE]]. [344]
8.1 Introduction
There is overwhelming evidence that dark matter (DM) is the dominant form of
matter in the universe [21]. However, across experimental tests of its annihilation,
scattering, and production processes, no details of its fundamental nature have
yet been revealed. For models with unsuppressed spin-independent scattering
interactions, there are severe bounds on theproperties ofDMfromdirect detection
experiments, such as LUX [118, 119] and PandaX-II [120]. If instead there are only
spin-dependent interactions, a much larger part of the parameter space remains
uninvestigated, with best limits currently set by LUX [121] and PandaX-II [122] for
neutron scattering, and PICO-60 C3F8 [345] for proton scattering.
















Figure 8.1: Left: Short-lived mediator scenario (usual case). Only
neutrinos can escape the Sun and they are attenuated.
Right: Long-lived dark mediator scenario. Gamma rays can es-
cape, and neutrinos are less attenuated.
The Sun is an alternate probe, as it can gravitationally capture DM [346–
349], after DM loses energy through scattering with solar nucleons. If DM is
captured, it must have scattering interactions that force further energy loss and
accumulation in the solar core, leading to annihilation to Standard Model (SM)
particles. Measurement of these SM particles provides insight to the nature of
DM. However, in order to escape the Sun for detection, the particles need to be
very weakly interacting. Amongst the potential SM particles produced in the
solar core, only neutrinos can escape. Even then, there is significant attenuation
for neutrinos above about 100 GeV.
As DM has not yet been found, more general theoretical scenarios should be
considered. A fairly minimal scenario consists of a DM candidate, along with
a new particle to mediate interactions between the dark and visible sectors. An
interesting possibility is that, as a consequence of particular model properties, the
mediator may have a long decay lifetime. These ‘long-lived dark mediators’ are
well motivated, and include examples such as the dark photon [350–353], dark
Higgs [354], andmany supersymmetric particles [355]. There is also wide interest
in searches at current [297, 356–359] and future colliders [360].
Figure 8.1 illustrates how the long-lived mediator setup can strongly affect
solar DM detection: the mediator can decay outside of the solar core, producing
otherwise attenuated or lost solar DM signals [275, 276, 280, 300, 354, 361–370].
While it is known that prospects are improved in this scenario, investigations to
date are not complete on considering the full range of data and models.
In this chapter, we examine the prospects for new gamma-ray and neutrino
experiments in a model-independent framework. For gamma rays, this is particu-
larly pertinent with new detailed measurements of the Sun in the GeV range with
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the Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT) [371, 372], as well as unprecedented
sensitivity to TeV gamma rays with upcoming analyses from the High Altitude
Water Cherenkov (HAWC)Observatory [142], which began operating in 2015, and
the LargeHighAltitudeAir ShowerObservatory (LHAASO) [373], which is under
construction and expected to begin operating in 2020. For neutrinos, this is partic-
ularly pertinent for the multi-TeV window at IceCube [148], and future neutrino
telescopes such as KM3NeT [152]. We demonstrate these telescopes and obser-
vatories can provide DM probes orders of magnitude stronger than both current
searches for high-energy solar neutrinos, and direct detection experiments.
We define the sensitivity to such scenarios in the following ways: On the the-
ory side, we consider optimal cases, for example where the mediators decay just
outside the Sun. On the experimental side, we are more conservative, requiring
that the new signals be as large as measurements, not just their uncertainties.
Accordingly, we aim for a precision of a factor of a few, neglecting some smaller
effects. This optimal scenario will demonstrate the full power of long-lived me-
diators for solar DM searches. Our sensitivity can be mapped to the parameter
spaces of any particular model realizations, together with any other constraints,
which will be a subset of the space considered. Therefore, we focus on the new
signatures and the experimental sensitivity.
In Sec. 8.2, we review the processes for DM capture and annihilation in the
Sun. In Sec. 8.3, we discuss themodifications for the long-livedmediator scenario.
We then demonstrate the power of gamma-ray signals with Fermi-LAT, HAWC,
and LHAASO in Sec. 8.4, and for neutrinos with IceCube and KM3NeT in Sec. 8.5.
In Sec. 8.6, we discuss interpretations of our results in the context of popular
models. Finally, other constraints are discussed in Sec. 8.7 before concluding in
Sec. 8.8.
8.2 Dark Matter Solar Capture and Annihilation
The usual scenario for DM capture and annihilation in the Sun has been well
studied [346–349, 354, 367, 374–379]. DM is gravitationally captured by the Sun
if it loses sufficient energy after scattering with solar nuclei. As the captured DM
accumulates in the Sun’s core, there are more DM particles available to power
DM annihilation. However, annihilation depletes the DM supplied by capture.
Therefore, the total number of DM particles in the solar core is determined by
an interplay of the capture rate Γcap and annihilation rate Γann. Equilibrium is
reached if the equilibrium timescale is less than the age of the Sun.
In the regime that DM self-interactions [380] are not relevant, the relation of




Nχ  Γcap − CannN2χ , (8.1)
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where Γcap is the DM capture rate and Cann is a coefficient that describes the
annihilationprocesses. The number ofDMparticles in the Sun rapidly approaches
equilibrium when t > tequil  1/
√
ΓcapCann. We focus on DM masses above 4
GeV, where evaporation is irrelevant [381, 382]. Equilibrium thus depends on
sufficiently large scattering and annihilation cross sections. For the scenarios
considered here, both conditions can be met [383]. Therefore, a simple relation








independent of the DM annihilation cross section.
8.3 Long-Lived Dark Mediator Scenario
8.3.1 Opportunities and Framework
The energy flux ofDMannihilation products in the Sun is enormous. For example,
in the case that 100 GeVor 1 TeVDMwith spin-dependent scattering cross sections
of ∼ 10−40 cm2 (capture rates of 1022 s−1 and 1020 s−1, respectively) annihilates








∼ 10−5 GeV cm−2 s−1 mχ  1 TeV, (8.3b)
where we have assumed that the gamma-ray spectrum is measured in bins one
decade wide (this is ∼10 times too conservative for Fermi, but appropriate for
HAWC). The best experimental sensitivity to 100 GeV solar gamma rays comes




∼ 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 , (8.4)




∼ 10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1. (8.5)
In each case, the annihilation flux is in excess of sensitivity by a factor of 104. Of
course, in the usual scenario, the difficulty is that it is not possible to observe these
promptly extinguished gamma rays. This is why the long-lived dark mediator
scenario is so compelling — gamma rays can escape the solar core, providing a
probe of the immense annihilation flux.
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For solar gamma rays [384], the sensitivity to long-lived mediators from these
experiments has not yet been fully explored. For solar neutrinos, limits exist
for short-lived mediators [148], but the improvements from long-lived mediators
through less absorption of neutrinos [364] have also not been fully quantified.











× Br(Y→ SM) × Psurv , (8.6)
where D⊕  1 A.U. is the average distance between the Sun and the Earth,
E2dN/dE is the spectrum per DM annihilation, Br(Y→ SM) is the branching
fraction of themediator Y to SM particles, and Psurv is the probability of the signal
surviving to reach the detector, which includes factors such as attenuation and
mediator decay length. While this factor diminishes the flux, the cost to the total
flux pales in comparison to the net gain in exploiting the large annihilation flux in
the Sun. In the standard scenario, Psurv  0 for gamma rays, and is exponentially
suppressed for neutrinos with energies above about 100 GeV.
In the following subsections, assumptions and properties of long-lived medi-
ators relevant to each of the terms in Eq. (8.6) are described.
8.3.2 Annihilation Rate
After equilibrium is reached, the annihilation rate of DM in the Sun, Γann, is
related to the capture rate as per Eq. (8.2). We use DarkSUSY [385] to compute
the annihilation rate Γann for a given DM scattering cross section and mass. The
capture rate scales ∝ m−1χ up to a few 10 GeV, which follows the local DM number
density. Above a few 100 GeV, it scales ∝ m−2χ , due to kinematic suppression of
the energy loss [117, 386, 387].
8.3.3 Branching Fractions
We assume a 100% branching fraction of the mediator to each final state in turn,
which is the optimal case. If only one final state produces observable signals, it
is straightforward to scale our result with the branching fraction. The effects of
considering multiple final states in the context of specific models are discussed in
Sec. 8.6.
8.3.4 Energy Spectra
DM annihilates to long-lived mediators as
χχ → YY → 2 ( SM + SM ) → ...γ, ν... (8.7)
where the mediator Y decays to two SM particles, which consequently can decay
into or radiate gamma rays or neutrinos.
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Figure 8.2: Left: Gamma-ray spectra E2γdN/dEγ for vari-
ous final states, per DM annihilation, with mediator masses
mY  2 TeV (solid), mY  200 GeV (dashed), and mY  20 GeV
(dotted). Right: Neutrino spectra.
We use Pythia [299] to generate the neutrino and gamma-ray energy spectra,
where an effective resonance with energy 2mχ decays to two mediators. Depend-
ing on the final state particles, gamma rays or neutrinos can arise from direct
decay to 4γ or 4ν, electroweak bremsstrahlung, or consequent particle decays.
Our simulations take into account all these possibilities where relevant, and are
the fully decayed spectra in vacuum.
Figure 8.2 shows that the energy spectra from DM annihilation are approxi-
mately the same for processes that are topologically identical. That is, for a given
DM mass to a given n-body final state, approximately the same energy spectra
is obtained regardless of the fundamental properties of the mediator, such as its
mass (provided it is kinematically allowed) and spin (provided it is allowed by
spin-statistics). This is because the daughters inherit the boost of the mediator.
The mediator boost is mχ/mY , and daughter particles have energies that are fixed
fractions of mY , so mY cancels. However, this can vary for gamma rays and
neutrinos made through pions. In the latter case, there are variable numbers of
pions, with different fractions of energy going to gamma rays, etc., so there can be
some variance. This is observed in particular for the different mediator mass and
the 4b final state, owing to more hadronic cascade decays being available with
higher mediator mass and consequently softening the spectra (this behavior for
gamma-ray spectra is consistent with Ref. [272]). For direct decays to gamma rays
and neutrinos, the low-energy bound of the box spectra depends on the mediator
mass [132], but this is only significant if the mediator is not sufficiently boosted.
Also note that for mediator decay to gamma rays, some lower energy gamma rays
can be produced from radiated electrons. However, these small differences do
not provide any appreciable differences to our results, which predominantly arise
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from the high energy part of the spectrum.
8.3.5 Optimal Signal Conditions
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Figure 8.3: Probability of gamma rays from the mediator surviv-
ing and reaching a detector at Earth, for varying mediator proper-
ties. This only takes into account decay exponentials, and assumes
zero signal if γcτ < R. In the standard scenario, γcτ ∼ 0, and
the probability is exponentially suppressed for neutrinos due to
parent-particle and neutrino absorption in the solar medium.
For decay products such as gamma rays to escape the Sun, it is required that
the mediator Y has a sufficiently long lifetime τ or sufficently large boost factor
γ  mχ/mY , leading to a decay length L that exceeds the radius of the Sun, R, as
L  γβτ ' γcτ > R , (8.8)
where β is the speed of themediator and c is the speed of light. While the lifetime τ
is related to themediator mass mY , we just ensure combinations of the parameters
are allowed by current constraints.
The probability of the signal surviving to reach the detector, Psurv, provided
the decay products escape the Sun, is
Psurv  e−R/γcτ − e−D⊕/γcτ . (8.9)
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Figure 8.3 illustrates the survival probability for varying γcτ. In this work, we
take γcτ  R. The probability is relatively insensitive to γcτ, as survival proba-
bility is changing only by a factor ∼ 2. For gamma rays, signal production is only
possible if the mediator decays outside the Sun. For neutrinos, however, mediator
decay inside the Sun provides a non-zero flux, but the signal is attenuated due to
parent-particle and neutrino absorption. We assumemediators pass through Sun
without attenuation, though such a feature is model-dependent.
We assume the signal strength only depends on γcτ. However, special scenar-
ios can arise in some limiting cases. When γ  1, the decay products are boosted
and maintain a small opening angle. We focus on this case, where the Sun will
appear to be a point source. When γcτ ' R and γ ∼ 1, mediators decay just
outside the Sun and the Sun remains effectively a point source. However, when
R  γcτ < D⊕ and γ ∼ 1, the decay products would appear to be a halo around
the Sun. Typically diffuse-emission sensitivity is worse than that of point sources,
and the analysis is more involved [371, 372, 388]. Thus we do not consider this
case. Lastly, the Sun can absorb some of the gamma rays produced by the medi-
ators. This only occurs when the decay length is small and the mediators have a
boost component away from the observer. For typical mediator masses and boost
factors, only the low-energy part of the spectrum is affected; hence our results are
not affected.
Therefore, our premise assumes a high mediator boost that requires the me-
diator to be sufficiently lighter than the DM mass. This is easily obtained across
a range of DM masses for direct decays to gamma rays, neutrinos and electrons.
For heavier final states such as taus and b-quarks, larger DM masses would be
required to produce a highly boosted mediator that could kinematically produce
such final states. As there is not a hard cutoff for such criteria, we show sensitivity
of gamma rays and neutrinos for all DM masses that could produce such final
states, even if the mediator would not be highly boosted, but potential weakening
of sensitivity due to such directional loss in such regions should be kept in mind.
Lastly, we neglect the extra gamma-ray component from secondary electrons
inverse-Compton scattering with the ambient photons [389, 390]. This component
is heavily suppressed due to the anisotropic solar photon distribution [391, 392].
We also note that the gamma-ray contribution from DM annihilation in the solar
WIMP halo outside the Sun is negligible [393].
8.4 High-Energy Solar Gamma Rays
In this section we discuss our procedure and results for long-lived darkmediators
using solar gamma rays with Fermi-LAT, HAWC, and LHAASO.
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8.4.1 Procedure
Fermi-LAT analyses provide the best measurements of solar gamma rays. In 2011,
Fermi detected 0.1–10 GeV solar gamma rays, measuring an energy flux ∼ 10−8
GeV cm−2 s−1 [371]. Since then, Fermi has collected more data and improved the
data quality. This updated Fermi data are analyzed in Ref. [372], where the results
are extended to 100 GeV solar gamma rays, measuring energy fluxes of ∼ 10−8
GeV cm−2 s−1. Together, these analyses provide much improved observational
studies of solar gamma rays, which have not been fully explored in the context of
long-lived mediators. For higher energy gamma rays (∼ 102 − 105 GeV), HAWC
and LHAASO could be used to observe the Sun [372, 388], but this has not yet
been exploited.
In this work we demonstrate that current Fermi-LAT analyses can be used to
set strong limits through solar gamma rays from long-lived mediators. We also
demonstrate that upcoming analyses from HAWC [142] and LHAASO [373] are
extremely sensitive to solar gamma rays from long-lived mediators.
Figure 8.4 illustrates how our new limits are obtained from existing Fermi-LAT
data. For a fixed branching fraction and Psurv, the spectra E2γdN/dEγ generated
are scaled with arbitrary increasing annihilation rate Γann. Once the energy flux
exceeds the sensitivity of Fermi-LAT in any energy bin, an upper limit on the
value of Γann from Fermi-LAT is obtained. Future HAWC and LHAASO analyses
will also have strong sensitivity to this scenario, as we are the first to show.
Figure 8.5 illustrates our new limits (for Fermi-LAT) and our calculated sensi-
tivities (for HAWC and LHAASO) to the DM scattering cross section using solar
gamma rays, for mediator decay just outside the Sun (L  γcτ  R, implying
Psurv ≈ 0.4). An upper limit on the annihilation rate implies an upper limit on the
scattering cross section, which we obtain using DarkSUSY [385] as described in
the previous section.
8.4.2 Discussion of Results
At high mass, the Fermi sensitivity weakens due to the scaling of the capture rate
(∝ m−2χ ) and due to the peak of the spectrummoving out of its energy range. This
is why the sensitivity limits for final states with harder spectra, such as direct
decay to gamma rays, weaken faster than softer spectra, such as those from b-
quarks. For the softer spectra, this also leads to Fermi being more sensitive than
HAWC and LHAASO for some higher DMmasses, even in the 1–10 TeV DMmass
range. With HAWC and LHAASO, there is good sensitivity at high DMmass due
to the increased energy range and flux sensitivity relative to Fermi.
The optimal long-lived mediator sensitivities with gamma rays shown in
Fig. 8.5 are extremely powerful, outperforming the best spin-dependent direct
detection limits from PICO by several orders of magnitude. Low DM masses are
particularly promising with Fermi — in the optimal scenario the sensitivity in the
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Figure 8.4: Estimates of presently allowedgamma-ray spectra from
solar observations by Fermi-LAT, for final states as labeled and
for DM masses of mχ  50, 500, 5000, 50000, 500000 GeV (left to
right), with γcτ  R. The fluxes shown have been scaled by
different annihilation rates for each mass and final state, such that
they reach the sensitivity limit. HAWC and LHAASO do not yet
provide constraints, but can do so soon.
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Figure 8.5: Optimal sensitivity for DM scattering cross sections
from current and future solar gamma-ray observations, for DM in
the Sun annihilating to pairs of long-lived mediators decaying to
the particles labeled. Here the mediator decays just outside the
Sun (γcτ  R). Our new limits from Fermi-LAT solar gamma-
ray data are shown (shaded, solid), while our calculations of the
estimated 1-year sensitivity from HAWC (dashed) and LHAASO
(dotted) can be tested in future analyses. PICO-60 C3F8 [345] 90%
C.L. limits are shown in gray.
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mχ ≈ 20 − 100 GeV region outperforms the best spin-dependent direct detection
experiments by about six orders ofmagnitude. HAWCandLHAASOare similarly
powerful at high DMmasses.
Furthermore, for some final states the optimal sensitivity with solar gamma
rays even outperforms the projected sensitivity of upcoming direct detection ex-
periment DARWIN, which is predicted to be sensitive down to spin-dependent
scattering cross sections of σSDχP ≈ 10
−43 cm−2 [394]. This means that the best probe
of the DM spin-dependent scattering cross section in the near future may be from
solar gamma rays, if the dark sector contains a long-lived dark mediator.
Again, it is important to note that these are the optimal sensitivities: we have
assumed decay immediately outside the Sun and a 100% branching fraction to
the particles detailed in the plots, and kept to an accuracy of a factor of a few.
However, while there will certainly be factors that degrade the sensitivity, but
they will certainly be less than the gain from allowing mediators to escape the
Sun, which for gamma rays allows a non-zero flux, and for neutrinos lifts the
exponential suppression of the flux due to attenuation in the Sun. Discussion of
interpretation of these results in the context of some models is in Sec 8.6.
8.5 High-Energy Solar Neutrinos
In this section we discuss our method and results for long-lived dark mediators
using high-energy neutrino observations with neutrino telescopes.
DM annihilations in the Sun produce neutrinos that could be detectable. In
this case, muon neutrinos are the most relevant, as the final state muons retain
much of the directionality, which is essential for suppressing the atmospheric
neutrino background. Searches for high-energy neutrinos from the Sun with
neutrino telescopesprovide the strongest limits on theDM-proton spin-dependent
scattering cross section [148, 150, 395]. A search has also been conducted by
Antares for some specific long-lived mediator channels [151].
In models with long-lived mediators, the sensitivity is enhanced [364] com-
pared to the case where neutrinos are promptly produced at the core of the Sun.
These enhancements can be understood by two considerations:
(1) Less cooling of the secondaries. For dark matter annihilation in the Sun with
short-lived mediators, high-energy neutrinos are produced inefficiently, as they
come only from the rare particles, such as gauge bosons or heavy mesons, that
decay before losing energy. (The more common particles, for example pions and
kaons, lose energy and decay at rest, producing only low-energy neutrinos [386,
396].) However, if the mediators escape the Sun, the neutrinos from pions and
kaons will be emitted at high energy, substantially increasing the flux.
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(2) Less neutrino absorption from the solar matter. High-energy neutri-
nos (> 100GeV) produced at the core of the Sun are exponentially suppressed
due to absorption from the solar matter. If the mediators decay outside the core,
beyond which the density falls exponentially, this suppression is lifted and the
high-energy neutrino flux is greatly enhanced. This is especially important as
neutrinos with higher energies are more detectable, due to increased cross section
and decreased backgrounds.
These enhancements are especially significant for high-mass DM, where the
secondary multiplicity is large and neutrino absorption is important. There-
fore, we focus our discussion on large neutrino telescopes such as IceCube and
KM3NeT. In any case, except for pure neutrino final states, the sensitivity to
gamma rays (Sec. 8.4) is much stronger than that for neutrino detectors such as
Super-K.
8.5.1 Procedure
We first consider the neutrino flux from DM annihilations through long-lived
mediators. The muon neutrino flux at Earth is obtained from (νe , νµ , ντ) at pro-
duction (8.3.4) multiplied with the weighting (0.27, 0.35, 0.38) due to mixing. For
pure neutrino channel, we assume equal flavor ratio at production. Theweighting
assumes the neutrinos arrive as an incoherent mixture of mass eigenstates (mix-
ing angles are obtained from Ref. [397]) due to vacuum mixing. We ignore the
matter effect as we focus on mediators that decay outside the Sun. We also note
that the oscillation length can approach 1AU at ∼ 10TeV and ∼ 1PeV, which we
ignore as we will integrate the spectrum over large energy bins. These are good
approximations for most of the energy range that we consider, especially given
that we aim for an accuracy of a factor of a few.
Figure 8.6 shows the muon neutrino fluxes where DM annihilates through
long-lived mediators, Y → 2τ, with Psurv  1 (only in this figure) for easy com-
parison. We compare them to the muon neutrino flux from WimpSim [398], for
χχ → ττ̄ at the center of the Sun (noted as the “short-lived” case).
With long-lived instead of short-livedmediators, the neutrino fluxes are larger
due to less energy loss of neutrino-producing secondaries and less attenuation of
the neutrinos. The spectra are also slightly softer, due to decaying into 4 final
states instead of 2. While the short-lived cases are all exponentially attenuated
above about 100GeV, the long-lived cases have significantly higher flux at higher
energies, which improves the sensitivity.
For comparison, in Fig. 8.6, we also show the atmospheric neutrino flux, which
is the dominant background for solar DM searches. We use the all-sky averaged
intensity from Ref. [399] from the South Pole, and use the parametric form in
Ref. [400] to extrapolate to high energies, after matching the normalization. The
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background flux is estimated by considering neutrinos within the ν − µ opening
angle, θνµ ' 1◦
√
Eν/1 TeV.
To estimate the sensitivity, we compute the muon spectrum from neutrino
charge-current interactions using the described neutrino fluxes. The average
muon energy, 〈Eµ〉, is related the neutrino energy, Eν, by 〈Eµ〉  Eν (1− y), where
y is the average inelastic parameter [401, 402]. For simplicity, we assume y  0.4
throughout our energy range of interest, and ignore the distribution of the final
state muons and take Eµ  〈Eµ〉.
The muons can be detected as entering muons, when the interactions occur
outside the detector volume. Taking into account the energy loss and the simpli-

















where dΦ/dEν is the neutrino flux, σ is the interaction cross section [401, 402],
NA  6.02 × 1023 is the Avogadro number, ρ ' 1 g cm−3 is the density, A
µ
eff is
the effective detecting area of muons, T is the exposure time of the detector,
α  2.0 × 10−6 TeV cm2 g−1, and β  4.2 × 10−6 cm2 g−1.
Themuons can also be detected as startingmuons, when the interactions occur















where V is the fiducial volume of the detector.
We consider an idealized gigaton scale detector, such as IceCube or KM3NeT,
where Aµeff  1 km
2 , V  1 km3. We take the exposure to be 0.5 × 317 days,
matching Refs. [148, 395]. The factor of 0.5 comes from the fact that we only
consider up-going muons, where the atmospheric muon background is greatly
reduced. For upgoing events, neutrinos may be absorbed when they propagate
through the Earth. At the South Pole, the optical depth barely reaches unity
when the Sun is at the lowest point below the horizon (about 23◦) for 1 PeV
neutrinos [402]. For our purpose and themass rangewe consider, we can therefore
safely ignore Earth absorption. For a lower latitude detector, such as KM3NeT,
this effect will be more important.
Figure 8.7 shows the muon spectra that can be detected, using the neutrino
fluxes from Fig. 8.6. We note that the muon spectra for the short-lived cases start
to be suppressed above about 100GeV. This is important as neutrino telescopes
typically do not have good muon energy resolutions below a TeV. The muon
spectra are broader than theneutrino spectra because of the importance of entering
muons, which lose energy outside the detector.
Finally, to estimate the sensitivity, we compute the number of signal and
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Figure 8.6: Neutrino flux from DM annihilating in the Sun to
long-lived mediators with Y → 2τ and Psurv is set to 1 for easy
comparison (only in this figure). Also shown are the cases for
short-lived mediators in the center of the Sun with χχ → ττ̄ and
the atmospheric background within the neutrino–muon opening
angle. The dotted, dashed, and solid lines correspond to DM
masses 5× 102 , 3× 103, and 104 GeV, respectively. The annihilation
rate is 1018 s−1 for all DM masses. The neutrino flux for long-lived
cases is enhanced, especially for large mχ.
background events in two energy bins. This is motivated by the realization that
neutrino telescopes can estimate the muon energy above ∼ 1 TeV, when the muon
energy loss becomes radiative [405]. The sensitivity is determinedwhen the signal
counts reach the background counts in either energybin, similar to our gamma-ray
analysis. Here we also take Psurv to be ∼ 0.4 (γcτ  R). There is some freedom
in choosing the precise values for the energy bins. We find that the choice of
[101.8 , 103]GeV and [103 , 106]GeV allows us to reproduce the IceCube limit [148]
up to factors of a few for the short-lived cases. Our approach is simplifying: it
is conservative to require the signal to be as high as the background; but this
is compensated by the fact that we ignore the backgrounds from atmospheric
muons, various detector effects, and reduction of signal efficiency from various
data reductions [406]. However, for our purpose of the estimating the improved
sensitivity from long-lived mediators relative to the “short-lived” case, this is
sufficient.
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mχ =5× 102, 3× 103, 104 GeV
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Figure 8.7: The muon spectrum (entering + starting) for a gigaton
neutrino detector with 317 days of exposure, obtained with the
neutrinos fluxes from Fig. 8.6. Eµ is defined as the energy of the
muon when it first appears at the detector.
8.5.2 Discussion of Results
Figure 8.8 shows our estimated sensitivity compared with current constraints for
standard WIMPs (short-lived case) from Super-K [150] and IceCube [148, 395].
We also show the result obtained by Antares [151], which searched for secluded
DM via the process χχ → YY → νν̄νν̄. We find that IceCube and KM3NeT can
offer a significant improvement in sensitivity for the case of long-lived mediators,
especially for highDMmasses. For the τ final state, at lowermasses, the long-lived
mediator sensitivity is comparable to and even slightly weaker than the current
limit. This is expected from softer spectra and the Psurv factor. Much of the
improved sensitivity comes the high-energy bin > 1TeV, which causes the kink
near 1 TeV. NominalWIMPs are not expected to produce such high-energy signals
due to severe neutrino absorption in the Sun. Hence, a detection of a high-energy
muon from the Sun could signal the existence of long-lived mediators in the dark
sector.
It is interesting to note that the neutrino sensitivity at ∼ 10TeV is close to that
of HAWC and LHAASO. Thus, in the case of a tentative detection by ground
based gamma-ray telescopes, neutrino telescopes can be used to verify the result,
and vice versa.
As mentioned above, for low mass DM (< 100GeV), long-lived mediators do
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Figure 8.8: Constraints and sensitivities for the spin-dependent
DM scattering cross section. The dashed lines are the sensitivities
for DM in the Sun annihilating to pairs of long-lived mediators
that decay to the particles labeled (γcτ  R). We also show
current limits on short-lived mediators (solid lines with shaded
region) from Super-K (SK), IceCube (IC), PICO-60 C3F8, as well
as the limit from the search for secluded DM by Antares (ANT).
This highlights the significantly improved sensitivity that could be
achieved by long-lived mediators.
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not offer much improvement to the sensitivity. In this case, gamma-ray observa-
tions by Fermi offer significantly larger potential discovery space.
8.6 Model Interpretation of Results
While the purpose of this chapter is to highlight the power of solar gamma rays
and neutrinos to probe the DM parameter space in a pure phenomenological
sense, rather than to be a complete study of DMmodels, in this section we briefly
discuss potential interpretations of these results in the context of popular models.
8.6.1 Dark Vector or Axial-Vector
Spin-1 mediators cannot decay directly to two photons, by spin-statistics. In-
stead, final state photons may be obtained in other ways, such as electroweak
bremsstrahlung, or hadronic decays. Resulting gamma ray spectra are softer than
direct decays, and so the sensitivity to gamma rays in such a scenario would be
closer to the b or τ channels. Of course, this is not a feature for the direct decay of
a spin-1 mediator to neutrinos.
The dark photon, a gauge boson of a new U (1) which kinematically mixes
with SM hypercharge, is a popular spin-1 mediator. The dark photon can induce
a large spin-independent scattering cross section, as the dark photon inherits
Lorentz structures from kinetic mixingwith the SMhypercharge, and it is difficult
to remove the spin-independent contribution without fine-tuning cancellation
by some other contribution. Therefore, competition with direct detection is a
particularly important consideration in this scenario. Regardless, long-lived dark
photon searches can still bemorepowerful thandirect detection experiments [370].
Furthermore, there are other promising spin-1 mediator scenarios which do
not have significant spin-independent scattering signals. For example, the spin-
independent scattering rate can be suppressed if the scattering is predominantly
inelastic, with a small mass splitting in DM states [354, 407]. Alternatively, direct
detection limits can be suppressed in an axial-vector mediator scenario, or in an
(almost) hidden sector setupwith larger DM couplings and smaller SM couplings.
8.6.2 Fundamental Dark Scalar or Pseudoscalar
In some models, particular decay channels dominate due to properties of the
mediator. For example, a dark Higgs which couples to the SM Higgs via a
Higgs portal term will predominantly decay to the heaviest decay product that
is kinematically available. This can motivate a choice of a near 100% branching
fraction. In order to be sufficiently long-lived to escape the Sun, typically it is
required that the mediator has very small couplings to its decay products, or
alternatively there need to be a few orders of magnitude difference between the
masses of theDMand themediator. For aHiggs portalmodel, these requirements
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are easily met with a light mediator which consequently can only decay into light
final states such as electrons. Alternatively, in a two Higgs-doublet Higgs portal
model, the dark Higgs couplings may be uncorrelated with SM Higgs couplings,
for example when one of the doublets is leptophilic.
Another promising scenario is DM annihilating to axions, or any light pseu-
doscalar. For the axion to be both sufficiently long-lived to escape the Sun and to
produce a sizable gamma-ray flux, light decay products such as gamma rays or
electrons could be directly produced. For the combination of parameters where
the gamma-ray flux dominates, a sharp spectral feature would be observed. Full
details of such a model are comprehensively discussed in Ref. [354]. Also note
that for pseudoscalar mediators, DM annihilation to a three-body pseudoscalar
final state may be the dominant s-wave process, providing a different spectral
shape [270, 408].
8.6.3 Multi-Mediator Scenarios
In this chapter, we consider the case that the dark sector contains a DM candidate
and one dark long-lived mediator. Of course, the dark sector could be complex,
with combinations of weak and strong dynamics, or several dark sector particles
could be involved in the decay. If there exists a cascade of dark sector decays, the
overall spectral shape will be softened. However, if there are only a few decays,
this softeningwill not greatly affect the results [273]. This alsomeans that the dark
sector particles involved in the decay can have shorter lifetimes than required to
escape the Sun, and it is only required that the sum of the lifetimes are sufficiently
long to escape the Sun.
Furthermore, more than one mediator present in a model is well motivated in
some scenarios. For example, in the case there is a dark spin-1 boson with axial
couplings, unitarity is violated at high energies unless a scalar is also included
in the setup [80, 296]. When both a vector and scalar are present, the DM an-
nihilation and indirect detection signals can be different, with DM annihilating
into a vector plus scalar final state potentially dominating when kinematically
allowed [257, 268, 301]. If the masses of both mediators are of the same scale, the
sensitivity limits are not drastically different and depending on final states could
approximatelymap to our results of DM annihilation to only one type of mediator
[257, 301]. Such a scenario also produces a compelling way to produce a large
gamma-ray flux while evading other constraints; only one of the mediators need
to satisfy conditions to escape the Sun to provide some non-zero DM flux. In fact,
a particularly promising scenario arises when the scalar is long-lived and escapes
the Sun, and the vector does not [354].
Generally, more than onemediator present can lead to destructive interference
in direct detection signals, and consequently a blind spot in the direct detection
limit. Interestingly, this may be covered by the solar spin-dependent limit we
present on the scattering cross section instead.
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DM may also exist in bound states, such as WIMPonium [409–417], or a dark
pion, which can produce a large gamma-ray flux [418]. In such a case self-
interactions of the DM would be relevant [380], leading to a potentially varied
relation between scattering, annihilation, and self-interaction rates, with equilib-
rium reached at a different time.
8.6.4 General Considerations
The results we present are the most optimal case. Indeed, in many models, these
sensitivity limits will be different. For example, theremay be several decaymodes
of the dark mediator, reducing the branching fraction. In general, the sensitivity
should be scaled accordingly. However, for a model with non-negligible direct
gamma-ray decays, the gamma-ray spectra can be so sharp that it is what sets the
limit acrossmost of the parameter space (e.g., true formonochromatic gamma-ray
lines, and for 4γ box spectra [132, 143]), and so a non-zero branching fraction to
mixed final states may not affect the sensitivity within our accuracy of factor of a
few.
When applying results to specific models, relations between parameters such
as decay width, lifetime, masses and decay length will vary, and will need to
satisfy the conditions in Sec. 8.3.5. In general, it is easier to fulfill requirements on
parameter combinations for neutrinos. As neutrinos can propagate from inside
the Sun [348, 374–379], shorter decay lifetimes are allowed for neutrino detection,
leading to less stringent constraints on relationships between mediator proper-
ties. In the case where the scenario is sub-optimal, the sensitivity needs to be
scaled (e.g., when Psurv  1 in the highly boosted case) or dedicated data analy-
ses are required (e.g., when the Sun is no longer a point source).
Lastly, to escape increasingly strong spin-independent direct detection limits,
model building efforts are often constructed such that the spin-independent DM
direct detection signal is either suppressed or non-existent, and only the weaker
spin-dependent direct detection constraint is relevant. In this chapter we have
made the important observation that, even in such a case, very strong limits may
arise on the spin-dependent scattering cross section by utilizing solar gamma rays
or neutrinos, in the scenario that the dark mediator is long-lived.
8.7 Other constraints
There exist other constraints relevant for a long-livedmediator setup, but they are
mostly highlymodel dependent. In this section, for completenesswe outline other
relevant constraints, which would need to be considered in a complete analysis.
These are:
• BBN: The observed relic abundance of SM particles by Big Bang Nucleosyn-
thesis implies any new mediator must have a lifetime τ < 1s [300].
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• CMB: DM annihilation to SM products in the early universe is constrained
by the Cosmic Microwave Background [419–422].
• Supernovae: Relevant constraints may be obtained for mediators lighter
than a GeV, from mediator decay and supernova cooling [423–427].
• Colliders: If the dark sector is secluded, limits from colliders may be neg-
ligible. Otherwise, limits may be set by LHC experiments Belle [428] for a
dark Higgs and dark photon, BaBar [429], ATLAS [430, 431] and CMS [432].
• Beam Dump/Fixed Target experiments: Beam dump and fixed target ex-
periments are most relevant when themediator has mass lighter than a GeV.
Limits on mediator properties can be set from E137 [433, 434], LSND [435–
437] and CHARM [438, 439].
• Other indirect detection signals: Fermi-LAT and DES measurements of
dwarf spheroidal galaxies can be relevant particularly at low DM mass
[135, 440], and large positron signals [441] can be constrained by AMS-02
[442]. Also note that Fermi-LAT observed the Sun, searching for long-lived
mediators directly decaying to electrons in the DMmass range 70–2000 GeV,
which are stronger than the gamma-ray limits [443]. In such cases, helio-
and geo-magnetic field effectsmust be taken into account, especially at lower
DMmasses.
• Thermalization and Unitarity: Thermalization can be important for > 10
TeV DM, and unitarity issues exist for DM mass O(100) TeV [260, 444] for
a standard WIMP, which is reached at the edge of the DM mass range
we consider. Furthermore bound state effects can be relevant if DM mass
becomes too large [416].
8.8 Conclusions
It has long been known that high-energy neutrinos can be used to probe DM
scattering and annihilation in the Sun. If annihilation proceeds via long-lived
dark mediators, gamma rays can escape the Sun, and neutrinos will be less atten-
uated. In this work, we have demonstrated gamma-ray and neutrino telescopes
are extremely sensitive to such scenarios. Specifically, in this chapter we have:
• defined a general framework for DM annihilation to long-lived mediators in
the Sun,
• calculated new solar gamma-ray limits on DM annihilation to long-lived
mediators with the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope,
• calculated the first solar gamma-ray projections of DM annihilation to long-
livedmediatorswith ground-basedwater Cherenkov telescopesHAWCand
LHAASO, and
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• calculated new neutrino projections on DM annihilation to long-lived me-
diators in the Sun with neutrino telescopes such as IceCube and KM3NeT.
Experimentally, our results are especially pertinent due to new and upcoming
opportunities in the gamma-ray and neutrino channels. For gamma rays, new
detailed measurements of the Sun have been made in the GeV range with Fermi,
andgreat increases in sensitivity in theTeV rangewill be availablewithHAWCand
LHAASO. For neutrinos, the long-lived mediator scenario opens the previously
inaccessible multi-TeV window, with gigaton neutrino telescopes such as IceCube
and KM3NeT. If the dark sector contains a DM candidate along with a sufficiently
long-lived mediator, these telescopes can improve sensitivity to the DM spin-
dependent scattering cross section by several orders of magnitude, relative to
present searches for high-energyneutrinos from theSun, aswell asdirect detection
experiments.
Models which have non-suppressed spin-independent scattering cross sec-
tions must satisfy strong constraints from direct detection experiments. For mod-
els where the spin-dependent cross section is dominant, direct detection limits
are significantly weaker. However, if the model contains a long-lived mediator,
a substantial part of the spin-dependent scattering cross section can instead be
covered via solar gamma rays or neutrinos. Depending on model details, these
searches can provide a probe of the spin-dependent DM scattering cross section
stronger than the predicted sensitivity for all upcoming direct detection exper-
iments, including DARWIN. This means that observations of solar gamma rays
and neutrinos are a promising complementary avenue for the discovery of DM.
Our results define model-independent spaces, from which model-dependent
results can be extracted. Demonstrating the optimal model-independent case, as
we have in this chapter, highlights the maximal power of solar gamma-ray and
neutrino signatures. Indeed, further theoretical work is needed to fully explore
this parameter space, to interpret it in the context of particular models, and to
constrain it with other considerations. Until then, the most important thing for
progress is new experimental analyses, especially taking advantage of the huge
increase in sensitivity possiblewith presentHAWCandLHAASOTeVgamma-ray
data, and IceCube neutrino data. Future analyses and accompanying theoretical
investigations for long-lived mediators in the Sun have substantial potential to






The discovery of dark matter remains one of the foremost goals of the physics
community. As shown in Part I, despite evidence forDMbeing clearly established,
no substantial evidence of its fundamental particle nature has yet been found.
In this thesis, we have explored new ways to probe properties of particle dark
matter across different phenomenological settings, demonstrating the importance
of theoretically consistent models, as well as novel signatures for discovery.
In Part II of this thesis, we investigated model building and signals for dark
matter searches at the LargeHadronCollider (LHC). In Chapter 2, we showed that
the use of effective field theories for dark matter at the LHC can lead to bad high-
energy behaviour and unphysical signals. In particular, many widely used EFTs
are not gauge invariant, and if such operators do not respect the electroweak gauge
symmetries of the SM, vev insertions are required to restore gauge invariance.
Such operators appear at higher dimension compared to gauge invariant EFTs,
and as such their effects should be subdominant. In the context of the mono-W
signal, we showed the “interference effect” that was searched for by ATLAS and
CMS was a consequence of breaking gauge invariance, with untamed unphysical
contributions from the longitudinal W modes. To avoid such issues, in Chapter 3,
we employed the next iteration of aminimal DM framework, simplifiedmodels, in
the context of mono-W searches. We considered renormalizable gauge-invariant
models, in caseswhere couplingswere eitherweak isospin conserving or violating
after electroweak symmetry breaking. We found that isospin violating effects are
small, and unobservable at the LHC in the context of two simple models. Lastly,
for isopin conserving simplified models, we found that the mono-W signal plays
a sub-dominant role to other searches at the LHC, such as mono-jet or di-jet
searches, which instead are more likely to be a discovery channel. In Chapter 4,
we discussed an alternative search strategy to mono-X searches at the LHC — in
the case that DM does not couple directly to hadrons, the mono-X signature does
not exist, and instead a leptophilic DM signature can be found at the LHC. We
found that despite having a suppressed LHC signal, leptophilic DMwith a spin-1
mediator can still be significantly probed, particularly at low DM and mediator
masses.
In Part III of this thesis, we turned to astrophysical signals of DM. In Chapter 5,
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we demonstrated that a consequence of enforcing gauge invariance in simplified
DM models provides a new dominant s-wave DM annihilation process for indi-
rect detection searches. We set limits on the annihilation cross section from Pass 8
observations of gamma rays fromdwarf spheroidal galaxies by the FermiGamma-
ray Space Telescope, finding this newprocess has a spectral shapewhich gives rise
to slightly more stringent bounds. In Chapter 6, we demonstrated the impact of
mass generation for simplified models, finding that the relic density and indirect
detection constraints, along with the DM interaction types, are strongly dictated
by the mass generation mechanism chosen. The emphasis of Chapters 5 and 6 is
that traditional simplified model searches miss important phenomenology which
would exist in a full UVmodel, implying that these models are “over-simplified”.
In Chapter 7, we showed that the multi-mediator approach advocated in the pre-
vious two chapters can also lead to a new dominant signal, in the form of dark
initial state radiation. Finally in Chapter 8, we studied DM signals in the Sun,
finding that if DM annihilates to long-lived mediators, the gamma rays produced
can be strongly probed by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope, ground-based
water Cherenkov telescopes HAWC and LHAASO, and similarly the neutrinos
produced can be probed by neutrino telescopes IceCube and KM3Net. Interest-
ingly, these telescopes can provide the strongest probe of the DM spin dependent
scattering cross section, outperforming standard searches for high-energy solar
neutrinos and direct detection experiments by several orders of magnitude.
Across this thesis, we have shown that theoretically consistentmodels andnew
ways of searching for darkmatter, exploiting the complementarity of searches, are





In the scenarios discussed in Chapter 6, the charges were fixed to particular values
either to satisfy gauge invariance, or to demonstrate the phenomenology. The full
cross sections with explicit QA,V and QS dependence are listed in this appendix
for reference.
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This expression gives the s-wave contribution to the χχ → Z′Z′ cross section for all
cases, as only the t/u channel diagrams contribute. (Scalar-mediator contributions
only enter at the p-wave level.) We see that if either QA or QV is zero, the cross
section scales as 1/m2χ in the limit that ηZ′  m2Z′/m
2
χ  1, and is dominated by Z′T
contributions only. In the case that both QA and QV are non-zero, the cross section
instead scales as 1/m2Z′ in the ηZ′  1 limit, which arises due to the Z
′
L modes.
Note however, that no violation of unitarity will occur – the Z′ mass cannot be
made arbitrarily large while satisfying the constraint Eq. (6.10) and restricting all
couplings to perturbative values. This Z′Z′ cross section matches that in Refs.
[188, 190].
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Taking 2QA  QS  1 and using the relation of the Yukawa and gauge coupling
in Eq. (6.10) recovers the cross sections for scenario II, QA  QS  0 recovers the
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cross sections for scenario III, and QA , yχ  0 gives the cross sections for scenario
IV.
It is still important to note however that the values for the charges cannot be
chosen freely and should obey the constraints discussed in Chapter 6.
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